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What do the Hurricanes want — or need — as the NHL trade deadline approaches?
By Chip Alexander
The NHL trade winds are stirring as the April 12 trade
deadline approaches, but head coach Rod Brind’Amour
offered up an opinion this week: “I like our team right now. I
don’t know why we would be looking at too much.”
Canes General Manager Don Waddell said Wednesday that
he’s always actively looking for ways to improve the team but
that salary-cap considerations must be considered, with the
NHL cap to remain flat next year.
“We have a little cap space but not a lot of cap space,”
Waddell said.
Waddell said once goaltender Petr Mrazek is healthy and
playing, the Canes would carry all three goalies — James
Reimer and Alex Nedeljkovic are the other two — on the
roster, which also will eat some cap space.

“That’s a question that’s probably for further up the chain
than me, but I think we know he’s an awesome person,”
Brind’Amour said of Staal, his former teammate who
succeeded him as captain.
Injuries have been tough on the Canes this season, with
Mrazek missing a chunk of time due to thumb surgery, and
prime setup man Teuvo Teravainen.
Mrazek, who shut out the Wings 3-0 in the season opener,
played four games before dislocating a thumb and needing
surgery. Teravainen has had issues with COVID-19 and then
a concussion, missing 15 games.
More recently., center Vincent Trocheck has been sidelined
with an upper-body injury. Best guess: sore ribs after taking
a cross-check March 9 against Nashville. He has been out
the past three games and Waddell said his status is “week to
week.”

One name that popped up recently in connection with
Carolina was former Canes captain Eric Staal, now with the
Buffalo Sabres. Jordan and Eric Staal once envisioned
leading the Canes back into Stanley Cup contention after
Jordan Staal was traded to Carolina from Pittsburgh in June
2012.

If the injuries continue — forward Warren Foegele left
Tuesday’s game with an upper-body issue — that could
change the trade equation and there could be moves.

That didn’t happen.

But the Canes are 20-7-1, and have 41 points midway
through the season. If they can match that in the second half,
and start having more fans allowed in PNC Arena, and make
the playoffs again ... who knows what comes next?

Brind’Amour was asked about an Eric Staal return in
roundabout fashion on a Zoom media call this week. Staal’s
name was not mentioned, and the NHL frowns on comments
made about players under contract to other teams, but
Brind’Amour handled it well enough.

The Canes could look to add a veteran forward at the right
price. The goaltending situation might have to be addressed.
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NHL power rankings: No surprises at top or bottom of The Athletic’s first weekly edition
By Sean Gentille and Dom Luszczyszyn
As of today, The Athletic will have weekly NHL power
rankings. Yes, it’s happening. Calm down.
Before we get into Installment 1 — and it’ll be the two of us
tag-teaming this — we should establish a few things.
• The methodology here is as simple as it gets. We each
rank the teams, from 1-31, then take the average, and voila.
(Dom made a dedicated spreadsheet for this because of
course he did.) It’s not going to be based solely on past
performance, current hot streaks or future potential.
Numbers will figure into it prominently, but if you want statmodel stuff, we’ve got you covered elsewhere. This is
something different.
• From there, we’ll choose 10 or so teams to go back-andforth on; that might be because we disagree on the
placement. It might be because we each have something
meaningful to say. It might be because we each want to
make jokes about the teams, or each other. We’ll see.
• We want this to be fun, and we’re not locked into a format
beyond going from No. 1 to No. 31. Some rankings might
have themes. Some of those themes might be unexpected. If
you have ideas — or just suggestions on how to make this a
destination for you, each Friday — we’d love to hear them.
You’re why we’re doing this in the first place.
And with that, off we go. (All stats are through Wednesday’s
games unless otherwise noted)
1. Tampa Bay Lightning
Record: 20-6-2, 41 points
Dom rank: 1
Sean rank: 1
Dom: It feels insanely unfair that this team, literally the best
team in the league without question according to these
rankings, will get Nikita Kucherov back for the playoffs.
Sean: They are, literally, the best team in the league. We
said so in the rankings and everything. Done deal. Far as
Kucherov is concerned, I can’t help but respect the hustle.
Didn’t see it coming, either; I made fun of the conspiracy
theorists on Twitter and everything. The bigger question, at
this point, is what they’re bad at … because I’m not seeing
much. (The biggest question is, if they pull off the Kucherov
gambit, whether it’s the most impressive bit of sleazeball
gamesmanship in recent history. We’re talking about a
league that lost its mind over back-diving contracts, to the
point that they levied back-breaking penalties against teams
who pulled that lever when it was legal. This is sleazier by an
exponential degree, and it’s on track to work. Amazing.
Wonderful. I love it with utmost sincerity.)

Dom: They saw they could win the Cup without Stamkos and
just decided they don’t need Kucherov to even make the
playoffs either. And they were right.
2. Colorado Avalanche
Record:17-8-2, 36 points
Dom rank: 2
Sean rank: 3
The Avalanche have allowed fewer than 30 shots in 19
straight games and outshot opponents in 18 of those 19
(including Thursday night, when they outshot the Wild 5520). This has come with a largely depleted lineup; star
defender Cale Makar missed 12 of those games. He’s back
now, and the Avalanche have a chance to give the Lightning
a run for their money. They lead the league in expected
goals percentage.
3. Carolina Hurricanes
Record: 20-7-1, 41 points
Dom rank: 4
Sean rank: 2
Sean: In this house, we respect the Southeast Division. RIP.
The Hurricanes are a lot easier to understand if you accept
that their goaltending is pretty good. It’s been a multi-season
process for me, for whatever reason, but those guys —
James Reimer, Alex Nedeljkovic, a soon-to-be-healthy Petr
Mrazek — have been solid as hell. It’s the sort of thing that
makes an interesting team into a really, really good one.
Dom: In all situations, the Hurricanes have allowed the
seventh-fewest goals against per 60 and 0.31 fewer than
expected. That may seem like a shock, but it’s actually the
third year in a row that the team has allowed fewer goals
than expected. Carolina’s goaltending is super underrated
and looks to be a legitimate strength this season. The
Hurricanes are an elite team without a doubt, but the next
team has been a bit stronger at five-on-five.
4. Toronto Maple Leafs
Record: 19-9-2, 40 points
Dom rank: 3
Sean rank: 5
Dom: The Leafs have struggled to get wins over the last
couple weeks after starting the year red hot, but the process
is still very strong. Toronto is 1-5-0 in its last six, but in that
stretch of time have earned 55 percent of the expected goals
at five-on-five. The Leafs were due for some bad luck after
having some great fortune early on.
Sean: I saw someone refer to them as “a juggernaut” right
before they lost all those games. Pretty funny. You catch
that?
Dom: Whoever said that is a complete clown. They should
consider watching the games.
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Sean: The truest test of the Leafs 5v5 machine might be Alex
Galchenyuk. Inside each hockey writer is two wolves: One
who believes that Galchenyuk can still succeed in the right
situation, and one who watched Galchenyuk play in
Pittsburgh.
5. Vegas Golden Knights
Record: 20-6-1, 41 points
Dom rank: 5
Sean rank: 4
If we were going solely off points percentage, Vegas would
be holding down the top spot. Yes, that means they’re ahead
of the Avs. If we were going solely off expected goals, they’d
be 12th. Might as well split the difference, and acknowledge
the role Marc-Andre Fleury has played in getting them here.
He’s second in the NHL in goals saved above expected
(12.53) and first in save percentage (.933). If you want a
reason the Golden Knights are outpacing some of their
percentages, there you go.
6. Minnesota Wild
Record: 18-8-1, 37 points
Dom rank: 6
Sean rank: 6
Most people figured the Wild would be an average team this
year, if that. Kirill Kaprizov and stable goaltending have
propelled the team to become so much more. The division
was supposed to have three Cup contenders and it does –
one of them just happens to be Minnesota. They’re an elite
team at five-on-five and if they ever figure out the power play
will be a scary group in the West.
T-7. Boston Bruins
Record: 18-8-4, 34 points
Dom rank: 8
Sean rank: 8
Is there a team with a more clear-cut need at the trade
deadline than the Bruins? They’re possession beasts — as
we’ve come to expect, based on years of evidence — that
also aren’t particularly good at putting the puck in the net:
17th in xGF% and 24th in goals, period. Go get a winger,
fellas. Find someone to play with David Krejci. Make this
interesting. Let’s have some fun.
T-7. New York Islanders
Record: 19-7-4, 41 points
Dom rank: 9
Sean rank: 7
Sean: Losing Anders Lee is brutal; the Islanders, even
without him for a few games, have won nine of their last 10.
Obviously, Lee benefited tremendously from playing with Mat
Barzal, and Semyon Varlamov is the most important player
on that team, but I still want to see Lou Lamoriello go get
someone. Does Kyle Palmieri make sense? They’re really
good! Come on!
Dom: I really hope they make a move. For years their fans
have screamed that this is an elite defensive team and the
numbers haven’t lined up. This year they have and it’s

magical. With the age of the core group, this feels like the
team’s best chance to make a run. Time to go all-in.
9. Florida Panthers
Record: 19-5-4, 42 points
Dom rank: 11
Sean rank: 7
Dom: The Panthers are a top-five expected goals team this
season and have an exceptional record, but have been
pretty fortunate in terms of schedule strength and goal
sequencing. Their plus-18 goal differential ranks eighth in the
league. I also have a hard time putting them any higher as
long as Sergei Bobrovsky remains the starter. He’s in the
bottom five for goals saved above expected this season after
finishing sixth last in 2019-20.
Sean: Yeah, this is one where we might’ve appropriately
canceled each other out. Bobrovsky’s contract doesn’t expire
until slightly before the release date of “Avatar 4,” by the
way.
10. Washington Capitals
Record: 19-6-4, 42 points
Dom rank: 9
Sean rank: 10
The analytics crowd perennially underrates the Capitals and
they keep being the best team in their division anyway.
Stronger five-on-five numbers and a bounce back on the
power play are making the Capitals look like a true
powerhouse in a very tough East division.
11. Pittsburgh Penguins
Record: 18-10-1, 37 points
Dom rank: 10
Sean rank: 11
Pittsburgh started slow and finally started rounding into
form… so of course the Penguins are now facing a lengthy
injury to a key player. Evgeni Malkin wasn’t himself at the
beginning of the year, but has recently looked much more
like his best self. His injury obviously creates a massive hole
in Pittsburgh’s lineup and a spot this high in the rankings
may be difficult to maintain without him.
12. Montreal Canadiens
Record: 13-8-8, 34 points
Dom rank: 12
Sean rank: 14
As long as the game doesn’t go past regulation, the
Canadiens are a very strong team, one that’s capable of
dominating play to a strong degree at five-on-five. Their 61.6
percent goals ratio at five-on-five leads the entire league as a
result of their puck possession dominance. Good thing
there’s no three-on-three or shootout in the postseason.
13. Winnipeg Jets
Record: 18-9-2, 38 points
Dom rank: 15
Sean rank: 12
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Sean: Recency bias, baby! Plenty of the Jets’ 5v5 numbers
are mediocre to varying degrees, but they’re banking points.
Think of it this way: If a team can walk into Toronto, take five
of a possible six, pull within shouting distance of first place
and don’t get a little extra play in arbitrary stuff like this, why
bother putting them together at all? Sometimes, smoke and
mirrors and weird teams can be fun. Don’t worry about that
goals/expected goals disparity and enjoy yourselves. If
Connor Hellebuyck starts playing like a Vezina finalist again,
who knows?
Dom: I’m not sorry about this.

Oh look, the Flames are starting to look like the good team
everyone expected them to be under Darryl Sutter!
*Flames get pummeled 7-1 by the Oilers before scoring two
meaningless goals*
Hmm, nevermind then.
T-18. Chicago Blackhawks
Record: 14-11-5, 33 points
Dom rank: 20
Sean rank: 18

The argument for second-best team in Canada is a tough
one depending on how much you trust Winnipeg’s play at
five-on-five and Montreal’s ability literally anywhere else.
With the way Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl are
cooking this year, the Oilers have a real case to become that
team.

All the ingredients are there for Jeremy Colliton to win the
Jack Adams; the Blackhawks were supposed to be putrid,
and they’re not at the moment. At minimum, they’re good
enough to beat up on the actually-putrid teams in their
division — of which there are several — and outrun their own
putrid elements (5v5 play in general) while making the
playoffs in an unprecedented season. Bravo, power play and
goaltending. Well done, shootout randomness. Are the
Blackhawks good? In the grand scheme, nope. Is Colliton a
good coach? Who can say, really? But he’s on track to get a
whole bunch of votes because that’s how this works.

15. St. Louis Blues

T-18. New York Rangers

Record: 14-10-5, 33 points
Dom rank: 16
Sean rank: 13

Record: 12-12-4, 28 points
Dom rank: 19
Sean rank: 19

Dom: The Blues have lost more games than they’ve won
which feels crazy. They should be a lot better, and in their
defence have dealt with a cluster of injuries, but they’ve just
been super disappointing to me. At five-on-five they’re below
average in actual and expected goals. Mostly, I might be
salty from all the times I’ve bet on them against weak teams
only to see them lose in the worst ways possible.

It’s all happening a little late for the Rangers, but they’ve
gotten interesting in a hurry. That’s who we thought they’d
be, if nothing else; wild how getting Artemi Panarin and the
2020 version of Mika Zibanejad can help a situation. All of a
sudden, they’re scoring nine goals without a coaching staff. It
makes for a fun team to watch for the rest of the season, but
they’ve got too much ground to cover in too little time. Time
to google “Tony DeAngelo trade rumors” and see what’s
cooking over there.

14. Edmonton Oilers
Record: 19-13-0, 38 points
Dom rank: 13
Sean rank: 15

Sean: One of the fun parts of this project is that I now get
specifics on all your gambling horror stories, rather than
seeing you allude to them on Twitter. It feels like the Blues
could rise a little over the next couple weeks. Getting Jaden
Schwartz back will be nice. He hasn’t played since Feb. 12,
and before that had put up nine points and really good
underlying numbers in 14 games.
16. Philadelphia Flyers
Record: 14-10-3, 31 points
Dom rank: 16
Sean rank: 14
Sean: I knew Carter Hart had been bad. I was unaware, until
10 seconds ago, that he was “70th out of 71 goalies in
GSAx, a few footsteps ahead of Matt Murray” bad. He’s their
biggest problem. Not their only one, but the biggest.
Dom: He wants to be Carey Price so bad.

20. Dallas Stars
Record: 9-9-7, 25 points
Dom rank: 18
Sean rank: 22
Dom: The good news for the Stars is that they have a lot of
games to make up ground in a weak Central Division. I
mean, how difficult could it really be to pass the Blackhawks?
They’re a top 10 expected goals team and will be getting
Tyler Seguin and Ben Bishop back. They made the Cup final
last season, I still have faith.
Sean: Flash forward to May, when you’re evicted after a
series of unsuccessful bets on the Stars. “B-B-BUT BEN
BISHOP IS HEALTHY,” you scream as they change the
locks. I’m sure they’ll be fine.

Sean: He’s wearing a dinner-plate-sized belt buckle by
Easter. Mark it in pen.

Dom: Seguin is going to come back in a game against the
Red Wings, I’m going to bet everything, and watch them lose
1-0 in a game they outshoot Detroit 45-14.

17. Calgary Flames

T-21. Arizona Coyotes

Record: 14-13-3, 31 points
Dom rank: 17
Sean rank: 17

Record: 12-13-4, 28 points
Dom rank: 22
Sean rank: 21
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Get a load of those Kachina jerseys. Boy, they’re great.
Thanks, Mr. Meruelo!
T-21. Los Angeles Kings
Record: 12-10-6, 30 points
Dom rank: 23
Sean rank: 20
Sean: It doesn’t feel like the Kings should have hit the 30point mark, until you remember that they banked 12 in a twoweek stretch last month. Things have since gone sideways.
Sell sell sell.
Dom: Hard sell on the Kings and hard sell on the “Drew
Doughty for Norris” talk. In both cases, people are blinded by
results over process with the Kings currently sporting the
league’s worst expected goals percentage (and Doughty
being below average on said poor team). I’d imagine a fall
back down to Earth in the second half.
23. Vancouver Canucks
Record: 15-16-2, 32 points
Dom rank: 21
Sean rank: 23
The Vancouver Demkos are on a 9-5-2 run since February
13 and that has improved their playoff odds all the way to…
14 percent. The Canucks remain in a big hole despite their
starter looking like the best goalie in the world over that
stretch, saving 13.6 goals above expected off a .939 save
percentage.
24. Columbus Blue Jackets
Record: 11-12-7, 29 points
Dom rank: 24
Sean rank: 24
The Blue Jackets started Thursday with a 6-percent
probability to make the postseason and a four-game set with
the Hurricanes about to start. Might be the end of the road,
well and truly. Two points since Feb. 25 for Patrik Laine, by
the way. Brutal.
25. San Jose Sharks
Record: 11-13-3, 25 points
Dom rank: 25
Sean rank: 25
In the last week, the Sharks have dealt with a) their GM
coming as close to waving the white flag on the season as
possible without literally waving a white flag b) their $92
million defenseman causing a stir for implying he’d rather
play for a good team than a bad one and c) allowing four
third-period goals and blowing a 3-1 lead against the Golden
Knights. “Moral victories suck,” Logan Couture said
afterward. The Sharks do too, apparently.

The Predators are a perfectly average possession team, but
the lack of offensive talent and goaltending ability is glaring.
Couple that with injuries to the team’s two best defenders
and the team is plenty deserving of its current bottom-five
spot – even if they’re probably a little better than this.
T-26. Anaheim Ducks
Record: 8-16-6, 22 points
Dom rank: 28
Sean rank: 26
Bad as things have gone for the Predators, they don’t
deserve to be tied with the Ducks, but here we are. Gotta
tweak the model to account for teams that can go well over a
month between allowing fewer than three goals in a game.
That big Adam Henrique deal is right around the corner,
though.
T-28. Ottawa Senators
Record: 10-20-3, 23 points
Dom rank: 29
Sean rank: 27
The Sens are better at 5v5 than their record suggests. We
mentioned Matt Murray earlier, though, and he plays for
them. Oh well. They’ve still got Tim Stützle, and the Sicko
meme hasn’t quite gotten old yet.
T-28. New Jersey Devils
Record: 9-13-4, 22 points
Dom rank: 27
Sean rank: 29
The Devils had a promising start to the season, but have
looked like a mess ever since. Since going 6-3-2, the Devils
have gone 3-10-2 with two of their wins (and two of their
losses) coming against the lowly Buffalo Sabres. MacKenzie
Blackwood, who held the fort early, has an .894 save
percentage and has allowed 7.6 goals above expected in
that time frame.
30. Detroit Red Wings
Record: 9-17-4, 22 points
Dom rank: 30
Sean rank: 30
In a remarkable triumph of the human spirit, the Detroit Red
Wings are not the worst team in the NHL. For that, they can
thank Linus Ullmark’s lower-body injury. There’s still time,
though, and several half-decent players to trade.
31. Buffalo Sabres
Record: 6-18-14, 16 points
Dom rank: 31
Sean rank: 31

T-26. Nashville Predators

Dom: Is “lmao” enough analysis?

Record: 12-16-1, 25 points
Dom rank: 26
Sean rank: 28

Sean: True story: I suggested that we rank the Sabres at No.
32 earlier this week, and Dom had to tell me that someone
beat us to the bit. Maybe Mitch Trubisky can play goalie.
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Tweetmail: Should the Canes Make a Move at the Deadline?
By Michael Smith

Speaking of rosters …

Hello and welcome to Tweetmail presented by Segra. This is
a regular feature on Hurricanes.com in which I answer your
Twitter questions, which are mostly about the Carolina
Hurricanes, but sometimes also about travel or television or
life. It's a mailbag of tweets. It's Tweetmail. Maybe you learn
a little something, and maybe we have some fun, too.

The roster turnover from last year's squad to this year's has
been minimal. How much would you say that continuity has
been important to the team's success this season compared
to last year? - @jmart604

Let's get to it.
Should or will the Canes make any moves at the trade
deadline? And oh, by the way, when is it? - @tubbeed
This year's trade deadline is slated for 3 p.m. ET on Monday,
April 12, which is just about three weeks away.
Should the Canes make any moves? If there is an
opportunity to improve the roster at a reasonable price, then
yes, the Canes should make a move.
Will the Canes make any moves? The answer is more
indeterminate, but I'll say yes, the team will make a move
before the trade deadline.
There's also a decent chance that the team doesn't make a
move. There are a few factors at play, so let's talk through
them.
Salary cap space is the obvious big one. The Canes did a
commendable job in not only finding a better fit for their
lineup but also saving a little over $1.7 million in cap space in
their trade (and subsequent secondary move) for Cedric
Paquette. Like many other teams in the league, they've also
been active in yo-yoing players on and off the taxi squad on
off days because very little bit of cap space the team can
bank is valuable moving forward. At this point, the team has
probably freed up enough space to take on some money at
the deadline, but money going the other way wouldn't be a
bad thing, either. Again, it's worth considering that high-dollar
contract extensions are due to Andrei Svechnikov and
Dougie Hamilton, not to mention the fact that the Canes don't
yet have an NHL goaltender under contract for next season,
all while operating on what's likely to be a flat cap ceiling.
The other big factor at play in the trade market would be
asking prices. The Canes' collaborative front office is savvy
when it comes to asset management. Surrendering future
pieces for a rental player at the deadline is a risky
proposition. Recall last year: Vincent Trocheck and Brady
Skjei were acquired with term still built into their contracts,
while Sami Vatanen ended up playing only seven playoff
games with the Canes before departing as an unrestricted
free agent (though the team did kick the tires on resigning
him).

I think the continuity of the roster - this year more so than a
typical season, especially - was crucial to the Canes' early
success.
The offseason was truncated. Lockdown restrictions limited
what players could and couldn't do in certain parts of the
world. Training camp was abbreviated. There were no
exhibition games. It was basically 0 to 60 in a Tesla Model S
Plaid.
It was a huge benefit, then, that the coaching staff didn't
have to do much teaching in camp. It was more a review of
concepts from just a few months prior. There was also a
built-in chemistry on and off the ice. In a season during which
the players can't do much of anything away from the rink,
already having that family mentality made up for the lack of
team building.
Aside from signing Jesper Fast, the Canes had a relatively
quiet offseason, and that was OK! They made their big deals
at the trade deadline, and the resulting roster continuity
certainly helped the team prevail over early-season
obstacles like a COVID-19 shutdown and various injuries.
Is Seth Jarvis coming up next year? - @jason__lee97
Seth Jarvis just turned 19 on Feb. 1, so assuming a "normal"
2021-22 season across the board from the NHL to the
American Hockey League to the Canadian Hockey League,
Jarvis would either have to play with the Canes or head back
to Portland of the Western Hockey League. This is per the
transfer agreement between the NHL and CHL (and its
member leagues), which stipulates that drafted junior players
must be 20 years old to compete in the AHL. Debates about
the agreement have been thrust back into the spotlight this
season especially after Jarvis and other touted teenage
prospects put up sterling numbers in the AHL while waiting to
join their respective junior leagues.
In nine games with the Chicago Wolves this season, Jarvis
led the AHL in scoring with 11 points (7g, 4a).
It's fair to wonder whether that could translate to Jarvis
making a jump to the NHL next season, but the Canes don't
want to tack a hard timeline to his development. Instead, the
team wants to see continued improvement from an already
skilled and mature prospect.
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"The key takeaway here is that now he has a baseline of
where his game needs to be. He has an understanding of
where the next level is. He got a little bit of a taste, and now
it's on him to continually jump over that bar," Assistant
General Manager Darren Yorke said. "This puts him in a
position to take what he's learned here, go to Portland, own
that league, continue to be that offensive player with the
understanding that he still needs to work on defensively,
have a great summer and continue this skyward progression
to take it into training camp next year."
How did you come to the Canes or hockey? Did you play in
college? Did you start as a print editor before joining? @gdizz79
I am a proud homegrown product. I fell in love with hockey
when the Hurricanes moved to North Carolina in 1997. I
grew up just outside of Greensboro, so I was lucky enough to
see some games live at the Coliseum. I vividly remember

being in the building for Game 5 of the quarterfinals in the
1999 Stanley Cup Playoffs. Sami Kapanen tied the game at
three late in regulation, and the Bruins' Anson Carter (future
Hurricane) scored the game-winning goal with about five
minutes left in the second overtime. It was crushing, and the
Canes bowed out of the series after losing Game 6 in
Boston.
I majored in journalism at UNC and interned with the Canes
in 2010-11. It's been nearly 10 years since I began working
full-time for the team in a position that's grown and evolved
but remains a perfect fusion of my education and my passion
for hockey. (I haven't played ice hockey, but I've played roller
and can't wait to get back on the sports court for ball/dek
hockey once its safe to do so again.) It's truly enjoyable, and
I hope that enthusiasm shines through in this and everything
else that I do.

Preview: Blue Jackets vs. Hurricanes
Canes host Columbus in second game of four-game set
By Michael Smith
It's time for a rematch between the Carolina Hurricanes and
Columbus Blue Jackets, as they close out the Raleigh half of
their four-game series.
The Match-Up
Columbus Blue Jackets (12-12-7, 31 points) vs. Carolina
Hurricanes (20-7-2, 42 points)
Saturday, March 20, 7 p.m.
Watch: FOX Sports Carolinas, FOX Sports GO
Listen: 99.9 FM The Fan, Hurricanes.com/Listen, Hurricanes
app
About Thursday Night
Sebastian Aho scored two goals in the second period to
spark the Canes after a sluggish first 20 minutes. A tightlymatch contest played out for the balance, and overtime was
required to settle the score. Seth Jones netted the gamewinning goal in the last minute of overtime to snag the extra
point for the Columbus Blue Jackets in a 3-2 final.

"It's a good team, and they're going to grind you. They do it
right, and you have to fight for everything you get," head
coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "That's par for the course. We
know what we're getting into. We just weren't quite ready to
dig in at the start of the game."
Numbers to Know
10: Dougie Hamilton recorded an assist on Thursday night to
extend his career-long point streak to 10 games, the longest
active point streak in the NHL and the longest by an NHL
defenseman this season. Hamilton is now just one game shy
of tying Mark Howe's franchise record for longest point
streak by a defenseman. Through 29 games this season,
Hamilton leads the Canes in assists (20) and is tied for the
team lead in power-play points (13).
11: Sebastian Aho has recorded 11 points (7g, 4a) in the first
nine games of March. His seven goals rank tied for second
among all NHL skaters this month. Through 29 games this
season, Aho leads the Canes in points (28) and is tied for the
team lead in goals (13).
43.8%: In their last 10 games, the Canes are 14-for-32
(43.8%) on the power play, which ranks first in the NHL. The
Canes still own the league's best power play through the first
half of the season, as well, at 31.9%.
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Blue Jackets visit the Hurricanes after overtime victory
Columbus Blue Jackets (12-12-7, fifth in the Central Division)
vs. Carolina Hurricanes (20-7-2, third in the Central Division)

has seven goals and four assists over the last 10 games for
Carolina.

Raleigh, North Carolina; Saturday, 7 p.m. EDT

Oliver Bjorkstrand leads the Blue Jackets with 26 points,
scoring 10 goals and adding 16 assists. Zach Werenski has
six assists over the last 10 games for Columbus.

BOTTOM LINE: The Carolina Hurricanes host Columbus
after the Blue Jackets took down Carolina 3-2 in overtime.
The Hurricanes are 20-7-2 against Central Division
opponents. Carolina ranks sixth in the Nhl recording 9.1
points per game, averaging 3.3 goals and 5.9 assists.
The Blue Jackets are 12-12-7 against the rest of their
division. Columbus has surrendered 20 power-play goals,
stopping 72.6% of opponent opportunities.
The teams square off for the second game in a row.
TOP PERFORMERS: Dougie Hamilton leads the Hurricanes
with 20 assists and has 23 points this season. Sebastian Aho

LAST 10 GAMES: Hurricanes: 8-1-1, averaging 3.3 goals,
six assists, 3.7 penalties and 7.4 penalty minutes while
giving up 2.1 goals per game with a .932 save percentage.
Blue Jackets: 4-4-2, averaging 2.3 goals, 3.8 assists, 2.8
penalties and 7.2 penalty minutes while allowing 2.7 goals
per game with a .906 save percentage.
INJURIES: Hurricanes: Teuvo Teravainen: out (concussion),
Jake Gardiner: day to day (back), Petr Mrazek: out (thumb),
Vincent Trocheck: day to day (upper body).
Blue Jackets: Alexandre Texier: out (illness), Mikhail
Grigorenko: day to day (illness).
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The six teams that must nail the NHL trade deadline this season
By Greg Wyshynski
Hockey fans always approach the NHL trade deadline
hoping for exhilaration but end up with several hours of
inertia. High prices scare away otherwise thirsty general
managers. The rumors of what could happen are ultimately
more entertaining than what actually does.
That's a shame, because a great deadline can lead to great
things. It can clear the decks for a rebuild. It can rearrange a
salary cap in preparation for a productive summer. Or it can
catapult a Stanley Cup contender over the hump to a title:
Look no further than last season, when the additions of Blake
Coleman and Barclay Goodrow gave the Tampa Bay
Lightning their dominant checking line en route to the bubble
Cup win.
It's quiet right now in the NHL, both in actual deals and in
chatter among the GMs.
"Some of the teams that might have rentals, they still may.
But they're still close enough to the playoffs that they're not
raising the white flag," one general manager told me
recently.
There are other forces at play, too, like the fact that over half
the league is feeling the pinch of the flat salary cap. Plus,
there are the quarantine issues at the Canadian border. Let's
also remember the tentacled shadow looming over the entire
season, as teams consider how any move impacts the
Seattle expansion draft count.
But this unprecedented season could also foster more
activity: One general manager I spoke to theorized that the
divisional playoff format -- in which teams play against
divisional opponents until the "final four" of the third round -could encourage teams to shoot their shot more than if they
were destined to meet a conference power in an early round.
Trade deadline pressure abounds. Here are six NHL teams
that absolutely have to get it right this season.
Anaheim Ducks
In calling around this week, it's fairly clear that the Ducks are
wide open for business. Their last playoff appearance was
2018. They've gotten progressively worse since then,
culminating with a .367 points percentage this season that
many believe could spell the end for coach Dallas Eakins, as
well as general manager Bob Murray, whose contract is up
after the 2021-22 season.
If it's regime change time in Anaheim, perhaps the glut of the
roster refurbishing will fall to the next general manager. But
in the near term, Murray is listening to offers for forward
Rickard Rakell, who lacks trade protection and has an
additional year at just $3,789,444 average annual value on
his deal.

"Some teams seem to think he's available. Names like that
always surprise you a little bit because they're good players
in their prime," said one general manager.
The 27-year-old has two 30-goal seasons to his credit,
although his production leveled off at around 0.65 points per
game over the past three seasons. There's going to be a
significant market for him. Any offer that is less than a firstrounder, another high pick and a better-than-average
prospect, Murray should just hang up the phone.
The best news for Anaheim is that Rakell recently went on a
scoring binge, with 15 points in six games. He went
scoreless with a minus-7 in the four games after that; but
hey, the overall picture looks better, with 19 points in 30
games.
But there's a lot more work to be done here, and it should
involve the Ducks cutting into their defense corps. It's
beyond time for Josh Manson to move on. He has a modified
no-trade clause and another season on his deal at $4.1
million. This is a change-of-scenery guy if there ever was
one.
(The Ducks, if you'll recall, traded now-star Shea Theodore
to the Golden Knights so Vegas wouldn't select either
Manson or Sami Vatanen in the expansion draft. Murray still
remains employed by the Ducks four years later.)
They should honestly tear this thing down to the concrete
and prospects. For me, that would include exploring a
Hampus Lindholm trade in the offseason and moving goalie
John Gibson either now or in the offseason. Speaking of
changes of scenery, these are consecutive horror show
seasons for Gibson, who has an .894 save percentage in 23
games. We have to assume it's a back injury after having
carried this franchise for the past five years.
As for Ryan Getzlaf, he has a full no-move clause and a
large family in Anaheim. We could fantasy cast him to a
dozen teams that could use him, but the assumption is that
he's not going anywhere. Well, at least until that contract is
up this offseason.
Boston Bruins
The Bruins have scored 73 goals this season. The line of
Brad Marchand, Patrice Bergeron and David Pastrnak have
scored 48% of them. Some of Boston's offensive struggles
are due to absences: David Krejci for a couple of games;
Ondrej Kase for all but two of them. But it has been more
about players not playing up to standards: Craig Smith
shooting 6.5% with four goals in 26 games, and Jake
DeBrusk earning a recent healthy scratch with just two goals
in 20 games.
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"Five-on-five, it's just not where it needs to be to consistently
win or to extend leads if you do get them," said GM Don
Sweeney recently, calling it "a major concern."
DeBrusk's name has been mentioned for a while as trade
bait for bigger fish, and he's a desirable target at just a
$3.675 million annual cap hit that runs through next season.
He also strikes you as someone with the Tyler Seguin-esque
ability to level up his game in a new locale and make
whatever deal the Bruins include him in become "The
DeBrusk Trade" within two seasons.
All that said about the offense, there's also the Mattias
Ekholm question. Ekholm, the 30-year-old Nashville
Predators defenseman, has a $3.75 million AAV for this
season and 2021-22.
The Bruins' blue line is screaming for a left-side veteran with
his skill set, and that AAV for this season and next obviously
fits their economics. There would be an expansion draft
issue, however, as the Bruins are going to protect Charlie
McAvoy, Matt Grzelcyk and Brandon Carlo.
The Bruins don't have the deepest prospect pool. Given the
age of their core, they should start using their first-round
picks instead of trading them, as Sweeney has done in two
of the past three seasons. Then again, given the age of their
core, maybe they keep going all-in until there's no reason to
anymore.
Carolina Hurricanes
The Hurricanes can win the Stanley Cup this season, full
stop. Yes, it would take getting past a fully armed and
operational battle station in the Tampa Bay Lightning -- with
a ready, rested but maybe also rusty Nikita Kucherov -- to
emerge from the Central. But if that happens, and the
Hurricanes are playing their system in front of competent
goaltending, look out.
Of course, the same could have been said last season
before Andrei Svechnikov's injury left them gutted in the
bubble. Which is to say that health is always the key factor.
Which brings us to Vincent Trocheck.
The Canes center was a point-per-game player through 24
games this season before going out with an "upper-body
injury." GM Don Waddell said on Wednesday that Trocheck
is "week to week," which isn't what you'd like to hear.
After trading Ryan Dzingel and demoting Jake Gardiner to
the taxi squad, the Canes have some cap room to play with.
Adding a center would seem paramount. The question is
whether that center should be the Buffalo Sabres' Eric Staal - a reunion of franchise player and franchise that is
seemingly being willed into existence by fans and media
lately.
Obviously there's a fit here. Staal had 775 points in 909
games with the Hurricanes from 2003 to '16 and helped them
win their only Stanley Cup in 2006. His brother Jordan is still
there. He is, demonstrably, a center. He's also 36 and has
been terrible this season with 10 points in 28 games for the
moribund Sabres, playing at a sub-replacement expected
goals pace.

The Hurricanes love them some nostalgia -- I mean, Rod
Brind'Amour is the coach and Justin Williams just retired
after his second tour with the franchise -- so it wouldn't be a
shock if Staal returned.
If he does, however, it'll be because one of the best
numbers-driven front offices in hockey will have determined
that it's the right move. Otherwise, they'll look elsewhere for
that last piece of what could end up being a championship
puzzle.
Nashville Predators
Like the Ducks, this is a situation where you wonder whether
the same person making the deals at the deadline is still
going to be making them in the offseason. But Predators
CEO Sean Henry recently told The Athletic that there is no
appetite from ownership to fire GM David Poile.
That said, the fans are in revolt about the current course of
the team. It's entirely possible that Poile gets kicked upstairs
and has input on a new general manager ... who could
theoretically be his son Brian, currently the assistant GM in
Nashville. The NHL never met a nepotistic managerial move
it didn't like.
Whatever happens with Poile, the biggest question facing the
Predators at this deadline is about a refurbish vs. a rebuild.
Is it "everything must go" or is it "actually, we still like a lot of
it, so some of it must go"?
Which, for many people, is translated as "are you trading
Filip Forsberg or not?"
Forsberg, I think, stays. Obviously, Ekholm is a deadline
bounty waiting to happen. The 2019 Jake Muzzin trade
between the Kings and Maple Leafs has been held up as a
comparable windfall, and that delivered Carl Grundstrom,
Sean Durzi and Toronto's first-round pick in the 2019 draft to
Los Angeles.
Mikael Granlund should also bring a nice return as a
versatile forward making $3.75 million in the last year of his
deal. Pekka Rinne would have had some value as veteran
goalie depth, but Poile recently said he's not going
anywhere.
Whatever the next iteration of the Predators ends up being, it
starts with them finding a way to get centers Ryan Johansen
($8 million AAV through 2025) and Matt Duchene ($8 millon
AAV through 2026) off their cap and onto their next
adventure while neither one has trade protection. Johansen
has nine points through 21 games. Duchene has eight points
through 23 games.
Geez, who handed out those contracts?
(David Poile, wearing a hot dog costume and standing next
to a hot dog car that crashed into a building: "Yeah, we're all
trying to find the guy who did this ...")
Philadelphia Flyers
The Flyers have some systemic problems this season that a
trade can't fix. They've struggled all over this season,
especially when it comes to protecting the puck -- a turnover
resulting in an opponent's goal seems like a nightly
occurrence. They're a team infatuated with their own offense,
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as goals per game are up to 3.35 this season. That has
come at the sacrifice of defensive structure on most nights,
as goals against per game are up to 3.27 this season.
One reason for the defensive letdown is goalie Carter Hart,
who has gone from a preseason Vezina Trophy darling to
being one Thomas Greiss away from being the worst goalie
in the NHL in expected goals saved above average (minus10.2). He's a great goalie and this is an anomaly happening
in a pandemic-affected season, but there's no denying that
his .884 save percentage has impacted the team.
Another reason for the defensive letdown is that the Flyers
still haven't replaced Matt Niskanen on their blue line.
Granted, veteran defensemen who get 30 points, play 22
minutes per game and can knock a guy to the ground aren't
all that commonplace. As luck would have it, there are two
likely available at the deadline: Alex Goligoski of the
Coyotes, a 35-year-old who makes $5.475 million against the
cap; and the Predators' Ekholm. They could also bring in
Manson from the Ducks, but his offense hasn't been
anywhere near consistent in the past three seasons.
Who knows -- maybe finding a linchpin for the defense helps
settle down the other chaotic parts of the team. Something
needs to, as the Flyers are in a fight for a playoff spot in the
East.
Toronto Maple Leafs
No Bruins. No Lightning. Not yet, at least. The Maple Leafs
have the opportunity to advance further in the postseason
than they have since 2004 by getting out of the Atlantic and
into the North. They're better than every team in the
Canadian division, but there's obviously still room for
improvement.
It was interesting to hear GM Kyle Dubas speak this week
about the Leafs' plans, because it was a little subversive. He
downplayed the need for another big name on defense, at a
time when many have linked Ekholm to the Leafs. He seems
content to roll with Frederik Andersen and Jack Campbell as
his goaltending battery this postseason, although that could
be more for lack of better options than anything else.
He said the Leafs were looking at upgrades at forward, which
makes sense when you consider how many have been
shipped out recently in service of defensive upgrades and
cap considerations. Also not surprising was his enthusiasm
in putting prospects and picks on the table in aggressive
pursuit of the Stanley Cup, because this franchise craves a
Cup more than Indiana Jones in "The Last Crusade."
Now the Leafs just need to find the right players to pursue.
Rackell? Staal? Granlund? Kyle Palmieri of the Devils?
One name I'm intrigued by, provided the Kings wanted to
move him, is Alex Iafallo. A 27-year-old pending unrestricted
free agent, he costs $2.425 million against the cap and is as
comfortable killing penalties as he is playing in the top six.
Plus, Dubas and Kings GM Rob Blake have done some nice
business in the Muzzin and Campbell trades before.
As always, the Leafs are constrained by what their salary
cap situation will allow them to do. But the main takeaway
here is that they're willing to do something. Like the rest of
the teams on our list, let's hope it's something substantial for

our own edification, and something they don't botch for their
own eudaemonia.
Jersey Foul of the week
From the land of the Rockies:
This Joe Sakic version of the Avalanche's Reverse Retro
jersey is not a Foul for a few reasons. We've allowed for
general manager jerseys in the past. We've also allowed for
retired numbers to be placed on jerseys from different eras -if the number is out of circulation, then the "he had to have
worn that style of jersey" rule can be superseded.
But mostly, the fact that Sakic was a Nordique before he was
an Avalanche makes us want to give the OK here. Hey, if
you're going to reappropriate another team's sweater in your
colors, it's only appropriate that a player who wore both
jerseys be on the nameplate.
Three things about the Buffalo Sabres
1. I was wrong on Ralph Krueger as a head coach. I think a
lot of us were. We wanted him to succeed so badly because
of his charisma, his intelligence, his nontraditional path to the
NHL and the raw deal he got in Edmonton. That desire
blinded us to the fact that he wasn't very good at his job. The
Sabres had the second-worst expected goals per 60 minutes
at 5-on-5 over the past two seasons (2.00). That's a systemic
problem. They had two wins in their past 19 games. They
had a stretch of three wins in 15 games last season. These
are inexcusable tailspins. GM Kevyn Adams talked about the
concept of "stacking wins" to build a team's confidence. Too
often under Krueger, the Sabres' stacking was like the worst
game of Jenga imaginable.
I'm not saying the Sabres would have been exponentially
better with another head coach for the past 97 games. I am
saying that they would be a better franchise if Krueger had
been hired for the Buffalo front office rather than behind the
bench two years ago. He was miscast.
2. Assuming interim coach Don Granato doesn't get the
permanent job, the Sabres' next head coach will be Jack
Eichel's fifth in eight seasons, all of them spent outside of the
postseason. I truly can't imagine a situation where he wants
to spend another season festering in this debacle. I'm
increasingly finding it hard to imagine a scenario in which the
Sabres don't try to move him even if he wants to stay, given
the bounty they'd receive from teams like the Rangers or
Kings. He turns 25 in October. This franchise couldn't see
Stanley Cup contention if it borrowed a telescope from
NASA.
Adams said he has a good relationship with Eichel and that
his door is always open to the captain. Eichel should walk
through that door, give Adams the ol' Ryan O'Reilly "I lost my
smile" speech and be on his way.
3. Again, my heart goes out to Buffalo Sabres fans. You
deserve so much better than this. I just can't believe it hasn't
happened yet. To have Terry Pegula buy the team, give it
financial stability and vow to win the Stanley Cup only to
miss the playoffs in every season since that transaction is
some straight up "wishing on a monkey's paw" stuff.
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The moment this franchise turns the corner, it's going to be a
cathartic explosion of enthusiasm the likes the NHL hasn't
seen since Boston and Chicago had their moments. Have
you seen Bills fans? Don't you want to watch a guy in a
Matthew Barnaby jersey going through a flaming table in the
parking lot? Or failing that, seeing Matthew Barnaby going
through a flaming table in the parking lot?
Winners and losers of the week
Winner: Mika Zibanejad
The Rangers center became only the second player in NHL
history to score six points in a period, having pulled off the
feat in the second period of their 9-0 win over the
Philadelphia Flyers on Wednesday night. That included a hat
trick that doubled his goal total for the season. "Everyone is
going to go back to last season and the expectation is
obviously higher, but if the puck doesn't want to go in it
doesn't want to go in," he said.
Loser: David Quinn
The entire Rangers coaching staff missed Wednesday
night's game due to COVID-19 protocols. Kris Knoblauch,
coach of the Hartford Wolf Pack of the American Hockey
League, filled in for Quinn along with associate coach Gord
Murphy and Rangers associate general manager Chris Drury
as assistant coaches. And they won 9-0 without Quinn
behind the bench. We have to imagine he was watching from
quarantine and thinking, 'Hey, save a few for me, why don't
ya?'
Winner: Tomas Hertl
One of the most pure-souled players in the NHL got into this
first fight against Mark Stone of the Golden Knights on
Wednesday. "I wish I did a better job, but I was exhausted.

But I'll take it. Who knows, maybe I'll get into more fights?"
he said after the game.
Loser: cross-checking
Bless the hockey gods that Taylor Hall was OK here, but it
appeared that P.K. Subban cross-checked him into the path
of this puck. Ken Campbell has been on an anti-crosschecking thing for a while. I imagine this is yet more grist for
that mill.
Winner: Tyson Barrie
After Wednesday night, Barrie leads all NHL defensemen
with 28 points in 32 games. He came to the Edmonton Oilers
on a one-year deal with an eye on inflating his stats. Now
there's talk they might ink him to an extension.
Loser: Adam Fox
The good news for the Rangers defenseman is that the
writers at NHL.com are not official voters for the Norris
Trophy. The bad news is that if they're at all a bellwether for
the award, Fox didn't get a single mention on any of their
ballots for the March trophy tracker. Despite, you know,
being very worthy of consideration for the award this season.
Winner: Sickos
The embrace of the "Sickos" meme by Ottawa Senators fans
and the team itself -- with the goal to raise money in support
of mental health initiatives and Canadian Blood Services -- is
one of the most unexpectedly heartwarming tales of the
season.
Loser: Speculators
Robin Lehner has strong words for those who speculated
about this mental health while he was out with a concussion,
and rightfully so.
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Midseason report cards for all 31 NHL teams
By Emily Kaplan and Greg Wyshynski
Handing out midseason grades in a 56-game season
presents its own sample-size challenges. Handing them out
in a season in which some teams have yet to actually hit the
midpoint, due to postponed and rescheduled games, only
complicates things.
That established, here are the 2021 NHL midseason report
cards for all 31 teams, including our picks for potential class
president and which students might flunk out by the end of
the term.
Stats are collected from sites such as Natural Stat Trick,
Hockey Reference and Evolving Hockey.
Note: Emily Kaplan graded the East and Central teams,
while Greg Wyshynski graded the North and West clubs.
East Division
Boston Bruins
Players: B. The biggest surprise is how stellar the defense
has been, despite losing key veterans in Zdeno Chara and
Torey Krug. Charlie McAvoy has held down the fort as the
new No. 1, but young players have fit nicely into new roles.
Boston's top forwards, as usual, are putting on a show, but
GM Don Sweeney explained it well to reporters this week:
The 5-on-5 offense is not where it needs to be, and scoring -specifically depth scoring -- is "a major concern." Boston is
27th in scoring goals at 5-on-5 this season. The Bruins,
overall, have been slumping to lose their grip in the East
Division race, now sitting comfortably in fourth place.
Coach: B. Bruce Cassidy is regarded as one of the best
coaches in the NHL. He has shuffled lines to find more
offensive consistency, but hasn't been able to find it yet.
Cassidy isn't afraid to call out his team's for poor effort -- like
he did after a 4-0 drubbing by the Rangers last week -- and
he typically gets the right response.
GM: B-plus. GM Don Sweeney is looking smarter for letting
Chara and Krug walk -- despite how difficult it was on the
players, as well as the fan base. The young blue line has
held up, but the GM might get defensive reinforcements at
the trade deadline anyway. Craig Smith has been a good
cultural fit, but isn't chipping in as much productionwise as
hoped. It's one of the reasons the Bruins are still shopping
for offensive help.
Class president: Brad Marchand. He has led the Bruins with
33 points in 26 games, and his coach says he should be
getting love for the Selke Trophy -- as well as the Hart
Trophy for league MVP. Said Cassidy: "I think there's
probably other players in the league with better numbers that
people will gravitate towards, but if you look at what Marchy
brings to this team in terms of offensive ability, scoring,
penalty kill, power play, 4-on-4, overtime and he's got an 'A'
on his sweater, he's become much more of a leader in terms
of setting an example in practice, in games. I think he should
be in the conversation."
In danger of failing: Jake DeBrusk has been a popular target
for fans, and was demoted to healthy scratch this month.

"Feels like everyone thinks I'm done around here," he said. If
nothing else, he's carrying a chip on his shoulder for the rest
of the season. DeBrusk, 24, said he took the scratching
personally -- and he responded by scoring a goal in his next
game back.
Overall grade: B. The Bruins are a veteran-led team, but the
changes this season mean it's taking more time than usual to
find their stride. It's fine for now as long as they get clicking
before the playoffs.
Buffalo Sabres
Players: F. The expectation was that the Sabres would take
a step forward this season -- especially with improved center
depth and a hungry Taylor Hall on Jack Eichel's wing.
Instead, the team took two steps backward. It's not just that
the top-paid players (Eichel, Hall, Jeff Skinner) haven't put
up production. Eichel, the team's emotional heartbeat, was
playing hurt, and now is sidelined indefinitely. Lapses by
some of the young defensemen (Henri Jokiharju, Rasmus
Dahlin) have been jarring. At midseason, the Sabres had
scored the fewest goals at 5-on-5 of any team, while giving
up the second most.
Coach: F. The Sabres fired coach Ralph Krueger at the
midseason mark, with plenty of justification. The team had
lost its way. His lineup decisions were befuddling, players
didn't perform well in his system and regressions (specifically
Skinner) were hard to ignore. Krueger blamed the struggles
on losing confidence, but unfortunately that's something that
also would fall on him; and it should be noted, he literally
wrote a bestselling book on motivation: "Teamlife: Beyond
Setbacks to Success."
GM: F. The Sabres firing Krueger is only a bandage to bigger
issues that have paralyzed the organization over the past
decade. After all, this is the third coach they've cycled
through since 2017, after the team also found issues with
Dan Bylsma and Phil Housley. Kevyn Adams, a longtime
Sabres employee, is in his first year as GM, and he's in a
tough spot. His team needs to rebuild, he might need to
trade players, and mass layoffs during the pandemic still
have the team without a full scouting staff.
Class president: When he was healthy, Linus Ullmark (15-42 record and .919 save percentage) was the Sabres' best
player. Offensively, Sam Reinhart (11 goals through 26
games) has carried the load. He'll be a restricted free agent
this summer.
In danger of failing: Everyone. The Sabres, on the verge of
missing the playoffs for an league-high 10th straight season,
must become sellers at the trade deadline. It feels like every
player on their roster -- yes, even Eichel -- has the potential
to be moved out of town.
Overall grade: F. Midway through the season, Buffalo is the
team everyone pities. There's no clear path forward for the
Sabres and the fan base is frustrated, albeit accustomed, to
a lack of progress.
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New Jersey Devils
Players: C-plus. The Devils had a promising start, with some
young players taking their next steps in development. The
play at 5-on-5 was improved from last season. Things came
crashing back to Earth the last few weeks, after a COVID
outbreak on the team. It's been inconsistent efforts night-tonight, and even period-to-period. The Devils are hoping for
better play from some of their veterans -- including Kyle
Palmieri, who is not as effective as usual. While Mackenzie
Blackwood goes through some growing pains, you are
reminded why New Jersey wanted Corey Crawford this
season, to shoulder some of that burden; instead, he retired
just prior to the season.
Coach: C-plus. No matter how many combinations the Devils
try, nothing is clicking on the power play. The penalty kill has
regressed from last season, though New Jersey may be
turning it around. The defense has major breakdowns. All of
that said, with the lineup Lindy Ruff inherited, it would have
been very difficult for him to field a playoff team. Ruff's main
job this season is to foster development, and it's a great sign
that Pavel Zacha is finally breaking out while Jack Hughes,
Ty Smith and Damon Severson all are making strides.
GM: B-minus. Tom Fitzgerald said the team won't be big
spenders until their two core players -- Hughes and Nico
Hischier -- are ready. We're still in the can't-see-the-light-atthe-end-of-the-tunnel phase. The roster is still paying for past
mistakes, and Fitzgerald will have to be a little patient. The
grade could turn depending on how he handles next month's
trade deadline, since the Devils should be sellers.
Class president: Jack Hughes. In his rookie season, Hughes
showed why it's so hard to jump right from the U.S. National
Development Team Program to the NHL -- or really, for any
teenager. Hughes looks noticeably more comfortable, and
dominant, in his second season, showing he really is a
player worth building around.
In danger of failing: Nikita Gusev. The Devils had high hopes
when they traded for the winger -- a former KHL scoring
champ -- in 2019. But he has yet to find consistency, or a
consistent role in the lineup. Questionable deployment is at
play here, too.
Overall grade: C-plus. Though expectations weren't high for
the Devils this season, it's shaping up to be another
forgettable season in New Jersey. At least there have been
some bright spots.
New York Islanders
Players: A-minus. Veteran Matt Martin sums up the first half
as such: "We had early struggles, a little adversity to start the
year, but we've found our groove since then." Have they
ever. After stumbling through the first month, the Islanders
have taken off, especially offensively. As usual, the Islanders
are comfortable rolling four lines, and have gotten
contributions from everywhere. New York has 12 forwards
who have played in at least 10 games and are averaging 10
minutes per game at 5-on-5. They're also seeing top
prospects (Noah Dobson, Oliver Wahlstrom, Kieffer Bellows)
step into regular roles.
Coach: A-minus. You know what you're getting from a Barry
Trotz-coached team. He steered the players through a rough

first month, and has them buying into the signature defensive
structure. But the Islanders are also getting more dangerous
offensively. They rank second in the league in high-danger
goals for percentage, whereas they were 15th in that
category last season.
GM: B-plus. The Islanders had a tough summer working
against the salary cap, which forced some tough decisions,
like trading Devon Toews. Lou Lamoriello is a man of
conviction and he likes what he likes. One of those players is
Martin, whom it was important to re-sign. That has worked
out, as Martin is having a stellar season (and averaging more
goals per 60 minutes at 5-on-5 than Alex Ovechkin).
Class president: The answer here is Anders Lee, the captain,
who unfortunately is out for the rest of the season following
ACL surgery. Lee had been fantastic, scoring 12 goals in 27
games, and is one of the best net-front presences in the
league. Semyon Varlamov (.923 save percentage) is another
strong contender.
In danger of failing: Mercifully, this is Thomas Hickey's last
season as an Islander, where he has been paid for the last
two campaigns to not play. The Isles would welcome anyone
who would take on his contract ahead of the trade deadline.
Overall grade: A. The East was pegged as one of the most
competitive divisions heading into the season. The Islanders
are on top of it at midseason. That's an automatic A.
New York Rangers
Players: C-plus. The Rangers have jettisoned all veterans
(except for Chris Kreider) from their last contending team,
and their lack of experience can be apparent. Many of the
young players are going through growing pains. Both
goaltenders have performed below expectations, Mika
Zibanejad hasn't replicated last season's success (aside
from his wild, six-point game this week of course), and it
doesn't help that the best player, Artemi Panarin, has missed
11 games. There have been a few bright spots, like Pavel
Buchnevich, Adam Fox, K'Andre Miller and Filip Chytil (preinjury).
Coach: C-minus. A lot of folks in the league say David
Quinn's days are numbered in New York. He was hired to
help usher the Rangers through the rebuild, but the stalled
development for several of the top young players is troubling.
Games slip away from the Rangers too easily, and the power
play has been dreadful. In fairness, Quinn also has had to
lead the team through a few off-ice diversions, which hasn't
been ideal.
GM: C-plus. It's sometimes easy to gloss over and forget
where the Rangers are in their rebuild -- they aren't quite
back yet. As MSG analyst Dave Maloney told me earlier this
season: "The expectations got a little beyond where they are
realitywise." That explains why the Rangers probably aren't a
playoff team. Still, GM Jeff Gorton doesn't skate criticismfree. His offseason signing of Jack Johnson has predictably
bombed. The 2020 No. 1 pick, Alexis Lafrenière, and 2019
No. 2 pick, Kaapo Kakko, are acclimating slower than
anyone hoped.
Class president: Chris Kreider -- the team's longest tenured
veteran -- has been the MVP. Kreider leads the team in
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goals (14 through 27 games) and trails only Panarin in
expected goals for percentage (65.39%)
In danger of failing: Johnson. He was signed to a cheap,
$1.15 million deal to fill the veteran blue-line void following
the departure of Marc Staal. The signing felt like a mistake
when it happened, and it's been just as bad as expected.
Johnson, 34, is currently on the taxi squad, with an unsightly
38.89 Corsi for percentage, per Natural Stat Trick.
Overall grade: C. While the Rangers arrived ahead of
schedule last season, they are on the brink of falling behind.
A strong second half is imperative to staying on track.
Philadelphia Flyers
Players: B-minus. The Flyers have been a mixed bag. The
obvious disappointment is Carter Hart, who ranks second-tolast in the league in goals saved above average, per Natural
Stat Trick. Other young players have fluctuated, too. There
have been enough consistent performances though to keep
this team afloat, just not where they expected to be heading
into the season.
Coach: C-plus. Alain Vigneault has been happy to spread the
healthy scratches, using it as a tool to help players reset, or
get them going. It has worked to varying degrees. The Flyers
do have a bad tendency of allowing the opponent to score
immediately after they do, and need work with defensive
breakdowns.
GM: B-minus. The Flyers were dealt a blow this offseason
with Matt Niskanen's surprise retirement. GM Chuck Fletcher
was caught off guard by the move, and didn't (or couldn't)
adequately replace Niskanen's role on the top pairing
alongside Ivan Provorov, which is affecting the team early.
Otherwise, it's hard to fault the Philly GM for having an
uneventful season so far. This is a team on the cusp -- soon
reaping the rewards of years of good drafting.
Class president: Sean Couturier missed 10 games with an
injury, but an argument can be made for him to still be the
team's MVP so far. His Corsi for percentage at even strength
(61.22) is more than 10 points higher than the team average.
James van Riemsdyk is enjoying a renaissance, leading the
team in points, while Joel Farabee (12 goals, 24 points
through 25 games) has stepped up as a regular contributor.
In danger of failing: The Flyers aren't in panic mode, so
they're definitely not going to sell low on any of their
slumping players. Philippe Myers has not taken the step
forward that some expected, and has especially struggled
since returning from COVID-19. Hart is having a poor
season, but the Flyers have not lost faith.
Overall grade: B-minus. Philadelphia was a trendy Stanley
Cup pick ahead of the season. It's deep and talented, just a
little disjointed right now, but it has all the tools to go on a
strong second-half run (like last season).
Pittsburgh Penguins
Players: B. The Penguins have been led by their best
players. Sidney Crosby, Bryan Rust and Jake Guentzel have
been excellent -- and Evgeni Malkin is really turning it on of
late. The blue line is in decent shape, thanks to strong
performances from newcomers Mike Matheson and

especially Cody Ceci, though John Marino and Marcus
Pettersson both have regressed some. The goalies got past
rough starts. The fourth line still needs work.
Coach: B-plus. Once again, Pittsburgh has been plagued by
bad-injury luck, but coach Mike Sullivan has the team
persevering. The Penguins' resilience -- they lead the NHL in
comeback wins -- has been a story of their season.
Pittsburgh once again has renewed its reputation as the
place defensemen can go to rehab their careers. Special
teams are a problem.
GM: Incomplete. Ron Hextall and Brian Burke were hired to
run the Penguins' hockey operation department in February,
after Hall of Fame GM Jim Rutherford abruptly resigned.
While the Penguins began winning around when Burke and
Hextall got to town, it's too early to correlate any success to
that event, and they have yet to make their stamp on the
roster. They face an interesting trade deadline, balancing the
pressure to win now with an already bare draft pick and
prospect pool they likely don't want to dip into any further.
Class president: It was a slow start for many Penguins. Not
Sidney Crosby, who in his age-33 season is still the team's
best player, and heartbeat. Though he's tracking for his
lowest points-per-game average of his career, Crosby is still
a huge force, scoring seven points in the recent five-game
winning streak.
In danger of failing: Special teams. The Penguins are bottom
10 in the league in both the penalty kill and power play. The
Penguins do have a new assistant coach, Mike Vellucci,
running the penalty-kill unit. It looked like it was taking awhile
for Pittsburgh payers to adjust to Vellucci's aggressive style,
but they've been making progress lately.
Overall grade: B. It was a slow start for the Penguins, but
they're finding their game. The organization is in win-now
mode, squeezing the last out of the Crosby era before a
rebuild, so it's all about clicking at the right time.
Washington Capitals
Players: A-minus. The Caps faced early adversity when Alex
Ovechkin and three other important players were suspended
for violating COVID-19 protocols. Washington picked up
seven of the possible eight points in the captain's absence.
There have been plenty of strong performances sprinkled
across the Caps' lineup, from Nick Jensen to Nicklas
Backstrom to Vitek Vanecek. And the players were able to
get through a second-month swoon to find their stride again.
Coach: A-minus. Peter Laviolette came in with no proper
training camp, no proper exhibitions, and installed an entirely
new system and philosophy on a team expected to win now.
The players are buying in, and the results are following. As
T.J. Oshie told ESPN earlier in the season: "He's been very
upfront about what he expects and how he expects us to
play -- and also why he wants us to play that way. And I think
it's gotten through to some guys that in the past, maybe
didn't want to play a simpler game, or get pucks deep."
GM: A-minus. GM Brian MacLellan is going to monitor his
goalie situation ahead of the deadline, seeing if they'll need
to add a veteran (especially since we've had such a small
sample of what Ilya Samsonov can bring as a healthy, No. 1
starter). Speaking to reporters recently, MacLellan said he
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doesn't see any "glaring weaknesses" on the Capitals' roster,
and it's hard to argue with that assessment.
Class president: Nicklas Backstrom is used to being
underrated and flying under the radar. In that sense, 2021 is
completely on brand for him. In his age-33 season,
Backstrom quietly leads the team in points, and is tracking
for his best goals- and points-per-game averages in a
decade.
In danger of failing: Ilya Samsonov. The Capitals still view
him as their goaltender of the future. But Samsonov, 24,
missed the bubble this summer after suffering injuries from
an ATV accident, and then had a rough bout with COVID-19
this season, from which it took time to recover. Though
Vanecek was heroic in his absence, the Caps might see the
need to add reinforcements.
Overall grade: A-minus. Laviolette was brought in because
the Caps had become stale after winning the 2018 Stanley
Cup. Washington looks reinvigorated and could be a huge
threat; now it's all about peaking at the right time.
Central Division
Carolina Hurricanes
Players: A. The Canes are looking like one of the most
dangerous teams in the league. They were the first team to
have four players with double-digit goals, and (when healthy)
have enviable blue-line depth. They'll have to work out an
extension for Dougie Hamilton this summer, and balance
which of their defensemen are left exposed for the expansion
draft. That's a long-term problem, though.
Coach: A. Rod Brind'Amour is a demanding coach, but he
always gets his players to buy in. Under Brind'Amour's
tutelage, we're seeing a guy like Martin Necas blossom
before our eyes. The team did have an issue with letting
leads slip away in third periods, but Brind'Amour isn't worried
it's an issue. "The other team gets paid a lot of money," he
said after one such game this month. "And they're gonna
come out and play hard in the third period." Hard to argue
when the Canes still usually end up in the win column.
GM: A-minus. Don Waddell lucked out big time that Alex
Nedeljkovic cleared waivers earlier this year. The goalie has
been stellar filling in for the injured Petr Mrazek (while
outplaying veteran James Reimer). Not getting a goalie when
the market was flush this offseason was a risk, but it has
paid off. Jesper Fast had a slow start but is starting to find
his game in Carolina. And last season's big deadline move
(sending multiple players to Florida for Vincent Trocheck)
seems tilted in Carolina's favor.
Class president: Vincent Trocheck. He's averaging a point
per game for the first time in his career, and is tied for the
team lead in goals, with 13. After dealing with lingering
effects of a broken leg the past two years, he finally looks
comfortable. Oh, and he's been a revelation as a net-front
presence. "I think he's found a home," Brind'Amour said. "It's
no different than any job, I think when you're feeling good
about yourself and where you fit, I think you have success.
Obviously you don't expect him to score at this rate, but we'll
take it for as long as we can."

In danger of failing: Jake Gardiner. The defenseman is in the
second of a four-year, $16.2 million contract -- and it's not
going great. He landed on the taxi squad in March for cap
flexibility. His tenure hasn't been a total disaster, but Carolina
was surely hoping for more.
Overall grade: A. The Canes are top five in the NHL in points
percentage, despite playing in the same division as the two
teams that made it to the 2020 Stanley Cup Final and the
surprisingly good Florida Panthers. They're off to the best
25-game start in franchise history. Not much to complain
about here.
Chicago Blackhawks
Players: B-plus. Chicago's top players are shining. Patrick
Kane is a legitimate MVP candidate and Alex Debrincat is
scoring like his 2018-19 self again. But the Blackhawks
committed to playing younger players -- so far, six have
made their NHL debut this season -- and many are
contributing ahead of schedule. While post-Corey Crawford
goaltending was a huge question mark coming in, Kevin
Lankinen's breakout has calmed all fears.
Coach: B-plus. The Blackhawks were thrown several
curveballs on the eve of their season. The captain, Jonathan
Toews, was taking a leave of absence to deal with a
mysterious illness. Kirby Dach, maybe Chicago's star of the
bubble, would be sidelined a while. So too would Alex
Nylander, while the health of veterans Andrew Shaw and
Brent Seabrook remained murky. Oh, and the team finally
admitted to its rebuild, which didn't sit well with all veterans.
Most people pegged Chicago as a bottom-dweller this
season. Somehow it's in the playoff mix. Credit to Jeremy
Colliton for helping keep it all together.
GM: B. Though it was a harsh goodbye to Crawford, maybe
we should credit Stan Bowman for having the foresight that
one of his young goalies just needed an opportunity. He has
also brought in some decent role players. But for the
Blackhawks, it's still about the big-picture rebuild, where
Bowman's work will be judged most thoroughly.
Class president: Patrick Kane. Two years ago, when he was
putting up another MVP-level season, I talked to Kane about
his new training regimen, which focuses mostly on mobility
and bodyweight movements. "I honestly think I feel better
now than I did in my 20s. I really do," he said. Two years
later, the proof is there. Kane is tracking the best points-pergame average of his career, while playing a ton of minutes.
He might still be an elite player when the rebuild is over.
In danger of failing: Lucas Wallmark. He wasn't the most
high-profile free agent (signing a one-year, $905,000 deal),
but the Blackhawks were hoping they could find upside with
the 25-year-old forward. A bout with COVID-19 made for a
rough start, and he's already had a few healthy scratches.
Overall grade: B. The Blackhawks are considerably more
competitive than anyone expected them to be. If they make
the playoffs it's a pleasant surprise, but there's still
fundamental flaws with this roster, which will take time to
address.
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Columbus Blue Jackets
Players: C-minus. Columbus isn't getting the same solid
goaltending as it did in 2019-20, but part of that is the fault of
the defense, which is much leakier than last season. There
are a handful of Blue Jackets players performing below
expectations, and cohesion and consistency are the two
biggest issues. While there have been a few bright spots
(Cam Atkinson, Oliver Bjorkstrand, Michael Del Zotto) the
Blue Jackets lack a strong team identity, which is
uncharacteristic of them.
Coach: C-minus. The Blue Jackets have yet to put together a
winning streak of more than two games (and yet to win
consecutive games against the same team), and they're
constantly juggling lines looking for something that sparks
magic. Some of this must fall on coaching, and we're starting
to hear whispers wondering if John Tortorella's grating style
is still effective -- especially after continual benchings of the
team's most talented players.
GM: C. Jarmo Kekalainen hasn't been dealt the easiest hand
over the last few seasons, and always seems to make the
most of it. The two moves this summer to fortify center depth
(Max Domi, Mikko Koivu) haven't exactly panned out, with
Domi still finding his way in Columbus and Koivu abruptly
retiring last month.
Class president: Cam Atkinson. Bjorkstrand probably should
be the team's MVP so far, but his usage remains
questionable. Atkinson, meanwhile, has bounced back from
his disappointing 2019-20. The 31-year-old winger has
proved he still has the goal-scoring touch, and has been the
most consistent offensive producer.
In danger of failing: Mikhail Grigorenko. The 26-year-old
forward signed with Columbus this offseason, looking for
another shot at the NHL (he played for the Sabres and Avs
from 2012-2017, before signing in the KHL). Grigorenko, who
regularly played center in Russia, has been used as a wing -but lately, not used much at all. Since he's having a hard
time staying in the lineup, or producing, Grigorenko's second
NHL stint could be a short one.
Overall grade: C-minus. The Blue Jackets have qualified for
the playoffs in each of the last four seasons, and that streak
is in serious danger of ending. Columbus has been one of
the NHL's biggest disappointments this season.
Dallas Stars
Players: B-minus. The Stars aren't as bad as their record
suggests, as they can play quite well at even strength (they
are top 10 in 5-on-5 Corsi for percentage, per Natural Stat
Trick). But they're still relying on just a few players to
generate offense. Dallas has had to manage a few key
injuries early in the season, as it has notably been without its
two best forwards: Tyler Seguin (whose hip surgery has kept
him out all season) and Alexander Radulov (who recently
returned after 15-game absence).
Coach: B-minus. Though they've been dealt some early
adversity -- including injuries, and playing the fewest games
thanks to two schedule pauses -- the Stars have been able
to maintain their defensive identity. Slow starts can be an
issue for Rick Bowness' team. In 13 games where the
opponent scores first, Dallas has just one win. The power

play was red hot to start the season, but cooled off. On the
plus side, Bowness has navigated a potential goalie
controversy pretty well, with Jake Oettinger outplaying Anton
Khudobin.
GM: B-minus. GM Jim Nill didn't have to do much with the
team that made it to the Stanley Cup Final last year. He is
also unlikely to make any changes, letting this group run its
course and try to make up ground after a slow start. The
Stars will get their own deadline acquisitions, with Ben
Bishop and Seguin due to return over the next several
weeks.
Class president: With some other big names sidelined, Joe
Pavelski, 36, is carrying the load. He followed up his strong
performance in the bubble by scoring 14 goals through his
first 25 games; that's double what any of his teammates
have produced, and as many as he scored all of last season.
In danger of failing: Denis Gurianov, 23, was one of the
Stars' breakout stars in the bubble run, showing he can be a
reliable and dangerous offensive threat. But after scoring
four goals in the first seven games, Gurianov has just one in
the 18 games since. Dallas is hoping for more, all around,
from the forward.
Overall grade: C-plus. Though it's hard to put too much
blame on the players, coach and GM, the truth is the Stars
just aren't where they should be. But of all the teams that
disappointed in the first half, Dallas is best poised for a
second-half run.
Detroit Red Wings
Players: C-minus. We know the Red Wings don't have the
same talent or depth as other teams, thanks to being in the
middle of their rebuild. You're not going to see any Red
Wings put up eye-popping production. But they've also
become much harder to play against. The captain, Dylan
Larkin, gives it his all every night, though he's not being
rewarded (and, largely recognized) on a mostly middling
team.
Coach: C. The Red Wings are improved from last season,
and there's more competitive buy-in -- but still too many
execution failures. Coach Jeff Blashill was dealt a blow a
week into the season when the team, after a promising start,
got a cluster of COVID-19 cases. It took them a bit to put it
together, but it feels like they're back on (their development)
track.
GM: C-plus. Steve Yzerman is famously coy about his
timeline for the rebuild, but we know he's not expecting the
team to contend as early as this season. We're still in the
honeymoon hopeful period, so we'll be patient and let the
former Tampa Bay architect do his thing. Yzerman didn't hit
on every free agent this summer, but it's hard to argue that
Troy Stecher, Jon Merrill, Vladislav Namestnikov and Bobby
Ryan didn't make Detroit a better team.
Class president: Jonathan Bernier. Detroit brought in veteran
Thomas Greiss as a free agent and that was supposed to
give the team better goaltending depth. But Greiss has
struggled in his first season after playing in the Barry Trotz
system, and Bernier has often been the better option. He has
a .918 save percentage and has kept the Red Wings in many
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games; though we'll see what happens with the 32-year-old
who is an unrestricted free agent at the end of the season.
In danger of failing: Frans Nielsen, Valtteri Filppula, Darren
Helm. This could be it for the NHL careers of these three
veterans -- especially Nielsen and Filppula, both 36, who
have spent time healthy scratched or on the taxi squad. All
three will have their contracts expire this summer, helping
Yzerman get much-needed cap flexibility.
Overall grade: C. The bar for the Red Wings was so low
(they finished last season with a minus-122 goal differential
(let that sink in) and they've definitely made improvements.
They're still not ready to compete, consistently, with most
teams in this league.
Florida Panthers
Players: A. The Panthers have been a fun team to watch,
with several players taking their game to new heights.
Aleksander Barkov and Jonathan Huberdeau look like
they're having a blast, racking up a ton of points. When
expensive goaltender Sergei Bobrovsky had a slow start,
Chris Driedger filled in admirably. Defenseman Aaron Ekblad
is having a renaissance. At mideason, Florida ranked second
in expected goal for percentage, per Natural Stat Trick, and
the Panthers only trail the defending Stanley Cup champion
Lightning in goals per game.
Coach: A. Joel Quenneville is in year two of a five-year, $30
million contract, and it seems like players are much more
comfortable playing under him this season. He's squeezing
the most out of his players, striking the right cords (like
cutting down on practice time) and the buy-in is apparent.
The team doesn't quit, either; Florida trailed at some point
during 14 of its first 19 wins.
GM: A. Even Bill Zito, in his first year on the job, is a bit taken
aback by the team's success. As Zito told me last month: "I
think if you would have told me before the season started,
without watching our group, here's what the record would be
after [20] games that we'd have 29 points, I'd say, 'Wow.'"
While plenty of credit is owed to players and coaches, Zito
made a handful of strong additions, including Anthony
Duclair, Carter Verhaeghe, Patric Hornqvist and Alexander
Wennberg.
Class president: The captain, Barkov, has been the biggest
star for Florida (though Huberdeau is right there behind him,
also scoring 34 points through the first 28 games)."I think
[Barkov is] the best player in the world," teammate McKenzie
Weeger said this month. "To watch him every single night
just giving it his all and really leading by example, it's really
inspiring."
In danger of failing: Brett Connolly was a part of the
Panthers' big 2019 free agency spending free. The veteran
forward (who helped the Caps to a 2018 Stanley Cup) is in
year two of a four-year deal that pays him $3.5 million
annually, but has been squeezed out of the lineup and is
currently on the taxi squad.
Overall grade: A. For the first quarter of the season, folks
around the NHL were asking if the Panthers are for real.
Florida has been so consistent since then that they've
commanded attention -- and look like a legitimate contender.

Nashville Predators
Players: C-minus. It hasn't been all doom and gloom in
Nashville -- just mostly doom and gloom. The team can flash
effort and grit. There have been a few pleasant surprises,
like the emergence of Eeli Tolvanen. But it's been mostly
incohesive efforts from the Preds. Players hoping for
bounce-back seasons (Matt Duchene, Ryan Johansen) have
us still wanting more. Goaltending is shockingly unsteady.
Injuries have mounted. And so has the list of Predators who
could potentially be traded; Nashville's poor play has
officially made them a seller at next month's deadline.
Coach: D-plus. John Hynes is probably going to keep his job
through the rest of the season, and we do have sympathy for
the situation he walked into; he has not been set up for
success. The Predators made several changes this season
to their forecheck, entries and exits, as well as the penalty
kill, and the execution just hasn't been smooth. Predators
players often look paralyzed by decisions, and make the
wrong ones.
GM: D. GM David Poile kept promising a youth movement,
but when the season started it looked like the same, old
Predators. The Predators have been steadily declining since
their 2018 appearance in the Stanley Cup Final, and could
have prepared better for this crash. On one hand, he did get
out of Kyle Turris' contract this summer. On the other, his
four offseason signings to "add toughness" don't really make
sense at this point, and are just another bandage.
Class president: Filip Forsberg has led the way offensively
for the Predators, scoring 27 points through his first 28
games. He also leads the team with three game-winning
goals (nobody else has more than one). Of all of Nashville's
forwards, he would command the most from the trade
market.
In danger of failing: Matt Duchene. Poile was able to rid
himself of the Turris mistake, but the Predators have another
regrettable signing with Duchene. In 89 games in Nashville,
his goals-per-game average is 0.18 (down from 0.42 over his
two campaigns in Ottawa) and points-per-game average is
0.56 (down from 0.91 with Ottawa). The problem is, he's due
$8 million through 2025-26, making him very difficult to trade.
Overall grade: D. Though the Predators' decline was
inevitable, it hit hard this season. The roster could look a lot
different at this point 12 months from now.
Tampa Bay Lightning
Players: A. There is no team in the league as deep as the
Lightning. Six players have at least two game-winning goals.
Tampa Bay returned essentially the same Stanley Cupwinning roster, but is without top sniper Nikita Kucherov (hip
surgery) and a few salary-cap casualties. It helps that Steven
Stamkos has fully returned to form, and Ondrej Palat is
having a career season. The right side of the blue line is still
a concern, but few teams can match up with the 1-2-3 punch
of Victor Hedman, Ryan McDonagh and Mikhail Sergachev
on the left side (backed up by the best goalie in the world
right now, Andrei Vasilevskiy).
Coach: A. There has been practically no Stanley Cup
hangover, despite the quick turnaround. Credit Jon Cooper
for keeping his players motivated and fresh. This season, he
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has also been tasked with incorporating younger players in
the lineup. Though prized defensive prospect Cal Foote has
been sheltered so far, he does seem to be coming along
nicely.
GM: A-minus. GM Julien BriseBrois gets equity credit here
for the roster he (and former GM Steve Yzerman) built.
Though it sucks seeing a player like Carter Verhaeghe thrive
elsewhere, the Lightning weren't able to give him the same
role this season. Tampa Bay's only controversy so far was
what to do with Tyler Johnson, who is no longer a financially
viable option -- both to Tampa Bay, and to the teams that
didn't claim him on waivers. But he stuck around and
rediscovered a role, and has played his natural center
position again.
Class president: Andrei Vasilevskiy. He's been a Vezina
Trophy finalist (or winner) for three consecutive seasons, and
at the midpoint of 2021 is again the favorite for the award.
Per Natural Stat Trick, the 26-year-old leads all goalies in
even-strength save percentage and high-danger goals saved
above average. "He's a big reason why we are the team that
we are," Hedman said recently. "We have him back there
making some saves that shouldn't be saved, and he makes it
look easy."
In danger of failing: No one. Tyler Johnson was in danger of
failing when the cap-stressed Lightning put him on waivers.
But he's found a second life with the team this season.
Despite bouncing around the lineup, he has found ways to
be effective.
Overall grade: A. The Lightning are deep and experienced
and dangerous. They hold the potential to be the NHL's next
dynasty.
North Division
Calgary Flames
Players: C. The Flames have been wildly inconsistent and
overall underwhelming. Elias Lindholm (27 points), Johnny
Gaudreau (24 points) and Matthew Tkachuk (24 points) have
all been difference makers, but have also been quiet in other
stretches. Andrew Mangiapane (17 points) has continued to
improve. Free-agent pickup Chris Tanev has paired with
Noah Hanifin to form the team's best defensive unit. But
while Sean Monahan has been a shade better than last
season, he hasn't regained his form; and defenseman Mark
Giordano's days of massive point production are behind him.
They could use a few more saves from Jacob Markstrom,
their free-agent prize, and David Rittich, too.
Coach: Incomplete. Geoff Ward paid the price for the
Flames' middling 11-11-2 start, as the team convinced
former coach and general manager Darryl Sutter to leave his
farm and take over the bench. Eventually, this team will play
Darryl Sutter hockey -- lots of possession, low events,
supporting your own zone more than flooding your
opponent's zone. But through his first few games, the twotime Stanley Cup winner has seen first-hand the
inconsistency that cost Ward his job.
GM: C-minus. You never want to fire the guy you just hired.
GM Brad Treliving made Geoff Ward the team's permanent
coach after Ward took over on an interim basis following Bill
Peters' resignation. That permanence lasted just 24 games.

That's a symptom of having committed significant salary to
this roster and even more of it last offseason in the form of
free agents like Tanev and Markstrom. The latter player is a
little concerning: He's dominated the Canadiens (3-0, .975
save percentage) and Canucks (4-2, .935) but looked
ordinary against everyone else. Markstrom papered over a
porous defense in Vancouver last season. He hasn't been
able to do the same in Calgary.
Class president: Andrew Mangiapane. Of the Flames' top
five most common lines in terms of 5-on-5 ice time this
season, the 24-year-old forward has appeared on three of
them. That speaks to his effectiveness but also to his
adaptability: Calgary has slid him up and down the lineup,
and he's second on the team in expected goals over average
(7.7).
In danger of failing: Sam Bennett. The center has six points
in 27 games in a season where his agent floated the
possibility that Bennett wanted out of Calgary. But while his
grades are in the toilet this term, there's some hope that
Sutter can calm things down and get more out of him.
Overall grade: C-minus. Earlier this season, Ward best
defined the collection of players that Treliving has put
together in Calgary: "It's not that the team doesn't give a
crap. It's that we need to find consistency in how hard we
work." The entire season, and likely the general manager's
job, rests on whether Darryl Sutter can increase that work
rate and help the Flames find some level of consistency in
their game.
Edmonton Oilers
Players: B. The Connor McDavid (56 points in 32 games)
and Leon Draisaitl (49 points) show is once against powering
the Oilers, who are the fourth-highest scoring team in the
NHL (3.44 goals per game) this season. Coach Dave Tippett
has had them playing apart -- McDavid with Jesse Puljujarvi
and Ryan Nugent-Hopkins (25 points), Draisaitl with frequent
linemate Kailer Yamamoto -- and on the same line when
necessary. Needless to say, the supporting cast at forward is
a step down from the top six; any line without the Big Two
has struggled to stay on the positive side of goal differential.
Defensively, Darnell Nurse and Tyson Barrie have seen
plenty of time together, with the latter having bet wisely on a
one-year deal with the Oilers, scoring 28 points in 32 games.
But again, there's a big drop after that. Goalie Mike Smith
has quieted down critics (again) with a strong season in goal
(.920 save percentage, .714 quality starts percentage) while
critical darling Mikko Koskinen has struggled (.901).
Coach: B-plus. Tippett has a team that can score a lot of
goals, especially on the power play, where the Oilers have
been automatic for two seasons. His job then is two-fold:
Find ways to keep the puck out of his own net and smartly
deploy two of the best hockey players on the planet in his
lineup. On the first task, it's a work in progress: Edmonton
has shown a slight improvement defensively, but is still 23rd
in the league in expected goals against per 60 (2.29). On the
second ... well, it's McDavid and Draisaitl. You could put
them with the Oilers' scary mascot and they'd still get their
points.
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GM: B. Ken Holland is in his second season as Edmonton
general manager, and still has a roster that isn't deep
enough to support his superstars. The Barrie addition was
great. The Kyle Turris experiment, not so much. Additions
like Dominik Kahun and Slater Koekkoek have been average
at best.
Class president: Connor McDavid has reached a new level of
dominance this season, which is really saying something. His
1.75 points-per-game average would be a career high,
projecting out to a 144-point campaign in an 82-game
season. He's also figured out the defensive side of the game
better than in his previous five seasons. An MVP front-runner
again, for sure.
In danger of failing: Kyle Turris has just four points in 21
games, though his season was interrupted by a trip to the
COVID absence list. In his last 11 appearances, five of them
saw Turris' ice time dip under 10:00.
Overall grade: B-plus. The Oilers in a playoff seed at the
midpoint. As long as Connor and Leon are their engine,
there's no reason to believe they won't reach their
destination in the postseason.
Montreal Canadiens
Players: B-plus. Who had Tyler Toffoli down for 18 goals in
29 games? Anyone? The free-agent winger leads the Habs
in goals and points (27) this season, having done so with a
variety of different linemates. Josh Anderson, the other big
offseason arrival up front, has 11 goals. He skated primarily
with Jonathan Drouin (20 points) and Nick Suzuki (18
points), the second-year center who has cooled off as of late.
The line that's gotten the most attention for inconsistency
has been Brendan Gallagher's trio with Phillip Danault and
Tomas Tatar, which was recently split up. As a unit, they
were outstanding, with a 67.98 expected goals percentage.
But while Gallagher's produced consistently, Danault and
Tatar haven't found an offensive groove. Young Jesperi
Kotkaniemi has seen his game pick up since the Habs
changed coaches.
The defensive highlight has been Jeff Petry, who is having a
career year. Joel Edmundson saw time with him and Shea
Weber. In goal, offseason arrival Jake Allen (.922 save
percentage) has outplayed incumbent Carey Price (.907),
which isn't how this is supposed to work.
Coach: B/B-minus. Claude Julien started the season 7-1-2,
and everyone was very happy. They were 9-5-4 when he
was fired following back-to-back losses to Ottawa. Assistant
coach Dominique Ducharme took over and went 4-3-4 in his
first 11 games. For those keeping score at home, Julien had
a .611 points percentage while his successor is at .545.
Ducharme's grade can improve if his line shifting can get
some of the ordinary players in the lineup going.
GM: B-plus. This would have been an 'A' for Marc Bergevin
were it not for the questionable, reactionary firing of Julien
and choosing a neophyte in Ducharme to replace him. But
otherwise, his offseason additions have uniformly paid off:
Toffoli, Anderson, veteran winger Corey Perry, defenseman
Edmundson and especially Allen in goal.
Class president: Jeff Petry has 25 points in 29 games,
skating to a plus-15, in what is by far the best year of the 33-

year-old's career. The spotlight placed on him for playing in
the All-Canadian division has put him squarely in the Norris
Trophy conversation, and rightfully so.
In danger of failing: Artturi Lehkonen. What happened here?
The 25-year-old forward has two goals and two assists in 21
games, seeing his ice time cut by over two minutes to 13:07
per game. That is, when he plays, as he's been a healthy
scratch at times.
Overall grade: B-plus. The Canadiens are right on the cusp
of an A-minus. They could have gotten there with a better
season out of Price and if they weren't 0-8 in games that
have gone past regulation.
Ottawa Senators
Players: D-plus. Not much was expected from the Senators
this season. Sometimes, expectations meet reality. There
have been some highlights: Brady Tkachuk (22 points) has
continued to progress towards stardom; Drake Batherson (21
points) leads the Sens in expected goals above average
(8.4), and his rookie linemate Tim Stützle (18 points) might
be the best first-year forward not named Kirill Kaprizov this
season. Josh Norris and Connor Brown have been good. But
the team got one goal in 20 games from Derek Stepan
before his season-ending surgery, and free-agent forward
Evgenii Dadonov hasn't made any impact on the team's
power play despite nine even-strength goals.
Thomas Chabot (20 points) is once again the best thing
about their blue line, but rookie Artem Zub has played better
than expected. In goal ... well, this is where we arrive at a Dplus, as Matt Murray, Marcus Hogberg and Joey Daccord
have combined to be the worst net-minding group in the NHL
this season.
Coach: C-minus. D.J. Smith is in his second season, and the
Senators are a worse team (348 points percentage) than
they were in 2019-20. While much of that is on the
goaltending, Ottawa is still third worst in the league in
expected goals against per 60 minutes (2.44). He's
managing a very young roster and making some impactful
decisions, like putting blue-chip defenseman Erik Brannstrom
in the healthy scratch doghouse. Say this for Ottawa: When
properly motivated, they can be a tough out.
GM: D. We're trying not to be harsh here, as GM Pierre
Dorion has done some good work during this extended
rebuild for the Senators. But it can be successfully argued
that the Matt Murray trade and signing -- four years with a
$6.25 million AAV -- is the worst transaction for any team this
season. Murray's minus-9.5 goals saved above average and
.880 save percentage are putrid.
Class president: Brady Tkachuk. The team's leading scorer,
he's consistently good and getting over 20 minutes in ice
time with some regularity. He's continued to be one of the
NHL's most prolific shooters, leading the league with 141
shots on goal in 33 games.
In danger of failing: Team defense. Through 33 games, the
Senators have a team goals-against average of 3.91. The
NHL hasn't seen a team finish with a GAA above 4.00 since
the 1995-96 San Jose Sharks (4.35). Considering the
offensive teams in the North Division, the Senators might be
the next.
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Overall grade: D-plus. Ottawa is squarely in the midst of a
rebuild, and the growing pains are evident. But the Senators
had their moments: Beating Montreal to the point where they
fired their coach, and rallying from a 5-1 deficit to get one of
their three wins over Toronto. (The less said about their 0-70 record against Edmonton, the better.) It's a rough ride, but
at least the Sickos love it.
Toronto Maple Leafs
Players: A-minus. The stars are shining for the Leafs this
season. Mitchell Marner leads the team with 39 points in 30
games. Auston Matthews is right behind him (36 points).
John Tavares isn't having a productive goal-scoring season
(nine), but has 26 points. William Nylander continues to quiet
critics with 24 points (and an underappreciated all-around
game), while Zach Hyman has contributed offensively too.
The Leafs aren't getting a ton of production from their bottom
six, and veteran additions Joe Thornton (12 points) and
Wayne Simmonds (five goals) have been in and out of the
lineup due to injury.
On the blue line, Morgan Rielly (23 points) has been terrific
with T.J. Brodie, while Jake Muzzin and Justin Holl have
been a solid second pair. This would have been an 'A' for the
Leafs were it not for Frederik Andersen's struggles in goal
this season.
Coach: A-minus. The Leafs are fifth in goals per game (3.40)
and ninth in goals against per game (2.63), with a potent
power play balanced out by an underwhelming penalty kill.
Coach Sheldon Keefe was tasked with trying to get Toronto
to play a better defensive game and has seen some positive
movement to that end, despite the team's inconsistency in
goal. He's also done a fine job keeping his team prepared
most nights, considering every team in their division
approaches every game against Toronto with playoff
intensity.
GM: B-plus. GM Kyle Dubas did well in acquiring Brodie,
who has been the Leafs' second-best defenseman this
season. Thornton has played well -- when he's played. Zach
Bogosian hasn't been bad, but neither of Dubas' gambles on
depth players (forward Jimmy Vesey and defenseman Mikko
Lehtonen) panned out. He said he's hitching the team's
wagon to Andersen in goal this postseason. It's nice to have
Jack Campbell in reserve if necessary.
Class president: Auston Matthews has 21 goals in 27 games,
the best goal production season of his career. He's been a
dominating presence, especially on the power play where he
has eight goals. A legit Hart Trophy candidate even if he
doesn't end up leading his own team in points.
In danger of failing: The penalty kill. The Leafs were 21st on
the kill last season and that unit has slipped to 22nd at a
75.6% success rate. Andersen has played a part in this,
having been sub-replacement level on the penalty kill.
Overall grade: A. The Leafs are 19-9-2 through 30 games
this season and have looked like the class of the (We The)
North Division. In true Toronto sports fashion, they're treated
like a juggernaut one week and have "what's wrong with the
Leafs?" stories written the next week. But Toronto looks like
a legit Stanley Cup contender if the defense and the
goaltending level up.

Vancouver Canucks
Players: C. The good news starts with Brock Boeser, who
has 15 goals and 30 points in 33 games this season. It
continues with Bo Horvat (24 points) and JT Miller (27
points), who is nearing his points-per-game pace from last
season. Goalie Thatcher Demko has been outstanding in the
last few weeks, with a .920 save percentage on the season.
The news gets a little muddier when it comes to Quinn
Hughes, who is producing offensively (25 points) but has
regressed defensively; and in Elias Pettersson, who is
heating up but still not on the same scoring pace as his first
two seasons. The news is downright bad after that, with a
supporting cast that's not contributing, and with goalie
Braden Holtby unable to regain his form after leaving the
Capitals.
Coach: C-minus. Travis Green and his staff knew the
Canucks had to be better defensively, especially after the
team lost goalie Jacob Markstrom to free agency. But they
were one of the worst defensive teams in the league this
season until recently. A six-game losing streak in early
February left them at 6-11-0. Another four-game losing
streak followed soon after. This was a team that had such
promise after last postseason, but it clearly wasn't ready for
primetime -- and Green, despite being an outstanding coach,
was seemingly unprepared for how to reverse their fortunes
after an early-season stumble.
GM: D-plus. GM Jim Benning added defenseman Nate
Schmidt, who has been fine, and Holtby, who has not. But
the problem with the Canucks is a problem created by
Benning over the course of a few seasons, handing out
bloated contracts to depth players that hindered his ability to
make a contending team better -- or even keep it at a high
level of contention.
Class president: Nils Hoglander. The way things are
trending, this is eventually going to be Demko's oval office,
but let's give a little love to the 20-year-old rookie. The
Swede earned his way into a top-six role through his strong
play at 5-on-5. His 13 points in 33 games aren't gamebreaking stats, but on a team with its share of unsatisfactory
performances, Hoglander has been an undeniable highlight.
In danger of failing: Jake Virtanen. A cult hero among
Canucks fans, "Shotgun" Jake has been shooting blanks this
season, with just three goals in the 28 games in which he's
appeared, and earning a handful of healthy scratches. Yet
another member of the Vancouver rank-and-file that hasn't
played up to standards.
Overall grade: C-minus. The Canucks are one of the most
disappointing teams in the NHL this season, based on their
supposed growth as a contender in the bubble playoff run.
But this is a grade for the first half of the season. Their recent
7-3-0 streak, buoyed by Demko's performances, has them
trending in the right direction. But with a .485 points
percentage after 33 games, is it too late?
Winnipeg Jets
Players: B. Nikolaj Ehlers has been a revelation this season
with 31 points in 29 games, the best offensive production of
his career. He's done it with a variety of linemates, including
his most recent trio with Kyle Connor (16 goals) and Pierre-
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Luc Dubois, who has 10 points in 14 games since coming
over from Columbus. Paul Stastny, previously their secondline center, shifted to the wing with Mark Scheifele (37
points) and Blake Wheeler (26 points).
There aren't many teams that can match the offense of the
Jets' top six. There are plenty that offer a stronger supporting
cast, especially on the blue line, where Winnipeg ices a thin
defense corps in front of goalie Connor Hellebuyck, who has
been solid if not close to this Vezina Trophy-winning form
last season. We will give some credit to defenseman Neal
Pionk, has been a rock.
Coach: B. Paul Maurice rightfully takes some heat for some
of his decision-making -- the way Ehlers has been playing
this season, there's no justification in having him cook just
1:35 per game on the power play -- but he's gotten more out
of this roster than expected. Bonus points for his surly
rebuke of analytics in defending Wheeler recently, Not that
he was right, mind you, but we appreciate the candor.
GM: B-plus. It'll take a few years before we know if GM Kevin
Cheveldayoff's decision to trade Patrik Laine to the Blue
Jackets for Dubois was a win. We have to see what Dubois
does for the rest of the season in Winnipeg. We have to see
if Laine can find a more complete game. We also have to
see if acquiring a center for the Jets' most desirable young
asset was smarter than, say, making their version of the
Ryan Johansen-for-Seth Jones trade and landing a
defenseman instead. Beyond that, the Stastny reacquisition
has paid off so far.
Class president: Connor Hellebuyck. For all the offense the
Jets can pour on, they're second worst in the NHL at 5-on-5
defense, with an expected goals against per 60 minutes of
2.54. Even with a .911 save percentage, Hellebuyck acting
as safety net behind the leaky defense is the reason the Jets
remain in contention. It's not the heavy lifting he did last
season, but he's played in 23 of their 29 games.
In danger of failing: Starts. The Jets are minus-2 in first
period goal differential and have led after the first period in
11 out of 29 games. They've trailed after the first 12 times
this season.
Overall grade: A-minus. After 29 games, the Jets have the
second highest points percentage in the North Division (.655)
and are threatening the Leafs for the division lead. It may
defy logic on several fronts, but there's no denying this early
success for Winnipeg.
West Division
Anaheim Ducks
Players: D-minus. Looking at the performances this season,
you can easily see why this team had a .367 points
percentage through 30 games. The Ducks were the second
worst offensive team in the league (2.20 goals per game),
with only one player -- Max Comtois, with 19 points -improving on their 2019-20 season. Rickard Rakell (19
points) had a nice stretch of scoring to make his season
respectable. They've found a nice defensive pairing in Cam
Fowler and rookie Jani Hakanpaa. Yet while there have been
injuries, the team has seen underwhelming performances
from the veterans through the kids. Perhaps most frustrating
of all: Goalie John Gibson, previously known for carrying

mediocre Ducks teams to respectability, is playing through
his second straight down season.
Coach: C. Dallas Eakins has been handed a roster that isn't
close to playoff-quality. But one of his virtues as a head
coach was connecting with younger players and getting them
to meet their potential; however, that hasn't happened
dramatically enough with the Ducks' supporting cast, despite
some incremental improvements.
GM: D-plus. Murray and Eakins are both signed through
2022. That's the only conceivable reason to bring either back
for next season. Murray stuck too long with Randy Carlyle as
a head coach and continued to stick too long to a veteran
roster that was getting diminishing returns. He could be one
of those general managers who is looked back upon kindly
for stocking the cupboard with draft picks like Comtois,
Trevor Zegras and Jamie Drysdale, but it's likely time for a
change. Still, this grade could improve with some smart trade
deadline sell-offs for a rebuild.
Class president: Max Comtois. Pretty much by default, but
we'll give the winger his due for leading the team in points for
most of the first half.
In danger of failing: Ryan Getzlaf. The captain is 35 years
old, in the last year of his contract and has full no-move
protection. We'd love to see what he'd do in a more
competitive environment, because his 11 points in 28 games
is the statistical nadir of his otherwise stellar career.
Overall grade: D-minus. Lacking success and direction,
Anaheim is primed for a rebuild around the next generation
of ducklings.
Arizona Coyotes
Players: C. Conor Garland (22 points in 28 games) and
Clayton Keller (0.72 points per game) have seen an uptick in
offense from last season. Center Nick Schmaltz, forward
Christian Dvorak and defenseman Jakob Chychrun have
been solid, too. After that, it's bleak: The shell of Phil Kessel,
three points in 26 games from Lawson Crouse and the kind
of season from Oliver Ekman-Larsson (no goals in 19
games) that doesn't help his trade value -- assuming he ever
expands his list of acceptable destinations. Defensively, the
Coyotes haven't been able to depend on goaltending to bail
them out. Darcy Kuemper (.914) and Antti Raanta (.912)
have done what they can through middling defense and
injuries to both, but neither has been as good as in recent
seasons.
Coach: C. Through four years of coach Rick Tocchet, the
Coyotes have been a team that struggled to consistently
score but had outstanding goaltending to buttress their
season. Offensively, this Arizona team has been perhaps the
most punch-less in that span, averaging 2.34 goals per game
and with a shooting percentage in the bottom third of the
league. The problem here isn't necessarily coaching, but the
Coyotes have become an even more ineffective possession
team and have looked listless in some key games.
GM: D. Rookie GM Bill Armstrong inherited an overpriced
and ineffective roster from John Chayka, with few draft pick
assets through which to improve it. He hasn't done much to
improve it, including his inability to move Ekman-Larsson last
offseason to either of his trade destinations. But he earns
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this grade for his conduct off the ice: Armstrong came off
absolutely terribly in reporter Katie Strang's exposé of the
Coyotes for The Athletic, including a threat to "tell general
managers around the league" about how she conducted
herself professionally.
Class president: Jakob Chychrun. While many of Chayka's
contracts haven't worked out, the six-year, $27.6 million deal
he gave Chychrun in Nov. 2018 is looking like a bargain. The
22-year-old is having his best offensive season (0.66 points
per game) and has handled increased ice time well. Also,
shoutout to the Coyotes for winning their series (4-3) against
the St. Louis Blues, as the two teams faced each other for
seven straight games due to a rescheduling quirk.
In danger of failing: Their reputation. Let's be honest here:
Outside of the glory of their Reverse Retro jerseys, the only
notable thing about the Coyotes this season was Strang's
story. She reported on layers of dysfunction in the
organization, from owner Alex Meruelo through the hockey
operations department. It described "a 'toxic' workplace
environment and financial troubles that far exceed what has
previously been disclosed." It's not the first time the Coyotes
have been defined by off-ice issues, of course.
Overall grade: C-minus. Arizona was supposed to contend
with Minnesota for the last playoff spot behind Vegas,
Colorado and St. Louis. Instead, they lost four of five to
Minnesota, and the playoffs seem like a distant concept.
Colorado Avalanche
Players: A-minus. Given how high the expectations are this
season for the Avalanche, this is admittedly graded on a
curve. Should they be punished because Nathan MacKinnon
is "only" at 1.09 points per game through 23 games instead
of 1.35? Among the forwards having outstanding seasons
are winger Mikko Rantanen (14 goals in 27 games), Nazem
Kadri (24 points in 27 games), Brandon Saad (19 points in
26 games) and Andre Burakovsky (19 points in 24 games).
Offseason addition Devon Toews has been great on the blue
line, skating with either Cale Makar (14 points in 15 games)
and especially Samuel Girard, who is having his best NHL
season. The only negative, as it was last season, has been
injuries.
Coach: A. At 5-on-5, Jared Bednar has the Avalanche as the
NHL's best possession team and the best defensive team in
expected goals against per 60 minutes (1.77). The
Avalanche have allowed a league-low 24.9 shots per game.
He has managed the roster through injuries for the second
straight season, and done it expertly.
GM: A-plus. As we're fond of saying to the NHL's general
managers: If Joe Sakic and the Colorado Avalanche are
calling, don't pick up the phone. He flipped Nikita Zadorov for
Saad. He snagged Toews from the capped-out Islanders for
a pair of draft picks. Combine that with the shrewd free-agent
pickups and trades that built out the roster in the past two
seasons, and the Avalanche front office is one of the NHL's
best. Now they just need the playoff success to validate it.
Class president: Philipp Grubauer. With Pavel Francouz
injured, Grubauer has played a lot and posted incredible
stats (.925 save percentage and 1.85 goals-against

average). He appeared in 24 of the team's first 27 games
this season.
In danger of failing: Starting off strong. The Avalanche are
23rd in the NHL in first-period goals (20), and are a plus-5 in
the opening frame. They've led after the first period in 12 of
27 games.
Overall grade: A. Few teams boast the depth that the
Avalanche possess. Few teams have an MVP force like
MacKinnon or a game-breaker like Makar. Few teams have a
chance at the Stanley Cup like the Avalanche do -- if they
can emerge from this division.
Los Angeles Kings
Players: C-plus. To repurpose an old "South Park" meme,
the Kings are the 'Member Berries of the NHL. Hey, 'member
when Anze Kopitar was a point-per-game player? Well, he
had 32 points in his first 27 games. Hey, 'member when
Drew Doughty was a point-producing plus player? He had 22
points in 27 games -- 14 of them on the power play -- and is
currently on the good side of plus-minus. 'Member when
Dustin Brown was an effective power forward? His 13 goals
in 26 games is the best scoring pace of his career. Alex
Iafallo and Adrian Kempe had contributed as well in a
season that has seen the Kings return to semirelevance
while waiting for their young collection of prospects to ripen;
however, there has been a learning curve down the lineup.
Coach: B. Todd McLellan knows this is still about the long
game in Los Angeles, but he has done a good job
challenging his players this season and getting the Kings to
play more consistent defense.
GM: B-plus. Rob Blake has helped amass the deepest
collection of prospects, and has exhibited incredible patience
in bringing them along. He faces another big trade deadline,
with Iafallo among the players who could move.
Class president: Cal Petersen. Due respect to the veterans
having their moment this season, but the Kings have
outkicked their coverage thanks in part to Petersen (.921
save percentage and a 2.64 goals-against average). He's
fourth in the NHL is goals saved above average (13.7) and
has started more games than incumbent Jonathan Quick.
In danger of failing: Jeff Carter. He has two points in his past
eight games and a team-worst minus-3.8 expected goals
scored above average. His 14 points in 27 games is better
production than his previous two seasons, how long can the
36-year-old sustain that?
Overall grade: B. "I wouldn't say we're 100 percent going to
make it or anything like that, we've got a lot of work to do.
But I definitely could see us hopefully getting in the third or
fourth slot there, that's our goal," Doughty told ESPN. It's
good to have goals, but the fact that they're flirting with the
playoff bubble midway through the season is a win itself.
Minnesota Wild
Players: A. The Kirill Kaprizov Effect is real and it's
spectacular. The rookie sensation had 25 points in his first
27 games, giving the Wild the game-breaker they've lacked
since the apex of Marian Gaborik. But his arrival also
energized Mats Zuccarello, who is producing at better than a
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point-per-game pace, and Victor Rask, who is having a
redemptive season. Two more breakout campaigns: Joel
Eriksson Ek, who is in the Selke Trophy conversation, and
linemate Jordan Greenway, having his best offensive
season. Lesser results have come from Zach Parise, who is
sub-replacement in expected goals (minus-4.7) and Kevin
Fiala, who hasn't been able to match the heights of last
season's point-production breakout, and earned a threegame suspension for boarding Matt Roy.
On the blue line, Jonas Brodin and Matt Dumba have
become an elite duo, with Brodin being a stealth candidate
for the Norris Trophy. Jared Spurgeon and Ryan Suter have
also been effective. When you have those two units playing
well over two thirds of the game, you're in good shape.
Especially when the goaltending has been as good as it has,
with rookie Kaapo Kahkonen (12-4-0, .927 save percentage)
and Cam Talbot (.916).
Coach: A-minus. The changes Dean Evason made as an
interim coach late last season, after Bruce Boudreau was
fired, have carried over effectively to this campaign. The
defense is more active. The offense is allowed for more
creativity, and doesn't play with the same tightness that it
had under the previous coach. That said, Boudreau also
wasn't gifted the league's top rookie forward and best rookie
goalie in the same season, both of whom are making Evason
look very good.
GM: B-plus. Bill Guerin is the first to admit that he's the
beneficiary of the good drafting and player acquisition that
came before him with the Wild, having been hired as GM in
2019. His veteran additions to the roster -- C Nick Bonino, F
Marcus Johansson, C Nick Bjugstad, D Ian Cole -- have had
varying degrees of impact. But he's earned his grade here
for signing Talbot as a free agent, committing to Kaapo
Kahkonen with a two-year deal and, most of all, keeping
Evason around.
Class president: Kirill Kaprizov. A rock star on the ice and off,
the Calder Trophy front-runner has infused the team with his
enthusiasm, his determination to win and his undeniable
offensive flair. Runner-up: Those sweet, sweet North Starsinspired Reverse Retro jerseys.
In danger of failing: The power play. It's remarkable how
many points Kaprizov has considering how awful
Minnesota's been with the man advantage, clicking at just
8.1% through 27 games after being 18.5% last season. It's
the primary reason they were only 0.03 goals per game
ahead of last season's pace despite being a better offensive
team.
Overall grade: A. The Wild looked like a team that was going
to be on the playoff bubble. But they're a team pushing for a
division title, playing some of the most exciting hockey in the
league, which is not something we ever thought we'd say
about the Minnesota Wild.
San Jose Sharks
Players: C. If the bar was set at last season's performances,
then a number of Sharks have cleared it. Evander Kane (26
points), Logan Couture (22 points), Timo Meier (19 points)
and Kevin Labanc (18 points) have all improved their
offensive output. Brent Burns has been more engaged and

effective. But the Sharks have many more players that aren't
hitting their marks -- only two regular contributors (Kane and
Couture) were skating to a plus rating in the first 27 games.
Patrick Marleau has one goal in 27 games, and has a team
worst minus-3.4 goals scored above average. Goalies Martin
Jones and Devan Dubnyk have combined for a .891 team
save percentage.
Coach: D-plus. Bob Boughner's first full season at the helm
has seen the Sharks struggle to a .463 points percentage in
the West Division. A lot of that is a problem with construction.
Where coaching comes into play is in San Jose's inability to
defend. They're second-to-last in the NHL in goals against
average (3.52). Some of that is obviously on the subreplacement goaltending. But Pete DeBoer was fired last
season for the team's defensive deficiencies, and the Sharks
were the seventh best team at shot suppression. Under
Boughner, they're now 29th (32.3 shots allowed per game).
This is a bad possession team that gives up the fourth most
high-danger shot attempts in the NHL at 5-on-5. It's not all on
the head coach. But enough of it is.
GM: C-minus. Most of Doug Wilson's sins are in the past, as
bloated and immovable contracts have made it quite difficult
to flip this roster away from an aged core. Some of his recent
draft picks have been interest to watch, in forward John
Leonard and defenseman Mario Ferraro. Offseason pickup
Ryan Donato is producing above his output last season. But
while Dubnyk has been more respectable than his 3-7-2
record would indicate, Jones is now in his third straight
season of being abjectly terrible. Wilson simply hasn't done
enough to fix the most glaring problem on his team for
multiple years.
Class president: Tomas Hertl. A consistent performer despite
a season interrupted by a COVID-related absence, Hertl had
16 points in his 21 games and has been better defensively
than many of his teammates.
In danger of failing: Erik Karlsson. Once every few games,
Karlsson has a performance that whets the appetite of those
hoping the 30-year-old, two-time Norris Trophy winner can
regain his form. But he can't seem to maintain that
consistency, and remains a shell of his former self. He said
recently he didn't sign with San Jose to be a part of a rebuild
again. The Sharks certainly didn't sign him for $11.5 million
annually through 2027 for this, either.
Overall Grade: C-minus. The Sharks were one of those
teams that looked like they could surprise as a bubble team
in that West if they stayed healthy, saw players rebound from
down years and finally got some quality defense and
goaltending. Two out of three ain't bad.
St. Louis Blues
Players: C-plus. It has been quite a roller coaster for the
Blues, a team beset by injuries and inconsistency. They've
had veterans with expectedly outstanding seasons in David
Perron (29 points in 28 games), Ryan O'Reilly (27 points),
Brayden Schenn (24 points) and Torey Krug (15 points).
They had Jordan Kyrou take a leap forward (21 points) and
Justin Faulk have a resurgence. But they've also seen
Colton Parayko struggle to the worst start of his career
before going on the shelf with an injury. Oskar Sundqvist has
had an uncharacteristic ineffective season. Plus, Tyler
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Bozak, Robert Thomas and especially Vladimir Tarasenko
have missed significant time.
Coach: B. Craig Berube has had to coach through significant
injuries and schedule quirks like having to play the same
team (Arizona) for five straight games. For that, he deserves
credit. But the team's 5-on-5 offense has been
underwhelming and the mental focus that's been the Blues'
calling card in recent seasons hasn't always been there.
Witness their horrible starts on home ice (minus-8 goal
differential in the first period) that have led to a 4-7-3 record
in St. Louis, and their hot starts (plus-7) on the road where
they're 10-2-2.
GM: B-minus. Doug Armstrong's gambit of letting Alex
Pietrangelo walk in favor of Krug in free agency has worked - to a point. The fact is that the Blues' new blue line doesn't
defend with the physicality it once did, to the point where
Berube called their play "soft" this week. But Armstrong has
done some good things overall. Free agent Mike Hoffman
has 19 points in 27 games, for example. If there's a knock on
him, it's in goal. Jordan Binnington and Ville Husso have
combined for a .892 save percentage. This isn't to say that
the Jake Allen trade shouldn't have happened, but entrusting
Binnington with a novice backup was a misstep.
Class president: Jordan Kyrou. You have to love when a
long-gestating prospect is handed a significant role, sees his
ice time jump by nearly five minutes per game, and takes full
advantage of the opportunity. The 23-year-old leads all Blues
forwards with 5.1 goals scored above average in 28 games.
In danger of failing: Ville Husso. Not to pile on here, but the
Blues' rookie has an .879 save percentage and a 3.57 goalsagainst average in 10 appearances, with a minus-8.4 goals
saved above average. Yikes.
Overall grade: B. That the Blues are in a playoff spot through
all of this adversity is either indicative of their championship
spirit shining through, or a commentary on the state of the
West Division. Your choice.
Vegas Golden Knights
Players: A. The Knights are absolutely stacked and have
been the class of the division through the first half. The trio of
Chandler Stephenson, Mark Stone and Max Pacioretty have
an expected goals percentage of 58.73%, with Stone leading
the team in scoring (34 points in 26 games) and Pacioretty in

goals (14 goals in 27 games). Jonathan Marchessault, Reilly
Smith and William Karlsson are at 57.62% expected goals at
5-on-5. Alex Tuch continues to level up as a power forward
with 13 goals.
Defensively, the Knights have withstood the absences of
Alex Pietrangelo (18 games) thanks to the continued
dominance of Shea Theodore, as well as Nicolas Hague and
Zach Whitecloud, one of the division's most underrated duos.
But the Knights' success can be traced to Marc-Andre
Fleury, whose resurgent season in the absence of Robin
Lehner (concussion) has propelled the team.
Coach: A-minus. There's always room for improvement, as
the Knights are only 12th in expected goals percentage
(51.30) at 5-on-5, but Pete DeBoer understands what
buttons to push and what pieces to move around on this
roster.
GM: B-plus. Kelly McCrimmon had a challenging offseason
thanks to the flat salary cap. He moved out popular Knights
in Nate Schmidt and Paul Stastny to be able to fit free-agent
coup Pietrangelo on the roster. Turns out the move he
couldn't make was his best one: Keeping Fleury after being
unable to move his contract, following the signing of Lehner
to an extension. If there's a concern about the roster, it's that
the Knights don't have a classic top-line center.
Class president: Marc-Andre Fleury. After last postseason's
goaltending soap opera, no one was sure what to expect
from Fleury this season, or even if he would still be a Golden
Knight. But with Lehner sidelined, Fleury took the crease and
absolutely dominated: 16-5-0, .933 save percentage, four
shutouts and 18 goals saved above average in his first 21
games.
In danger of failing: The checking line. The trio of Ryan
Reaves, Tomas Nosek and William Carrier have spent the
majority of their time together this season, but haven't been
as effective as they traditionally have been as an on-ice
demolition crew.
Overall grade: A. The Golden Knights are 20-6-1 through 27
games (.759 points percentage) and have excelled in nearly
every facet of the game. They'll only get better when
Pietrangelo and Lehner are contributing on a regular basis.
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Hurricanes midseason awards: Pesce, Trocheck, Staal, Nedeljkovic among standout
players from first half of NHL season
The Hurricanes have a number of players to thank for a
stellar first half of the 2021 season.

aren’t particularly great, I think he certainly earned a chance
there.

By Brett Finger

Ideally, though, you play him at 5-on-5 and on the penalty kill
in a big way and allow him to rest while the team is on the
man advantage. He is such a strong driver of offense at 5on-5 that he will get his points and numbers simply through
even-strength play.

We did it, everyone! We are halfway through the 2021
regular season!
And the Carolina Hurricanes are pretty good!
Today, we’re going to celebrate the midway point of the
season by giving out some awards. These awards are all
positive, and they’ll be handed out based on a mixture of
statistics, spite, and my own personal opinions.
Several of these categories were very difficult to decide on,
but perhaps one of the best signs of a good team is that your
MVP isn’t obvious. Many players deserve recognition for
their strong first half, and we will be highlighting some of
them here.
Most Valuable Player
Winner: Brett Pesce
Runners-Up: Vincent Trocheck, Jordan Staal, Nino
Niederreiter, Sebastian Aho
On Wednesday, I went to Twitter to ask who the MVP of the
Hurricanes’ season has been in preparation for this. Most of
the responses went for Trocheck and Staal for very obvious
reasons.
But since I love spiting people, I’m going with Pesce.
Jokes aside, you could choose any of four or five players,
and you wouldn’t get too much of an argument from me.
Pesce has had an outstanding season, though, and he
deserves every bit of praise for how he has stabilized
Carolina’s blue line.
I wrote in-depth about him about a month ago, and all of the
things that were true about him at that point remain true. He
is the connective tissue that bridges the gap between the first
pairing and the rest of the defensive depth chart. Without
him, the transition to Brady Skjei, Jake Gardiner, Jake Bean,
and Haydn Fleury becomes a lot tougher.
And on top of all of that, he’s just been really, really good. At
5-on-5 play, the Hurricanes allow 11% fewer expected goals
compared to league average and 4% fewer xGA compared
to how the Canes play when he isn’t on the ice, according to
HockeyViz.
Surprisingly, his biggest contribution might be his offense. He
has experienced a huge breakout season in how he has
driven offense at 5-on-5. He has recently been given an
opportunity on the power play, and while the early returns

Without Pesce, I think there’s a genuine possibility that
Carolina’s blue line play could turn into a serious problem.
The Canes can’t afford to be a one-pairing team, and Pesce
allows them to stretch things out and be as effective as
possible one through six. He makes everyone he plays with
not only better but playable in the top-four. You can throw a
4/5/6th defenseman next to him, and you have a suitable
second defensive pairing. That’s such an underrated quality
that a defenseman can have.
Using TopDownHockey’s data, he has the highest shootingadjusted WAR among all Carolina skaters and the ninth-best
among all NHL defensemen.
He’s my pick for Canes MVP of the first half.
Best Forward
Winner: Vincent Trocheck
Runners-Up: Jordan Staal, Nino Niederreiter, Sebastian Aho,
Martin Necas
I can’t, in good conscience, exclude Trocheck from this list of
awards. Thankfully, I don’t have to because he has been the
Hurricanes’ best forward this season.
He has been everything that the Canes have needed from a
second-line center and then some. At the time of his injury
last week, he had a team-leading 13 goals and 24 points in
24 games and was riding a six-game point streak wherein he
had scored four goals. Since his injury, you can feel his
absence in the lineup.
In many ways, he is to the forward unit what Pesce is to the
defensive unit. Trocheck gives the Hurricanes two deadly 5on-5 scoring lines thanks to the chemistry he has developed
with Necas and Niederreiter. That trio has been electric at
even strength, and they’ve carried it over to Carolina’s topranked power play.
He isn’t an overly flashy player like Necas, and he isn’t a big
board-battle-winning guy like Niederreiter, but he is a mixture
of the two, and he is extremely dangerous around the front of
the net. He knows how to score in this league, and those are
players that the Hurricanes have needed for a very long time.
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Get in scoring areas and capitalize on your opportunities.
Trocheck has done exactly that to this point, and he has
plenty of goals at crucial moments to show for it. He’s my
pick for best forward.
Best Defenseman
Winner: Brett Pesce
Runners-Up: Dougie Hamilton, Jaccob Slavin
I’ll spare you the time and not wax poetic about Pesce again,
but I will say that I think Slavin and Hamilton's criticism at
points this season has been too harsh. In my eyes, the gap
between them and Pesce isn’t as large as a lot of people
would probably say.
Best Goalie
Winner: Alex Nedeljkovic
Runner-Up: James Reimer
I’m not doing some kind of deep goalie evaluation here. Who
has the best numbers? The answer is Ned.
Nedeljkovic has the sixth-most goals saved above expected
in the NHL this season. He has a .926 save percentage in 10
starts this season, and that number inflates to .943 over his
last seven starts.
One month ago, I would’ve said that Nedeljkovic couldn’t
reasonably play his way into the goalie conversation once
Petr Mrazek returned, but Mrazek’s lengthy recovery has
allowed Ned to get more games and prove that he belongs.
The results are in. He belongs, and he ain’t going on waivers
again.
Biggest Surprise
Winner: Jordan Staal
Runners-Up: Alex Nedeljkovic, Jake Bean, Nino Niederreiter,
Vincent Trocheck
Rod Brind’Amour will tell you that the sudden dramatic uptick
in Staal’s production isn’t surprising.
I will tell you that it’s one of the most unlikely
accomplishments in human history and is more surprising
than the United States men’s hockey team winning the gold
at Lake Placid.
It’s been nine seasons since Staal has produced points at
the rate that he is currently producing them. There was an
11-game stretch from January 28 to February 17 where he
logged seven goals and 15 points. Then, after not scoring for
two weeks, he piled up three goals and seven points in four
games at the beginning of March.
He has 10 goals and 22 points in 27 games this season, with
the worst underlying numbers of his tenure in Carolina. This
is all shocking information, and I have no idea what to do
with it.
Best Team Game
Winner: 4-0 @ vs. Tampa Bay (Feb. 20)
Runners-Up: 3-0 W @ DET (Jan. 14), 4-1 W vs. DAL (Jan.
30), 6-5 W @CBJ (Feb. 7), 4-2 W vs. FLA (3/7)

This is very subjective. Do you go with the most dramatic
finish, the most entertaining game, the best team win, the
best 60-minute effort, or something different?
I’m going with the best team performance. In my opinion, that
was on February 20 against the Tampa Bay Lightning.
The Hurricanes welcomed the defending Stanley Cup
champions into PNC Arena and shut them out in convincing
fashion. That was a huge win for many reasons.
For starters, it was a statement that this team could play with
anyone and beat anyone. Yes, they followed up that big win
three losses to the Bolts, but that stretch of games only
hardened my opinion that the Canes can go toe-to-toe with
them. Two of those following three games were toss-ups,
and Carolina just didn’t get the one bounce they needed to
go their way.
A close second place for me is their 4-2 win over Florida on
March 7. Again, that was one of their best games of the
season, and they looked like the clear better team after three
games of nail-biting, close games against the Cats. That was
an important win against a team that they may very well face
in the first round of the playoffs.
Also worth mentioning is the 6-5 game in Columbus on
February 7. That was probably the craziest game of the year,
which means it was wildly entertaining. Tons of goals, tons of
shifting momentum, and one of the most controversial
moments of the season with Vincent Trocheck’s goal and the
offsides review that followed.
You couldn’t script that game going the way it did.
Other First-Half Standouts
Niederreiter and Necas have been vitally important for the
Hurricanes so far. Nino has bounced back hugely and is a
legitimate candidate in my eyes for the best forward and
maybe even MVP.
Necas has just casually dazzled everyone on almost every
night this season. His newly-formed chemistry with Aho has
been a treat to watch. It’s been reported that Teuvo
Teravainen has been placed on IR due to a broken heart.
Speaking of Aho, Carolina’s number one center has been
quiet at points this season, but I’m starting to think that a lot
of that has to do with other guys occupying the spotlight. He
has never been playing poorly, but he certainly hasn’t been a
huge standout. With Trocheck out of the lineup, Aho has
suddenly become more noticeable.
That isn’t a coincidence.
He just hasn’t been the clear-cut go-to guy, which isn’t a bad
thing. He is getting plenty of help. When the team needs him,
he shows up and is a difference-maker. He has six goals
over his last eight games, so he is heating up at a great time.
He leads the team in points, and after hitting the twine twice
last night against the Jackets, he is tied for the team-lead in
goals.
Bean was certainly in the running for the biggest surprise,
but when you think about it, he really isn’t that big of a
surprise. If anything, the surprise is that he finally got his
chance. It isn’t surprising that he is making the most of it. If
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you paid attention to how dominant he was in the AHL as a
first and second-year player, his hot start definitely didn’t
come out of nowhere. He put lots of work in, and now he and
the Canes are reaping the benefits.

it. There’s nothing I can say that adds to the things that have
been said about him to this point in his coaching tenure, but
he is among the best coaches in the league and should be in
the Jack Adams conversation at the end of the season.

Rod Brind’Amour got a mention for MVP in the responses to
my tweet from Wednesday, and while he isn’t a player, I get

This was fun. Let’s do it again at the end of the season.

Carolina Hurricanes vs Columbus Blue Jackets Take Two: Game Preview
The Hurricanes look to right the ship against Columbus
tonight at home.
By Zeke Lukow
Carolina Hurricanes (20-8-1) vs. Columbus Blue Jackets (1212-7)

Category

Hurricanes

Blue Jackets

Penalty Kill % (Rank)

82.0% (9th)

72.6% (28th)

ES Corsi For %

52.90%

46.24%

2021 Regular Season Game 30
Thursday, March 17, 2021 - 7:00 p.m. ET
PNC Arena — Raleigh, NC

ES PDO

100.60

99.74

Watch: Fox Sports Carolinas
Listen: 99.9 The Fan

PIM/Game

07:31

06:54

SBN Opposition: The Cannon

Goaltender #1

Follow Canes Country on Social Media
Twitter @CanesCountry
Facebook Canes Country
Instagram @canescountrypix
The Carolina Hurricanes look to avenge Thursday night’s
overtime loss to the Columbus Blue Jackets with game two
of a four-game set tonight. Rod Brind’Amour has talked
about the fact that you can’t win playing 40 minutes in the
NHL. The Canes have been able to overcome that multiple
times this year, but have been unable to do so while
shorthanded with injuries.
The Canes look to put Thursday night’s game and their weird
travels behind them tonight. The depleted Canes still have a
great chance if they can play a full 60 minutes. They showed
just how dominant they could be in a two-goal second period
in their last game.
Vital Statistics

Category

James Reimer

Joonas Korpisalo

Record

12-4-0

8-9-5

Save %

0.907

.900

GAA

2.74

2.97

Goaltender #2
Category

Alex Nedeljkovic

Elvis Merzlikins

Record

6-2-1

4-3-2

Save %

.929

.908

2.08

3.02

Category

Hurricanes

Blue Jackets

GAA

Record

20-7-2

12-12-7

Game Notes

Goals/Game

3.28

2.65

Goals Against/Game

2.59

3.16

Shots/Game

31.45

28.94

Face Off Win %

54.6%

46.1%

Power Play % (Rank)

31.9% (1st)

15.8% (25th)



Dougie Hamilton has a 10-game point streak, the
second for a defenseman in franchise history. Mark
Howe is the only player with a longer streak with 11.



Seth Jones's overtime game-winner was the ninth
of his career. he leads all defensemen with eight
such goals since the start of the 16-17 season.



In case you missed it, you can read all about the
first game of this series here.



Sebastian Aho’s two-goal game was his 10th multipoint game of the season and his second multi-goal
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game of the season. He also has a three-game
point streak and 11 points in his last nine games.



Jordan Staal is set to play his 578th game with the
Hurricanes. After tonight he will be one game shy of

Justin Faulk for sixth-most games played in a
Canes sweater.



The canes have the highest overtime/shootout
points percentage since 2019 with a .860 (18-0-7
record). That's a long way from the dark ages.

TODAY’S LINKS
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article250061874.html
https://theathletic.com/2462561/2021/03/19/nhl-power-rankings-no-surprises-at-top-or-bottom-of-the-athletics-first-weekly-edition/
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/tweetmail-should-the-canes-make-a-move-at-the-trade-deadline/c-322690348
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/gameday-preview-columbus-blue-jackets-carolina-hurricanes/c-322693690
https://apnews.com/article/columbus-sebastian-aho-carolina-hurricanes-nhl-north-carolina-ec3e23e267f0465387783a316012717c
https://www.espn.com/nhl/insider/story/_/id/31083625/the-six-teams-nail-nhl-trade-deadline-season
https://www.espn.com/nhl/insider/story/_/id/31080597/midseason-report-cards-all-31-nhl-teams
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/3/19/22336309/carolina-hurricanes-2021-midseason-awards-pesce-trocheck-staal-niederreiter-nedeljkovicaho-nhl
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/3/20/22340892/carolina-hurricanes-vs-columbus-blue-jackets3-20-21
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Nedeljkovic are the other two — on the roster, which also will eat some
cap space.

What do the Hurricanes want — or need — as the NHL trade deadline
approaches?

One name that popped up recently in connection with Carolina was
former Canes captain Eric Staal, now with the Buffalo Sabres. Jordan
and Eric Staal once envisioned leading the Canes back into Stanley Cup
contention after Jordan Staal was traded to Carolina from Pittsburgh in
June 2012.

BY CHIP ALEXANDER

That didn’t happen.

MARCH 19, 2021 12:24 PM

Brind’Amour was asked about an Eric Staal return in roundabout fashion
on a Zoom media call this week. Staal’s name was not mentioned, and
the NHL frowns on comments made about players under contract to
other teams, but Brind’Amour handled it well enough.

The NHL trade winds are stirring as the April 12 trade deadline
approaches, but head coach Rod Brind’Amour offered up an opinion this
week: “I like our team right now. I don’t know why we would be looking at
too much.”
Canes General Manager Don Waddell said Wednesday that he’s always
actively looking for ways to improve the team but that salary-cap
considerations must be considered, with the NHL cap to remain flat next
year.
“We have a little cap space but not a lot of cap space,” Waddell said.
Waddell said once goaltender Petr Mrazek is healthy and playing, the
Canes would carry all three goalies — James Reimer and Alex

“That’s a question that’s probably for further up the chain than me, but I
think we know he’s an awesome person,” Brind’Amour said of Staal, his
former teammate who succeeded him as captain.
Injuries have been tough on the Canes this season, with Mrazek missing
a chunk of time due to thumb surgery, and prime setup man Teuvo
Teravainen.
Mrazek, who shut out the Wings 3-0 in the season opener, played four
games before dislocating a thumb and needing surgery. Teravainen has
had issues with COVID-19 and then a concussion, missing 15 games.
More recently., center Vincent Trocheck has been sidelined with an
upper-body injury. Best guess: sore ribs after taking a cross-check March
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9 against Nashville. He has been out the past three games and Waddell
said his status is “week to week.”

like this is on game days, he just decides he’s going to show up and
work. This is an everyday thing, and it’s not really that big of a surprise.”

If the injuries continue — forward Warren Foegele left Tuesday’s game
with an upper-body issue — that could change the trade equation and
there could be moves.

So while you could make a case for several other Hurricanes for MVP or
best all-around, Staal started it and has kept it going. He’s quietly set a
standard for the team by just doing the dang thing every day.

The Canes could look to add a veteran forward at the right price. The
goaltending situation might have to be addressed.

This year’s hard name you’d better learn how to pronounce: Alex
Nedeljkovic

But the Canes are 20-7-1, and have 41 points midway through the
season. If they can match that in the second half, and start having more
fans allowed in PNC Arena, and make the playoffs again ... who knows
what comes next?

Folks, it looks like Nedeljkovic might finally be here to stay. He’s forced
himself into not only the Hurricanes’ backup conversation but also the
starter conversation with a 6-2-2 record, 2.16 goals-against average and
.926 save percentage. He leads all rookie goaltenders in save
percentage, and among NHL goalies with at least five starts in 2020-21,
he ranks third in save percentage and tied for fifth in GAA.
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I don’t know what the Hurricanes will do when Petr Mrazek returns from
injury, but Nedeljkovic more than deserves a chance to stay in an NHL
net, and you should remember his name.

Carolina Hurricanes midseason superlatives: The MVP, biggest surprise,
most underrated, best dressed and more

Biggest surprise: Vincent Trocheck

By Sara Civian Mar 19, 2021

It was expected that he’d bounce back somewhat this season after a few
frustrating years of battling the aftermath of a severely broken fibula. But
I think the hockey world may have forgotten just how good he is when
healthy, and we were getting a daily reminder this season before a new,
upper-body injury took him out of the lineup. Trocheck was making
difficult net-front plays look easy, and he was often a difference-maker in
games the Corsi Canes of years past would have dropped.

I may or may not be looking like Will Hunting at that MIT chalkboard
trying to figure out when exactly “midseason” is in 2020-21, but according
to my calculations, we’re just about there.
The Canes have cooled off a bit with two straight losses after an eightgame winning streak, but they’re still tied for second in the Central with
42 points and a 20-7-2 record — and that’s only two points behind the
No. 1 Lightning. Life is good in Canes Land, and there’s a real chance
we’ll see a deep playoff run. But halfway through the season, how are the
players doing on an individual basis?
It’s time for The Athletic’s third annual Hurricanes midseason
superlatives.
Best all-around: Jordan Staal
This one was an unusually tough call this season because so many
Hurricanes are contributing above what was expected. But Staal has
remained a nightmare to play against and a menace on the faceoff dot,
all while rediscovering the scoring touch he had in his younger years. He
has 10 goals and 22 points in 26 games on top winning 58.8 of his
faceoffs (a pretty ridiculous number considering the amount he takes).

Is it fair to call Trocheck, who is tied for the team lead in goals with 13
and was tied for the lead in points with 24 before his injury, a surprise?

It’s such a shame he’s sidelined again, but at least it’s not an aggravation
of the leg injury, and he might be able to make a return this season. He
— and the hockey world as a whole — deserve a happier ending for him.
Mr. Congeniality: Steven Lorentz
As Hurricanes head coach Rod Brind’Amour said, “you root for guys” like
Steve Lorentz. His undying positivity off the ice and effort on it have
helped give the team perspective while playing through a season of
unprecedented protocols and restrictions.
Comeback of the year: Nino Niederreiter

The captain has been stepping up in ways no one asked him to, and
you’ve seen that trickle down throughout the lineup.

Niederreiter has returned to his post-trade form in 2020-21, with 13 goals
and a three-way tie for the Hurricanes’ scoring lead. He’s always been
streaky in terms of production, but that’s not necessarily a bad thing
when he’s on at all the perfect times. That first season with the Canes, he
was producing at an insane rate during a tough playoff push, and now
he’s turned it on again, with points in all four games during Trocheck’s
absence.

I asked Sebastian Aho what has changed about Staal from last season.

You’ll take that timing any day.

“Absolutely nothing,” he said, without hesitation. “The only difference is
he shows up on the scoresheet. He’s always been the same guy. He
works hard. He’s the leader on and off the ice. He takes huge draws. He
kills penalties. He’s been good on the power play every time I play with
him. So just the difference is he’s producing more points, but he’s always
been the same player to me. He’s always been a great player. I knew
that he was capable of that. I played with him a lot my second year. I felt
it was such an easy game for me. I think I had breakaways every game
because he defends so well. He just lets you do your own thing out
there.”

Most likely to get traded to Duke: Morgan Geekie

“He’s got a lot to be confident about,” Alex Nedeljkovic offered. “He’s
been a great player for a long time in this league. He’s won a Stanley
Cup. He’s played with some great players. He’s off to a really (good)
start, and he’s just building off of that every game. You see it in practice.
He’s passing the puck hard. It’s crisp. He’s always the hardest worker.
He’s putting the puck in the net. He’s letting it rip. It’s every day. It’s not

The only person who enjoys scoring in March more than Christian
Laettner might be Morgan Geekie.
Geekie apparently has an inherent ability to get called up and score a
few goals on various March evenings. In his NHL debut on March 8,
2020, he scored two, and this season, playing his first game in a month,
he scored two again on March 11. When asked if this was a coincidence,
he said his dad’s birthday is in March. So shoutout to Mr. Geekie.
Every night I think to myself, “Why aren’t more people talking about
Martin Necas?”
And then I remember it is literally my job to talk about Martin Necas and
this is a me problem.
The man is a walking highlight reel who has completely changed the
complexion of the Hurricanes’ power play. It doesn’t matter what unit he’s
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on, but Brind’Amour is going to have a tough time taking him off the first
unit based on how effective he is there.

time he swatted home the rebound of Oliver Bjorkstrand’s shot with 5:49
let in the first period.

I could watch Necas’ zone entries all day. Give him a centimeter, and he
will take a mile, hence his two overtime goals this season. Every shift is
dangerous.

Jones’ winning goal, his third this season, was indicative of the
improvement the Blue Jackets have made in recent games in
transitioning to offense more cleanly. It’s no coincidence that has
coincided with stronger play from Jones and his defense partner, Zach
Werenski.

So much is going on with the Hurricanes right now, plus they have so
many defensemen. Bean’s first real season in the NHL shouldn’t be
ignored, though. He has a goal and 10 points in 19 games — third
among Hurricanes defensemen. He’s second among NHL rookie
defensemen in assists and points, and he leads all rookie blueliners in
both power-play assists (four) and power-play points (five).
He has certainly made the Seattle expansion draft protection
conversation interesting …
Unsung hero: Sebastian Aho
Are you seeing a theme of depth here yet? With three Canes having 13
goals and six having at least eight, it’s been fun to watch some of the
less usual subjects step up.
But there’s also something to be said about consistency, and just
because we expect Aho to be one of the team’s leading scorers at this
point doesn’t mean we shouldn’t celebrate it. Including the playoffs, Aho
has 202 points in his past 201 games. His two goals Thursday put him at
133 regular-season career goals, third among players from the 2015 draft
behind only Connor McDavid (180) and Jack Eichel (139).
The Hurricanes’ youth movement has blossomed around Aho, and we
should appreciate his nightly contributions even though they’ve become
the norm.

“I was up in the play quite a bit, trying to be aggressive,” Jones said. “I
want to get that in my game a little bit more moving forward for this
team.”
Another dazzler
Korpisalo made another incredible save with his goalie stick, which
prevented the Hurricanes from extending a 2-1 lead in the second period.
Moments after Sebastian Aho gave Carolina a 2-1 lead on a power play
with 7:40 left in the second, the Hurricanes got another great scoring
chance when a shot from the point by Hadyn Fleury ricocheted off
Werenski directly to Warren Foegele for a quick shot.
Korpisalo dove, stopped Foegele’s shot in mid-air with his stick and
quickly covered the puck. The stunned look on Foegele’s face said it all.
Surprise scorer
Kevin Stenlund was slated as a healthy scratch, but was pressed into the
lineup after Mikhail Grigorenko came down with what the team called a
“non-COVID illness.”
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Stenlund made the most of his second chance, tying the score 2-2 with
2:10 left in the second period, just four seconds after a Columbus power
play expired. He finished with five shots in 11:23 of ice time.
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“It didn’t bother me that much,” Stenlund said of being informed by coach
John Tortorella that he would play. “I got my nap in, (got) some food.”

Columbus Blue Jackets

Staying hot
Takeaways from Jackets' OT win in Carolina include Jones emergence,
Korpisalo sorcery

Brian Hedger

Blue Jackets defenseman Seth Jones was much more visible on the
attack in a 3-2 overtime win over Carolina on Thursday, when he scored
twice to snap a 19-game goal-less streak.
The Blue Jackets’ imperfections are improving, but they’re still around.
There are still stretches when they get hemmed into their own end of the
ice for too long. There are times when they can’t set up in the opposing
team’s zone, and can’t get to the middle third of the ice once they do.
Those are problems, but the Blue Jackets are proving they can still be
competitive despite them, as they did Thursday in a 3-2 overtime victory
on the road to start a four-game set against the Carolina Hurricanes.
Seth Jones scored two goals, including the winner with 51 seconds left in
overtime, and Joonas Korpisalo made some fantastic stops in a 25-save
victory at PNC Arena.
“We haven’t played a perfect game this year and it never is perfect,”
Jones said. “I thought we found a great way to win.”
Here are some takeaways:
Melting the ice
Jones is capable of putting pucks in the net, but one of the NHL's top
two-way defensemen is just as concerned about keeping them out of his
team’s net. Regardless, Jones hadn’t scored a goal in 19 games by the

After struggling through the first half of the season, Max Domi is now
living up to the expectations the Blue Jackets had after acquiring him
from Montreal for Josh Anderson.
After posting back-to-back two-point games last week, Domi showed off
his hands and vision again on Stenlund’s tying goal, taking a pass from
Bjorkstrand between his legs and quickly sending a backhand feed to
Stenlund, who was in perfect position to bang home a one-timer.
It was Domi’s fifth point in the past four games (two goals, three assists).
Columbus Dispatch LOADED: 03.20.2021
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What a rush: Seth Jones' OT goal, Joonas Korpisalo's saves lead Blue
Jackets over Hurricanes

Brian Hedger

Seth Jones had the game on his stick with time winding down in overtime
Thursday night at PNC Arena in Raleigh, N.C.
The Blue Jackets' top defenseman had already snapped a 19-game goal
drought, got a front-row view of Joonas Korpisalo's latest diving stick
save and also watched his goalie make four more big stops in 3-on-3 OT,
in the fourth straight game that lasted longer than three periods for
Columbus.
It was time to get a win, for Korpisalo and the Blue Jackets, and Jones
delivered with 51 seconds left to play. His wrist shot off a 2-on-1 rush
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zipped under the crossbar on the far side and handed the Blue Jackets a
3-2 overtime win to start a four-game set against the Hurricanes.
"We needed someone to take control of the game for us," Blue Jackets
coach John Tortorella said. "I thought (Jones) stood up and said, ‘I’m
gonna be the guy tonight.’ It’s one of the better games I’ve seen him play
since he’s been here, at an important time.”
The victory also rewarded Korpisalo for an outstanding effort in net,
which included four saves in OT to keep the game alive. The first was 23
seconds into the extra period – a glove save off a point-blank tip by
Carolina’s Jaccob Slavin – and Korpisalo then had to stop Martin Necas’
backhand off a breakaway with 1:53 left.
He also made another diving stick save to thwart a backside off a
deflected shot in the second, which kept the Hurricanes within a goal at
2-1.
“I don’t think about it too much," Korpisalo said of his growing highlight
reel. "It’s a split-second play and my job is to prevent the puck (from
going) in. Just get something in front. That’s it.”
It was a measure of sweet revenge for Korpisalo, who improved to 2-2-0
this season against the Hurricanes, who’d scored a combined 11 goals
on 51 shots against him in the previous two games.
Nedeljkovic made 25 saves for the Hurricanes, who got their goals from
Sebastian Aho in the second period to overcome a 1-0 deficit.

Columbus Dispatch LOADED: 03.20.2021
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In four straight games versus Hurricanes, Blue Jackets need a playoff
intensity

Jacob Myers

The Blue Jackets are 1-2 against Carolina this season heading into a
pivotal four-game stretch. They beat the Hurricanes on Feb. 8, helped by
a goal from Scott Harrington (4), but were outscored 13-8 in the other two
games.
There are plenty of reasons for skepticism about the Blue Jackets' ability
to resurrect a season that hasn’t lived up to anyone’s standards through
30 of 56 games.
It’s fitting, then, that any hope of the Jackets making the postseason
likely will sway significantly in a four-game stretch against the Carolina
Hurricanes that began Thursday in Raleigh. The Jackets believe they
must deliver the type of playoff intensity they’ll need though the end of
the regular season.

Jones and Kevin Stenlund scored in regulation for the Blue Jackets (1212-7), who capitalized on the Chicago Blackhawks’s 4-2 loss to the
Tampa Bay Lightning on Thursday to pull within two points of fourth place
in the Central Division.

“It’s a very important week for us coming up,” defenseman Seth Jones
said Wednesday. “We want to go in there and play hard, play together
and play with confidence and try to get a few wins.”

The Hurricanes (20-7-2), who are winless in their past two games after
an eight-game winning streak, pulled even for second in the division with
the Florida Panthers – who lost, 2-1, to the Nashville Predators.

After Thursday’s game, the Jackets and Hurricanes will meet three more
times in the next seven days. It marks the only time this season — and
likely ever in a regular season — the Jackets will play this many games
in a row against the same opponent.

Nashville is four points back of Columbus in one fewer game played, the
Dallas Stars – who lost 3-2 in Detroit – are six points back in five less
games while the Blue Jackets and Blackhawks have played the same
amount in a simmering chase for the division’s final playoff spot.
“This is a very important series, a four-game segment for us," Jones said.
"We know how good of a team Carolina is and what they’ve shown this
year. We wanted to come out and play with a presence, play with a
purpose. It wasn’t a perfect hockey game for us, but at the end of the day
we got two points.”
Jones’ first goal ended a 19-game drought for the Jackets’ star
defenseman, who now has three for the season. Aho countered with his
first of the game 51 seconds into the second, tying it 1-1, and he also
capped a power play with 7:40 left to give the Hurricanes a 2-1 lead.
Two shifts later, Korpisalo kept it 2-1 with his desperation stick save,
denying Carolina’s Warren Foegele from outside the left post. Korpisalo’s
diving effort just put the blade of his paddle on the puck to knock it down
and he quickly covered it for a stoppage.
That cleared the way for Stenlund to tie it 2-2 with 2:10 left in the second.
Four seconds after the Blue Jackets’ only power play ended, Stenlund
one-timed a pass from Max Domi past Nedeljkovic on the short side.
“It was a big goal, because to go into the third tied 2-2 is a little different,"
said Stenlund, who was supposed to be a healthy scratch until Mikhail
Grigorenko became sick earlier in the day. "Obviously, it’s a big boost for
the confidence."

In the scheduling oddity that is the 2020-21 season, back-to-back games
have created a tension between teams that at times has stuck a similar
feeling to the competitive hatred that can fester between teams in a
playoff series. Similarly, Jackets games against Tampa Bay have
become tense affairs based on the teams’ postseason history the past
two years.
“When you play a team four times within a week or a week and half, you
remember some plays and it just gets you in that frame of mind where
they might get one on you or vice versa, and nobody’s wanting to give an
inch,” Columbus captain Nick Foligno said. “That’s kind of how this
season’s gone.”
The Jackets and Hurricanes are in different positions, but likely view this
next week as a flashpoint in their seasons.
Entering Thursday night four points behind Chicago for the final playoff
spot in the Central Division, the Jackets can’t afford a major setback. The
Hurricanes — one point behind Tampa Bay and Florida — surely see this
as an opportunity to take the lead in the division.
There shouldn’t be any shortage of intensity with those stakes, which
could only amplify each game.
However, Foligno said the Jackets don’t have the luxury of looking at
parts of the schedule that might be more important than others.

That goal also led to a flipped script in the third, when the Blue Jackets
outshot Carolina 6-4 and used a stifling defensive effort to force overtime.

“We’re just trying to make sure we’re coming into a real good start to our
first one,” he said. “But fully knowing the type of team they are and have
been for a little while here, you have to be at your best in every facet of
the game to have a chance to beat these guys. They’re a good, wellcoached, hardworking team.”

"(That's) an important couple minutes of the game, in where 'Korpi' keeps
us there and we end up being tied at the end of the second period,"
Tortorella said. "Fortunate to be (tied) there and then I thought we played
a much better third period.”

The last time the Jackets played the Hurricanes, they were out-skated
and outworked the in a 7-3 loss in Raleigh. Foligno believes the Jackets
are a better team now, and there’s some truth to that assessment. They
have exited their own zone better in recent games and are creating more
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in the offensive end, but the Hurricanes will certainly test just how much
the Jackets have improved.
“Carolina has definitely developed a reputation of being a great
forechecking team and being relentless on pucks and having good sticks
and having good special teams on both sides of the puck,” Jones said. “I
think it's going to be a great challenge for us.”
Bemstrom hurt
The Jackets placed forward Emil Bemstrom on injured reserve Thursday
after he suffered a lower-body injury in Wednesday’s practice. Forwards
Mikhail Grigorenko, Stefan Matteau and Ryan MacInnis were recalled
from the taxi squad.
The team said Bemstrom is expected to miss one week.
Columbus Dispatch LOADED: 03.20.2021
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Tortorella looking at Jones, Werenski, Savard, Gavrikov to continue
moving in right direction

Jacob Myers

Blue Jackets defensemen Zach Werenski (8) and Seth Jones (3), here
discussing strategy during a break in a February game, are playing with
more consistency in recent games, according to coach John Tortorella.
It’s no secret the Blue Jackets are at their best when their top two pairs of
defensemen — Seth Jones and Zach Werenski, and David Savard and
Vladislav Gavrikov — are playing like the best top-four defensemen on
any team in the NHL.
Before Gavrikov moved back to the second pair with Savard in
Columbus’ last game, on Sunday against Dallas, the Jackets’ defense
didn’t look like what fans have come to expect from a team that prides
itself on taking care of its own zone.
But there were positive signs that coach John Tortorella is holding onto
heading into Thursday’s game at Carolina.
“It’s been a lot more consistent,” Tortorella said after Sunday’s shootout
loss to the Stars. “We’ve decided over the past couple games to put them
back together and just try to figure it out.”
Part of the Jackets’ poor play on defense has been their penalty kill. They
rank 28th of 31 NHL teams in penalty-kill percentage (72.9%) and have
allowed three power-play goals in three games against Carolina this
season.
Tortorella liked what he saw in a critical penalty kill in Sunday’s loss to
the Stars that helped push the game to a shootout and earn a point for
Columbus, but assistant coach Brad Shaw informed him that penalty kill
actually wasn’t that good.
The important thing was — and all that matters right now as the Jackets
chase points to keep them afloat in the playoff chase — that the puck
stayed out of the net. Their success with on the penalty kill hinges on the
top four defensemen.
"That’s a big part of our defensemen’s role,” Tortorella said Wednesday
of the penalty kill. “For a team that isn’t scoring a bunch from game to
game, penalty killing is a very important part of trying to stay
competitive.”
Jones, Werenski and Savard have had their struggles for most of the
year but have begun to play better recently. Tortorella said he has seen
similar improvement from Gavrikov, who topped 20 minutes of ice time
for the first time in seven games last Saturday against Dallas.

Michael Arace: Blue Jackets face make-or-break week in Central race
The last time the Jackets played Carolina, their inability to get out of their
own zone was exposed. Since that 7-3 loss on Feb. 15, the Jackets have
made progress in that area, and it has led to more scoring chances,
though not as many goals as they would like.
“I think as a D core we’re getting better and better each game,” Jones
said. “I think we’re using each other a lot better. I can only speak for me
and Z, I think we’ve done a lot better job in recent games of coming out
clean, looking for each other, and we both want to play in the offensive
zone so we’re able to get there more, get more shots on net and create
more plays.”
Getting any kind of consistent production from Patrik Laine, Max Domi
and others would lift some of the pressure from the top-four defensemen,
but that’s the Jackets' bread and butter.
Jones said they’ve been better at getting a defenseman or the low
forward to the puck in the corner first, which can start the transition out of
their zone.
Progress is there, but it’s even more vital now in the second half of the
season.
“Those four guys are so important to this club,” Tortorella said. “It's still
not consistently at the standard that it needs to be, but they've been
improving. I think our coverages — overall, we’ve cut down chances in
our end zone of late here. We got to continue to work at it.”
This and that
The Blue Jackets announced center Alexandre Texier was held out of
Wednesday’s practice due to an illness and he will miss the next two
games at Carolina, per the NHL’s COVID-19 protocols. Tortorella said
the illness was not COVID-19. ...
The Jackets also sent forward Mikhail Grigorenko to the taxi squad.
Forwards Stefan Matteau and Rayn MacInnis practiced Wednesday on
the fourth line with Eric Robinson.
Columbus Dispatch LOADED: 03.20.2021
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Lightning rookie Ross Colton capitalizes on playing opportunities

By Mari Faiello
Published Yesterday
Updated Yesterday

TAMPA — If there’s one thing rookie Ross Colton has learned in his past
five NHL games, it’s that scoring a goal is still plenty exciting.
In Thursday’s 4-2 win over Chicago, the forward disrupted a Blackhawks
pass in the defensive zone and used his speed to move up the ice when
Pat Maroon got control of the puck.
Maroon passed off to his right and found Mathieu Joseph at center ice.
Then Joseph threaded a pass through traffic and put it right on Colton’s
stick at the blueline.
Colton raced toward Kevin Lankinen, whiffing on his first two attempts to
slide the puck past the Chicago goaltender before he made his way into
the paint. One swift move around Lankinen’s right goalie pad was
enough to give the Lightning the 3-2 lead after a scoreless second
period.
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“I think my facial expression said it all after the goal there,” Colton said. “I
was pretty excited. Any goal in any game I think is pretty awesome. … It
made it a little bit more special that we got the win.”
It’s been plays like this that have grabbed the eyes of Colton’s coaches
and Lightning teammates.
Since his Feb. 24 NHL debut, the rookie has made the most of his
playing opportunities. Thursday was Colton’s first back-to-back start, and
in five games he has registered two goals and one assist, averaging 8:46
on ice per game while mostly skating on the fourth line with Maroon and
Joseph.
Both of Colton’s goals proved to be game winners, and he also helped
secure the 4-3 shootout win in Dallas on Tuesday.
The Lightning’s fourth line has grown some chemistry. Colton said he,
Maroon and Joseph have developed a “gritty” style and help create
momentum for the other lines if the scoring chances aren’t there.
Coach Jon Cooper said the 24-year-old has “checked all of the boxes”
lately.
“He’s won faceoffs, he competes hard, he can play down low, he doesn’t
get pushed off pucks...,” Cooper said. “And then he shows he’s got an
extra gear as you saw on that third goal.”
His teammates see the effort, as well. Yanni Gourde called his play of
late “phenomenal.”
“He does it all,” Gourde continued. “He’s had a positive impact on the
lineup, obviously, with his offensive contribution but also all-around play.”
Even Mitchell Stephens — who has been sidelined with a lower-body
injury since Jan. 23 — has watched and been impressed.
“It’s exciting to see him do well,” Stephens said. “He’s been playing so
well in Syracuse. … He’s a good player and a great guy. … He’s
definitely proving that he’s earning his spot in the lineup.”
Colton didn’t have much time to think about Thursday’s goal. He just
went for it with the mind-set that he was going to shoot, but when
Chicago’s Lankinen committed to blocking Colton one way, the forward
sneaked the puck around from the other side.
While every game builds his confidence a little more in playing at the
highest level, it also doesn’t hurt having a 10-year veteran like Maroon
skating with him.
Colton said Maroon has “been in his ear” about sticking to his game and
not overthinking things, reminding Colton to not play scared and that he
deserves to be here.
“That goes a long way coming from someone like him,” Colton said. “It’s
definitely been awesome to play with him.”
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They racked up 28 shots. They felt like they had the Stanley Cup champs
on the ropes.
Only one problem? They didn’t have Andrei Vasilevskiy, the Lightning
No. 1 goaltender who shut them out.
“Listen, if there’s any other goalie in the league other than ‘Vasy’ in there,
we score some goals,” Bowness said. “That’s why he’s the best goalie in
the league.”
In my opinion, Vasilevskiy should be a candidate for the Hart Trophy for
league MVP.
The Blackhawks’ Patrick Kane, who somehow has them in a playoff spot,
may have the edge for now. But Vasilevskiy is the biggest reason the
Lightning (21-6-2) matched their best start in franchise history as they
just reached midseason. Vasilevskiy picked up his 10th straight win on
Thursday, one win shy of the franchise record of 11. He’s now the
second goalie in NHL history with three 10-game winning streaks in his
career. The other? Hall of Famer Martin Brodeur, who had four.
Without Vasilevskiy, Tampa Bay would likely have five or six fewer wins.
He’s among the leaders in the traditional stats like goals-against average
(1.90), save percentage (.932) and wins (19-3-0). But what’s striking to
me is this one: Vasilevskiy leads the league with 13.91 goals saved
above expectation, according to Evolving-Hockey. That’s crazy.
He’s got 12.98 high danger goals saved above average, according to
Natural Stat Trick, with his .907 high danger save percentage leading the
league.
“He’s an A-plus for the season,” said Lightning color analyst Brian
Engblom. “He makes the exceptional saves, but he also makes the really
timely saves. And he’s also become a very calm goaltender. He’s the
epitome of the team. He’s patient. He’s a big moment guy. And you need
a big-moment goaltender.”
Goalie coach Frantz Jean said Vasilevskiy gained a lot of confidence
from winning the Cup, validating the process and preparation he goes
through.
“In the playoffs, I had a perfect routine,” Vasilevskiy said. “Now I know
what I have to do before every game.”
Vasilevskiy’s biggest improvements as a goaltender have been mental,
whether that’s been his work with sports psychologist Ryan Hamilton on
“staying present” in low shot-volume games or learning how to manage
his rest (taking off some morning skates). He has the mindset and
makeup of a star No. 1, as Brodeur told me during the playoffs. “When
you have that demeanor — he looks calm, he looks together,” Brodeur
said. “Every save he makes, it’s not like the end of the world. He makes
the game look easy.”
Former Lightning goalie Kevin Weekes, an NHL Network analyst, said
Vasilevskiy — at 6-foot-3, 225 pounds — is built like Eric Lindros,
boasting a rare blend of power, athleticism, hockey sense.
“He’s the model goalie in the game,” Weekes said.
Here are some other observations on the Lightning at midseason.

Lightning midseason thoughts: Andrei Vasilevskiy for league MVP, most
improved player and more

2. It seems like Tyler Johnson has really flourished since getting put back
in the middle on a line with Blake Coleman and Barclay Goodrow. It was
a smart move by Cooper to get Johnson back at his natural center
position and the two wingers have brought his compete level up quite a
bit.

By Joe Smith

“He’s got a smile on his face, and got a smile in his game,” Engblom
said. “He feels more valued.”

Mar 19, 2021

Rick Bowness said his Stars played one of their best games of the
season on March 3.

Johnson, who has yo-yo’d up and down the lineup, from center to wing,
over the past few seasons, explains why he likes being in the middle: “It’s
more natural,” he said. “You get the feel of it more, you’re able to use
your speed, build up speed. Wing is more just being in position and kind
of being ready for things, whereas at center, you’re a little more involved
and I’m more used to that.”
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You look at Johnson’s numbers, both offensively and defensively, in playdriving, and they’re all good.
My bet is come playoff time, Coleman and Goodrow will be reunited with
Yanni Gourde. It worked so well in last year’s playoff run, why not go
back? But part of the job of the coaching staff is to keep players involved,
bring their confidence up because you don’t want to lose them.
“It’s been a lot of fun,” Johnson said of his linemates. “They compete,
they work hard, they’re physical, but they also have a lot of skill. We’re
playing a lot in the offensive zone and that makes the game a lot more
fun.”
3. The Lightning showed a video montage Thursday night to
commemorate Victor Hedman’s 500th career point, which he tallied on
Thursday night on an assist to Steven Stamkos for a power play onetimer.
“Good things happen when you try to find 91 on a one-timer,” Hedman
said.
Hedman has always prided himself on being a two-way force, and he
said it means a lot to reach the milestone in a Lightning uniform. He’s the
fifth player in franchise history to reach 500, joining Stamkos, Nikita
Kucherov, Vinny Lecavalier and Marty St. Louis. Of Hedman’s 500
points, 75 of them came on assists on Stamkos’ goals, second to only St.
Louis, according to Elias Sports Bureau.
This milestone made me think of two things. I can’t believe some in the
Lightning organization considered taking Matt Duchene over Hedman at
No. 2 in the 2009 NHL Draft. And Hedman’s milestone is a credit to his
work ethic. Five years into Hedman’s career, he was a strong
defenseman but averaged just 21 points per season. He made a switch
in trainers in Sweden, telling him, “I want to be the best in the world.” The
rest, well, is history, with Hedman averaging 52 points in his last seven
seasons, with 27 so far this year. The Conn Smythe winner might be
playing the best hockey of his career.
Midseason superlatives
4. Most improved player: Mathieu Joseph
Joseph looks like a completely different player than the one who got a
humbling demotion to AHL Syracuse in the middle of last season. He’s
playing with speed, confidence, and has chipped in seven goals already.
“He’s got incredible legs, he’s got million dollar legs,” Engblom said. “But
his confidence hadn’t been there, he didn’t have the hands to keep up
with what his legs were doing. But you look at the goal he scored
(Tuesday) after missing the one he did against Nashville — that was the
epitome of it, how quickly he adapted. Like, ‘Okay, I can’t make that
mistake. I’ve got to relax here a little bit.’ So it’s been a process. I think
he’s in a very similar situation in some ways to (Gourde) from a few years
ago. If he turns out anywhere close to (Gourde), boy that’ll be great.”
5. Most impressive rookie: Cal Foote
Ross Colton is coming on strong. But Foote has already become a
regular on the blue line. Foote was in the lineup Thursday for the 13th
straight game, after being in and out early in the season, and you can tell
he’s starting to put it all together. The game Tuesday was the most
striking example, with Foote making several plays in joining the rush and
taking shots. He’s been more physically engaged, winning battles and
believing the game has slowed down.
Assistant coach Rob Zettler put it best at intermission the other night:
“We’ve talked about skating, he’s got to get his feet moving. You saw an
example when he had a 2-on-1, getting involved in the play. He also had
a hit on a Dallas entry on the blue line, eliminated a guy. When
defensemen are involved physically, their overall game improves. I keep
harping in his ear, ‘Push yourself into the fight, push yourself into the
fight.'”
6. Best game: Comeback against Blackhawks, with Alex Killorn’s buzzerbeater in OT March 3.

The Lightning came back from a two-goal, third-period deficit to win, with
Vasilevskiy coming up big and Killorn’s last-second deflection of a
Hedman shot capping it off. But the rally all started at second
intermission when several of the leaders spoke up and got them back on
track. There are games every season that, when looking back, are more
meaningful than others. They can be a turning point. And I think this
could be one of them.
7. Best story: Ondrej Palat
It’s incredible how much Palat has changed his narrative in the past two
seasons. After the coaching staff challenged Palat in the summer of 2019
to get a step quicker, the winger revamped his offseason workouts and
has taken off. Palat has racked up 11 goals (27 points) this season,
including a career-high on the power play, where he’s taken over Nikita
Kucherov’s spot. No small feat. This comes off 11 goals in the Cup run
when he was the glue for the dominant top line.
“He’s been absolutely fantastic,” Engblom said. “I didn’t see it coming. I
mean, he’s a hell of a player. I’m a big fan, but I never saw this scoring
prowess. When he changed his training and came in so much quicker, I
think he’s even quicker this year. A lot of that is confidence.”
8. Most unsung player: Pat Maroon
Who else on this team gets in two fights in one game (like Maroon did
Monday)? It only took a few months last year for Maroon to be “driving
the bus” off the ice for the Lightning, from providing perspective in the
room to getting guys together for beers on the road. The back-to-back
Cup champ is one of those guys who holds opponents accountable on
the ice, speaks up in the room when needed, or pulls aside a rookie like
Colton and tells him, “You deserve to be here. Play your game.”
“He’s the one I think who stands up and walks around that room and
goes, ‘Hey, let’s settle down here boys, let’s get our shit together,'”
Engblom said. “‘Let’s stop fucking around. We’re a good team, let’s just
get our head out of our ass.’ Guys will listen because he’s respected.”
9. Cooper said the special teams that he’s coached over the years — the
ones that won a championship — felt like they coached themselves. And
you get that feeling with this Cup championship group. They’re very good
at holding themselves accountable, either in intermission talks or on the
bench. Ryan McDonagh said there have been some younger, newer,
voices speaking up too, including the likes of Brayden Point, Anthony
Cirelli, Mikhail Sergachev.
McDonagh puts it this way, that now that they’ve won a Cup, they know
the “recipe” for success, and it makes it easier for them to not only notice
when they’re off track, but quickly self-correct. And there’s an internal
competition that drives them, with Hedman and Gourde even getting
ticked off at each other at recent practice. Engblom said that reminds him
of some of the legendary Canadiens’ teams he played on. Guys hate to
lose more than they want to win.
“It’s just an attitude being around this group,” Coleman said. “We enjoy
winning, but this team hates to lose. Whether it’s a battle in practice, little
mini games. We have a lot of competitive guys, guys that compete when
the game is on the line, in the trenches. I go unhappy if the results aren’t
there, and a lot of guys are like that in our room. We haven’t had many
losing streaks because of that. We’re eager to study film and turn a game
around after a night off, and that’s the culture you need.”
10. GM Julien BriseBois said he’s happy with most numbers involving the
team, and why wouldn’t he, with the Lightning among the league’s best in
several key categories entering Thursday’s game?
Goals for: 3.61 (1st)
Goals against: 2.46 (4th)
Power play: 28.4-percent (3rd)
Penalty kill: 85.3-percent (5th)
Goal differential: Plus-35 (1st)
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Faceoffs: 49.7-percent (18th)
11. The only areas BriseBois pointed out as areas of needed
improvement are the rush chances allowed (usually from being too
aggressive offensively) and minor penalties taken. Here are some more
under-the-hood Lightning numbers and their league ranks, thanks to
SportLogiq.
Expected goals for: 3.14 (1st)
Expected goals against: 2.44 (15th)
Even-strenghth goals scored: 3.06 (1st)
Even-Strength shots from slot: 13.8 (4th)
Even-strength shot attempts off forecheck: 3.33 (7th)
Even-strength shots from slot against: 21.0 (18th)
Percentage of opponent’s even-strength shots blocked: 31.8-percent
(2nd)
Even strength odd man rushes against: 4.61 (16th)
Controlled entry-success: 57.9 percent (5th)
Dump ins without opponent exit on forecheck: 65.7 (4th)
Opponent entry-denial success: 47.2 percent (1st)
Contested loose-puck recovery win percentage: 37.2 percent (3rd)
Even strength forechecking success percentage (opposition doesn’t
reach your d-zone): 46.4 percent (4th)
12. Mitchell Stephens is finally getting closer to a return. Thursday was
Stephens’ first skate with the team since suffering a knee injury Jan. 20
in Columbus. Stephens had knee surgery and was expected to be out
two months, but he’s still got a “ways to go,” Cooper said. Stephens, the
team’s fourth-line center to start the season, said he’s feeling better
overall and has been skating on his own for a couple weeks. But anytime
you have knee surgery and are off the ice that long, conditioning
becomes an issue.
“I’m feeling pretty good right now,” Stephens said. “I’m looking forward to
taking the next steps here.”
Both Stephens and Cooper said there’s no timeline for his return, though
he looked pretty good skating (and even scored on Vasilevskiy in a postskate shootout attempt).
13. It’ll be interesting to see how the fourth line shakes out when
Stephens does return. Maroon made it a point to say the other night how
Colton really “complements” their line and “deserves to be here.” Maroon
cited Colton’s ability to play below the circle and along the wall, his speed
and smarts. You could tell Colton has some confidence too, as he
showed in scoring the game-winner off the rush in Thursday’s 4-2 victory
over Chicago. It came just two days after Colton’s slick shootout goal on
Tuesday in Dallas.
Colton said assistant Jeff Halpern approached him on the bench after
overtime and asked, “You any good in shootouts?” Colton leaned back
and said, “Pretty good. I’ve got a couple moves.” He figured he’d go
fourth or fifth, but Colton went first.
Colton used his “go-to-move,” shifting his feet with some speed and
scoring. Foote, who played with Colton in Syracuse, called his buddy’s
shot on the bench with Hedman. “Absolutely no nerves, whatsoever,”
Hedman said. “A pretty gutty kid, to be honest with you,” Cooper said.
14. It’s crazy to think that just a few years ago, in Colton’s first season
with Syracuse, he’d play for 25 seconds and be “dying,” according to
coach Ben Groulx, citing his conditioning. But Colton’s progression is a
credit to the team’s development — take a look through his journey, with
insight from all of his coaches along the way. I still think Stephens has

the edge with experience, but it depends on how quickly he recovers and
Colton has definitely made it interesting.
“He’s pulled that line together,” Cooper said of Colton. “He’s really
responsible in his own end. He competes hard, he’s got a good stick.
And he can win some draws.”
15. Fans are all over backup goaltender Curtis McElhinney. Sure, the
numbers aren’t good, with McElhinney 2-3-1 with a 3.19 goals against
average and an .874 save percentage. Those numbers took a hit with a
couple tough games, allowing six goals against the Panthers and five in a
loss in Detroit. Do I think the Lightning will make a change and trade for a
backup goaltender? No.
BriseBois said they have confidence in McElhinney and Cooper is quick
to say the 37-year-old has “earned his stripes.” Does McElhinney need to
be better? Of course. But it’s also fair to point out that the team hasn’t
played really well in front of him, from “gifting” several goals in his Detroit
loss to giving up several odd-man rushes and breakaways in Monday’s
loss to Nashville.
“It’s not always an easy team to play behind,” Engblom said. “Usually the
backup goalie comes in on the back end of a back-to-back, end of a trip,
it’s one of those thankless jobs. He’s playing his ass off and he’s still
giving up three or four and you go, ‘Oh, he should have had that one.
That was the difference.’ The big picture is that he’s done things behind
the scenes that people don’t know, he’s a great fit with Vasy, I wish for
him he had a few more wins because there have been many times where
the team gives up way too many big-time scoring chances. And when
you’re judging him against the best goalie in the world, that’s a little
unfair.”
Quick hits
16. Mikhail Sergachev has No. 1 defenseman written all over him. I’m
talking about a guy who could eventually win a Norris Trophy. He’s
continuing to take huge steps this year, logging career-high in minutes
and playing all situations. “He’s already elite,” Engblom said.
17. One of the coaching staff’s most shrewd moves was elevating
Anthony Cirelli to the top line with Point and Palat. Cirelli, a Selke Trophy
candidate, has shown more offensive upside than people thought.
18. Kudos to AHL Syracuse, who have not only had a season but have
reported zero COVID positive tests, Roest said. They get tested every
day, with the Lightning footing the bill. Tampa Bay’s only players to make
the COVID-related protocol lists are Coleman (family member who tested
positive), Stamkos (false positive) and McElhinney (unknown).
19. The Lightning’s toughest competition in the Central Division — and in
getting out of the first two rounds of the playoffs — is still Carolina. But
the Panthers won’t be an easy out, either. Remember when people
thought the Central would be a cakewalk for the Cup champs?
20. Lightning founder Phil Esposito filmed a congratulatory video for
Capitals star Alex Ovechkin to post the other night when the Russian
superstar passed him on the NHL’s all-time goal list (718). Esposito said
Ovechkin reached out this week, asking if he could get a game-used
stick of Esposito’s. The only problem? Esposito only has two sticks from
his career, the one from his last game, and the one he scored his 700th
goal with.
“And I’m not going to give that one to Alex,” Esposito said with a smile.
21. One of my favorite stories I’ve written the past year is the behind-thescenes look at Jon Cooper’s first coaching job — when a judge asked the
then public-defender in Cooper to lead his son’s high school team. I
loved tracking down the players from that Lansing Catholic team, doing
Zoom interviews with more than a half dozen. I feel like I learned a lot
about Cooper without even talking to him about it. But the coolest
moment was when I helped set up a Zoom reunion with the team,
knowing that most of the players hadn’t kept in touch. More than 15 guys
joined, including Cooper, who popped on during his bike ride on
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Bayshore Blvd to give a half-hour of his time to reminisce with a team
that really catapulted his love and interest in coaching.
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Blackhawks’ Pius Suter learning to adapt to differences between
European and NHL hockey

By Ben Pope Mar 19, 2021, 6:14pm CDT

Those faceoff differences have been tougher for Suter than the dumpins. Like most of the Hawks’ centers, he has struggled on draws, winning
just 43.1% of his 341 this season.
But the fact Suter has even played center consistently this season is
impressive in itself. To make the Europe-to-North America jump is
challenging; to immediately handle a center’s diverse responsibilities
demonstrates a great mind for hockey.
“It is an adjustment, but he’s done very well,” Colliton said. “I don’t think
we necessarily expected him to jump in and play top-six minutes as a
centerman. Coming into this season, with [Jonathan Toews and Kirby
Dach] out . . . we wanted to try him at center in camp and early on.
“But we’ve got to be pleased with how he’s adjusted to that role. [He has]
been a big part of the success we’ve been able to have.”
Chicago Sun Times LOADED: 03.20.2021

Dressed in a light blue shirt, dark jacket and round glasses before
Thursday’s game, Blackhawks center Pius Suter looked like a
doppelganger of his coach, Jeremy Colliton.
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Suter and Colliton have similar minds, too. Like Colliton, for whom the
traits are essential to his job, Suter has shown himself in interviews to be
an astute, perceptive hockey analyst and player.

Strome's return should help backsliding Blackhawks

“He is an intelligent player,” Colliton said Friday. “It’s nice to work with
those guys who, when you have a conversation about their game, are on
the same wavelength with you.”

John Dietz

In his first NHL season after more than five years in the Swiss league,
Suter has proved to be another smart pickup by the Hawks’ European
scouting staff, tallying a respectable 13 points in 31 games while being
deployed all over the lineup.
He wasn’t exactly an unknown commodity in Switzerland, earning league
MVP honors in 2019-20 after scoring 53 points in 50 games. But only
certain players are able to successfully make the Atlantic leap, no matter
how successful they are in Europe, because the styles of hockey played
on the two continents are significantly different.
The difference in rink size is well known. NHL rinks are 200 feet long and
85 feet wide, whereas European and Olympic rinks are slightly shorter
(197 feet long) but substantially wider (98 feet wide).
The effects of that size difference are more nuanced, though. With less
horizontal space available, carrying the puck into the offensive zone is
more difficult in the NHL. But exiting the defensive zone with possession
is also more difficult, making forechecking more effective. All told, that
makes dump-ins more common than carry-ins in North America — even
though the opposite is true in Europe.
Suter’s intelligence has allowed him to gradually adapt to that major
tactical change.
“It’s a bit different game because of the size: it’s more chipping, more
board battles,” he said. “You have to work on it a little bit and [I’m] getting
used to it, that’s all.
“[To] just chip it down, you have to realize it’s a good play, too. You’re
going to get it back. In Europe, you don’t chip as much; you try to carry it
in all the time . . . Sometimes [dump-ins are] the right play to do.”
Suter has also noticed a number of things “on the referee’s side” that are
enforced differently in the NHL.
Not being allowed to change lines after icings or when goalies cover the
puck on shots from beyond the red line were two initially startling rule
differences. He discovered faceoffs are officiated less strictly, too.
“You get to use your skates way more” during NHL faceoffs, he said.
“You don’t necessarily have to go for the puck. Sometimes you can just
tie up [your opponent]. Some guys kind of box you out. You couldn’t do
that at home. It was [about] stick quickness, just getting the stick in and
trying to get it back. That’s just an interpretation of the rules.”

Chicago Blackhawks

Updated3/19/2021 2:45 PM

One of the big storylines from the Blackhawks' 4-2 loss to Tampa Bay
Thursday was the Lightning attempting to bait Connor Murphy into
fighting.
Murphy, who crunched Erik Cernak and was given a match penalty
March 7, elected not to drop the gloves because he didn't want to sit in
the box for five minutes.
Somewhat lost amid the drama was that Dylan Strome returned to the
lineup for the first time in a month. Strome scored the Hawks' second
goal by jamming the puck past Andrei Vasilevskiy at 18:45 of the first
period.
Strome's return should be a boost for the Hawks, who have dropped five
of six and face Tampa Bay again Saturday. Strome was having an
uneven season before entering concussion protocol Feb. 22, but he
came back with a vengeance, putting 4 shots on goal and winning 4 of 7
faceoffs in nearly 17.5 minutes.
"It was nice to get back out there with the guys," Strome said. "I'm feeling
a lot better."
It's not clear when Strome suffered his second concussion in as many
seasons, but he was experiencing headaches and playing through them
for at least a couple of games.
"It was headaches at the beginning, then started to not feel like myself,"
Strome said. "There's so many different reasons for headaches, so it's
not like a specific thing where you can say, 'Oh, it's a headache or
concussion.' It's a weird injury for sure. ...
"Great training staff here. A lot of people (are) looking out for my best
interests, so I really appreciate that and they had no problem when I told
them what was going on."
Strome was used as a winger against the Lightning, with Mattias
Janmark and Ryan Carpenter (center) as his linemates. In mid-January,
Strome told us how happy he was to be back at center and that he feels
more comfortable in that role.
This was his first game action after a long absence, however, so it's not
surprising coach Jeremy Colliton would ease the 24-year-old back in.
The Hawks also are trying to develop a roster full of players who can play
all over the ice.
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"We want to have a lot of players who are capable of playing center,"
Colliton said Friday. "That fits how we want to play the game -- sharing
the load defensively, faceoffs, whatever it may be.
"He was really good last night; very good performance. He skated well,
made a lot of plays, work ethic away from the puck was excellent. And
now we look for him to follow it up."
As for where Strome fits in the long term? That remains to be seen.
"Don't know," Colliton said. "He's still a young player. He hasn't played a
lot of wing. We're giving him the opportunity there for now, but that could
change."
Daily Herald Times LOADED: 03.20.2021
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Q&A: Kendall Coyne Schofield on Blackhawks development, PWHPA,
Chicago Red Stars ownership and more

By Scott Powers Mar 19, 2021

The energy? Kendall Coyne Schofield has plenty of that.
“I think you can tell that by now,” Coyne Schofield said by phone on a
recent morning. “Definitely.”
The time? That’s a different story.
Coyne Schofield’s schedule is normally packed, but it was really packed
in recent weeks. She played in the Professional Women’s Hockey
Players Association (PWHPA) Dream Gap Tour, making stops in New
York City and Chicago. She and her husband, Michael Schofield, were
named as part of a new ownership group of the Chicago Red Stars, a
professional women’s soccer team. She hosted “NHL Now” on the NHL
Network on International Women’s Day. She also had her job duties with
the Blackhawks as a player development coach and youth hockey growth
specialist. Plus, she had interview requests, like this one.
(These answers have been lightly edited for clarity and length.)
What have these last few weeks been like?
They’ve been exciting, overwhelming and progressing. I think when we
look at everything that’s happened over the last two weeks — playing in
Madison Square Garden, coming back to the Chicago at the United
Center with the PWHPA. You know, there was history made in both
buildings, one being the first women’s hockey game ever be played at
Madison Square Garden, and then two, the first nationally televised
women’s professional hockey game at the United Center. And I think a
lot of progress was made, a lot of visibility was had. And I think there
were moments that help project this game forward that we saw in the last
two weeks.
You throw in the TV stuff, you throw in the Red Stars announcement, you
throw in media requests — it had to be taxing at points.
I love it, I love what I do. Any opportunity I get to promote, advance and
support women in sports, women’s sports in general, I love it. It’s what I
do. And so I do have to balance a lot, but at the same time, it’s nothing I
can’t handle. And when the opportunities present themselves, I see them
in a way that’s going to have a greater impact than me. And that’s what’s
important with everything that I do, whether it’s coaching, whether it’s
playing, whether it’s being an owner, whatever the case may be, there’s
a greater purpose than myself. And that’s what’s important in everything I
do.
How did the Red Stars opportunity come about?

Yeah, (Red Stars majority owner) Arnim (Whisler) reached out to me
around the winter of 2020 about the opportunity. And it was actually
crazy how it came about because Michael and I had a conversation, we
would love to be owners one day, we’d love to have a seat at that table.
And especially in women’s sports because we live two vastly different
lives in pro sports, and we know we can be change-makers to close that
gap and in the different worlds that we live in professional sports. And so
we had that conversation, I swear, I felt like our house was bugged, it
was like a week later Arnim called. And I was like, you won’t believe this,
I called my husband because he was in Charlotte because he was still
with the Panthers at the time, and I was in Chicago, and I was like, you
wouldn’t believe this, like Arnim called from the Chicago Red Stars.
And it was a no-brainer. For us, it was just a matter of making sure we
had the capital, but more importantly, we were able to exercise our voice
and our concerns and our impact that is important to us being two local
people that have been fans of the Red Stars since its infancy and grew
up 15 minutes away from the home of the Red Stars. We knew that this
was a no-brainer to be able to be in this position and know that we can
have an impact and an influence that’s going to change the game and
this team forever. And ultimately, it’s not only going to change the sport,
it’s going to transcend into what I hope for hockey as well.
It’s important to have your voice heard. What do you hope is done?
I think for me, it’s the resources the players need in order to be
successful. I think oftentimes women in sport are dealt a nearly
impossible hand that doesn’t allow them to be successful. They’re asked
to juggle multiple jobs. They’re asked to eat not like professional athletes.
They’re not able to sleep like professional athletes. They don’t have the
recovery mechanisms that they need in order to be successful
professional athletes. And so I think I see my voice coming in knowing
the things that they need in order to be successful and trying to eliminate
some of those challenges that they have to deal with on a regular basis
because I live them, I know them, I get them. And ultimately, without
changing those, the product doesn’t improve, the product doesn’t
increase. If the product doesn’t increase, other things don’t increase, like
investments and support and resources and TV deals and everything in
between and the growth of the game and the bottom line. I think for me
that’s something I’m very passionate about because I live it. And Michael
as well, he lives it on the other side. So for both of us, we’re able to
balance our thoughts. I’m more so I know what we don’t have, and he
knows what he does have. And so how can we balance those out and
bring them to the table when it comes to the Chicago Red Stars?
I know it’s probably one thing at a time for you, but does this open up the
possibility of you having involvement in a women’s hockey team at some
point? Would that interest you?
I would love that. Absolutely.
What are the hurdles in doing something like that at this point?
I think women’s professional hockey needs an infrastructure. They need
a skeleton that allows investors and owners in the current league to want
to come forth and support and provide and build, like we know it should
be built.
The Blackhawks obviously supported this past tour, but it felt like there
was more than just hosting the games. Did you feel the support from the
organization?
Oh, my goodness, yes. I mean, I feel it in the work I do every day, so this
was no surprise to me. But when I hear my teammates walk in the locker
room, and they comment that the locker room is set up like it was for a
Blackhawks game with our jerseys hanging, our socks facing right, our
skates out and everything set up in a locker room with tape and towels
and gum and mints and warm-up areas and equipment to cool down,
bikes, those little things … I explained it to a lot of people, but those were
eye-opening things to a lot of women in professional hockey. We’re not
used to that. And so it’s making these players aware that this is an
expectation, this is a standard, and that was 100 percent felt when we
came into Chicago, I was here, so I didn’t come in, I was here. When the
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PWHPA came into Chicago, the standard was the exact same as if the
Blackhawks were in town and they had a game. And we were treated, we
were fed, we were housed. Everything was the exact same as if we were
the Chicago Blackhawks, that’s how we were treated, and that’s the
standard that needs to continue to be set everywhere we go.
And I’m proud that the organization that I represent and that I work for is
continuing to set that standard how women in professional hockey should
be treated. It was no surprise to me because I know how I’m treated
within this organization. I know how I’m supported. There’s a reason I
was hired to do the job I do, and I’m supported in doing it. So when it
came to women’s professional hockey coming into town, the support and
treatment was no different than if we had a Blackhawks sweater on that
night.
When it comes to just playing, is that the fun part? I know you enjoy
doing all this. But it feels like so much responsibility and obligation that
when you finally get to be a player, is that a different feeling for you now?
I definitely enjoy it. Sometimes I think about all the work that went into
whether it’s that game or that moment and really making sure we enjoy
those three periods of hockey. Even just given the last year, like the last
game we played with the national team was February 2020, and before
that, you know, we didn’t play until you saw us at Madison Square
Garden two weeks ago. So I’m not gonna lie, I woke up after those two
games feeling like I was a little bit older than I was. I didn’t know if my hip
flexors wanted to work anymore.
But at the same time, it’s been a long year in general, but I think it goes
back to when we get to play the game, we know we’re playing with such
a bigger purpose than a win and a loss. We know we are changing the
landscape of women’s professional hockey game by game, stride by
stride. And that in itself makes playing so enjoyable and so worthy
because we look and see all these young girls every single day and I
want to be able to look at them in the eye and say there’s a place for you
to make a living in this game professionally. And that’s what we’re doing,
that’s where we’re changing. So they don’t have to manage a lot of the
things that we’re managing right now. So, yes, it’s exciting when we get
to play.
It felt like there was more attention around both women’s leagues this
time around, and the tours. As a whole, are you seeing growth?
Yeah, I think the support that I’ve seen lately that has really opened the
eyes of many has been because of the vocal support from the players in
the NHL. You see them wearing PWHPA hoodies, you see them as a
part of our stick in the ground campaign. You see them watching our
game on Saturday, and posting things on social media of what they’re
watching, just like we do on a regular basis a lot more than they do
because they don’t have the opportunity to watch us as much as we have
to watch them. If they did, I know they would 100 percent be watching in
between their games just like we’re watching in between ours. So I think
the support that we’ve seen from the NHL players has really pushed the
narrative. And I think the players are really starting to understand and
see that there’s not a path forward for women in professional hockey if
they want to try and make a living doing it. And they know the
opportunities that they have as men, and a lot of them are starting to see
that this opportunity doesn’t exist for women, and why is that. And they
want to be a part of that change. They want to be a part of that
conversation. And I think that’s what’s really starting to help push what
we’re trying to create.
I think in order for a league to be successful, we need the largest
stakeholders in this game to be a part of that. And those stakeholders
include the National Hockey League, they include USA Hockey, Hockey
Canada, and they also include the NHL clubs. I think we have made so
much progress with the NHL clubs, you know, the New York Rangers,
the Chicago Blackhawks being two of those this year. And that doesn’t
exclude the eight clubs that supported us last year. So we have made so
much progress at the club level. And I think what’s so important about
that is the infrastructure that these clubs provide that we cannot replicate
in the women’s game without their support. We don’t have the

infrastructure that these clubs have had for 100-plus years or however
long the clubs have been around. We don’t have that to mimic. So when
we come in and they support us like their team, the game grows, we’re
supported, we’re promoted and it’s a successful event.
Now that you’ve had some time in the player development position,
what’s that experience been like so far?
It’s been awesome. I love it. I love every second of it. Honestly, I think it’s
made me a better player too because I haven’t been playing much. I’ve
been able to watch a lot of hockey and I’m watching a lot of hockey of our
prospects and breaking down film with them. I’m not gonna lie, the first
game back in New York, I was like thinking how I would code my own
game and how I’d rip myself apart if I was watching myself play. Or if I
make a mistake, I’m like, oh, that’s not gonna look good on film because
I’ve been watching so much film.
But to be honest, it’s been so much fun. I remember a conversation with
(Blackhawks senior vice president of hockey operations) Al MacIsaac,
and he said you’re gonna love this job. And I didn’t know what really to
expect, if I was going to love it right away, and he was 100 percent right.
There hasn’t been a day that I haven’t loved what I do in player
development. Being able to work with our prospects remotely, and you
know, unfortunately, we can’t be with them in person, but working with
them remotely, getting to know them, watching a lot of their games, and
then being able to get on the ice in Rockford has been an awesome
experience. It’s been such a joy. It’s been such a joy to get to know the
players, to work with the players, to see things the way I see things and
apply it. It’s been awesome.
Who are you working with? It’s unsigned players too then?
So I’ve been working with our prospects who are not signed, and then in
Rockford, I work with the team. But down there is (Michal) Teply and
(Chad) Yetman, so they were (unsigned) prospects and then we linked
and then they were, but still working with them as well. But the unsigned
forward prospects.
IceHogs forward Chad Yetman is one of the Blackhawks prospects
Kendall Coyne Schofield is closely working with this season. (Todd
Reicher / Rockford IceHogs)
What’s it been like working with Yetman and Teply?
They’ve been great. They both want to get better. They both want to
learn. They both know that they have a path to develop their game to get
to that next level, to really take that next step and they’re sponges. I think
as a player development coach, that’s what you want to work with. You
want to work with coachable players, players that want to get better, that
are eager to get better, and both those guys are. So it’s been nice to be
able to get on the ice with them because we can’t with our other
prospects. But I think we’ve made a lot of progress with them with the
film work we’ve been doing, trying to throw different things at them
versus just let’s put some clips together and go through them. We’ve
been trying to kind of change things up and keep it interesting. It’s really
forced us to be creative given the situation of the pandemic.
How’s it been for you? Has there been any transition or anything you’ve
had to adjust in your teaching or how you go about this? What’s that
process been like?
I think the one thing that I noticed early on is to assume that the player
knows nothing and start breaking it down from there. Because I
remember I was writing a drill on the board, and I’m like, oh, they’ve all
done this, they know this drill, like it’s an awesome drill, it’s fun, everyone
knows what to do. And then I realized, “Maybe you could have explained
it a little bit more thoroughly,” and I didn’t, and there were a lot of
questions afterwards from a few guys, where it was like a great learning
experience for me to explain it as thoroughly as possible even if you think
majority of the group knows what you’re trying to describe or explain or
coach or teach. And so that was something early on. But other than that,
I think what a lot of people assume or might not think is that the players
respect me as their coach. I felt that since Day 1. I’ve come into
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Rockford, and (IceHogs coach) Derek King and (assistant coach) Anders
Sorensen (said), let me know what you think, what you want to do here,
what do you see. And so it’s been awesome to jump right into the job and
have that respect and be able to coach these players right away.
In your role as hockey growth specialist, has that been challenging in the
past year with the pandemic?
Yeah, so most recently, we are in our third week of the CCM Get in the
Game program, which was open to 60 kids because of the number
restrictions. But this was an introductory level program for girls who have
never played hockey before. And the girls got head to toe a set of gear
from CCM, they got a USA Hockey membership, and the ice and
coaching was all covered by CCM. So we weren’t sure where the
numbers would go, and it makes me so happy to see that there were
over 200 girls that registered for this. And it just shows the need. It shows
the growth. To continue to make hockey accessible and affordable is so
important for the work that we do. And we’re proud to work with CCM,
proud to work with Chicago Blackhawks obviously, but then to be able to
do this together and put this together has just been awesome. So I was
on the ice for the first week, I missed the last two weeks because I was
playing, so I’m excited to get back on the ice with the kids. And it’s so
rewarding to me because it takes me back to why I started playing the
game, and it’s because I love it. And to instill that love into these kids and
to build our Blackhawks fan base and to keep growing the girls’ game at
the rapid rate it’s growing — it’s the fastest-growing sport in the United
States right now — and so we go to keep implementing programs that
fulfill these opportunities. That’s really exciting.
And then from there, we plan to launch the Golden Coynes program,
which was put on pause because of the pandemic. The hope is to take
these girls and then also give them an opportunity to continue to play, so
it’s not just five weeks and then that’s it. We want to continue to keep
these kids in the game because that’s something that’s really
challenging. We’re still working on all that stuff, and then also we’re
gonna have our Blackhawks youth hockey camps for boys and girls this
summer, but those dates haven’t been released. So still at it with the
youth hockey growth specialist side. That’s kind of the update there.
When I talked to Billie Jean King, she had mentioned how you two had
many conversations about growing the game for women and girls, but
also she felt that it was important to you that more people of color got the
opportunity to play hockey. For you, is that a priority as well to make the
game more diverse?
Absolutely, I think when you look at the growth of the girls and women’s
game and the push that all major stakeholders had behind the game well
over 20 years ago when the inauguration of women’s hockey made its
debut in the Olympics, there was this surge of getting girls in the game,
trying to support the girls’ game, creating girls’ programs. Really that hard
push, which has led a lot of us to be in the position that we’re in today.
That same push needs to be had to get people of color into this game, to
make sure people of color know that they’re welcomed in this game,
there’s a place for them in this game. But to be honest, there’s not many
people that they see who look like them in this game. So we need to
continue to build that pipeline so that people of color know that they
belong in this sport. And so that’s extremely important in the work that we
do, that I do as youth hockey growth specialist, as well as all of the
community programs that we put together in our area in fan development
with the Blackhawks. So, yes, 100 percent. Something like this CCM Get
in the Game program, it’s been so awesome to see how diverse of a
group of girls that we do have. I love that, and we need to keep building
upon that.
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The Athletic / Duhatschek notebook: Midseason NHL awards,
superlatives, surprises and more

By Eric Duhatschek Mar 19, 2021

Here’s how fractured the first half of the NHL season was: After dozens
of postponements, scheduling revisions, and one unforgettable stretch
when the Coyotes played the Blues seven times in a row, the midpoint of
the 868-game season was supposed to occur this past Monday night.
Only one problem: The Kings couldn’t make it to their own home game to
face the Blues. They were stranded in Denver, thanks to a snowstorm.
Typical and illustrative of how the first half went. The MVP is either
Edmonton’s Connor McDavid or Steve Hatze Petros, who is in charge of
NHL scheduling. Rubik’s Cube doesn’t have as many permutations and
combinations as the NHL schedule has had this year.
Ultimately, the NHL did get to the actual midpoint of the season with the
first completed game of Tuesday evening – and as they liked to say in
the old days, it was a doozy. The 28th-place Devils squeaked out a 3-2
win over the 31st ranked Sabres.
The win was New Jersey’s first at home in 51 days. The loss cost Sabres
coach Ralph Krueger his job.
Memorable, but not in the right way and not in the way Washington’s win
over the Islanders later that same night mattered, with Alex Ovechkin
scoring career goal No. 718, moving him past Phil Esposito into sole
possession of sixth place on the all-time list. Next up: Marcel Dionne, at
731. With 26 games remaining, there is a chance Ovechkin could haul in
Dionne by the end of the season.
By Friday morning, all but four of the 31 NHL teams had played 28 times,
halfway to 56.
The gap between the high end (Edmonton, Vancouver and Ottawa at 33
and the low, the Stars at 26) remains wide, though increasingly, it looks
now as if they’ll be able to play all the games on the revised schedule,
which didn’t look all that likely back in January.
The Stars were the last team to get going, six days after the Jan. 13
official start and if there’s a common shared narrative among this year’s
underachievers, it’s that when their schedules were altered by COVID-19
issues, they didn’t handle the disruptions particularly well. Both Buffalo
and New Jersey got off to relatively promising starts before playing a
doubleheader near the end of January. When 14 Devils players entered
the protocol, Buffalo too suddenly had its season put on pause. After the
Sabres returned from a 14-day break, they went completely flat – a 2-132 run that ultimately dropped them to the bottom of the standings. New
Jersey hasn’t been much better.
By contrast, the other team that was also on pause during that stretch,
the Wild, used it as a positive. The time away helped them get healthy
and when they returned they hit the ground running and haven’t stopped.
As for the two teams that played in the Stanley Cup Final last September,
the Lightning and Stars, they couldn’t be any further apart. Tampa is
playing without its best forward, Nikita Kucherov, and hasn’t miss a beat.
Dallas is playing without a very good forward, Tyler Seguin, and its
nominal No. 1 goaltender, Ben Bishop, and has struggled mightily.
Organizationally, from the top down, it’s required a collective strength of
will to deal with daily COVID-19 tests, near empty hotels, mostly empty
arenas, and nothing at all that resembles the normal pattern of day-today NHL life. NHL players are generally creatures of habit. Some have
handled the chaos better than others.
Three coaches lost their jobs thus far (Krueger, plus Claude Julien in
Montreal and Geoff Ward in Calgary).
Against all odds, one blockbuster trade was made (Pierre-Luc Dubois to
Winnipeg from Columbus for Patrik Laine and Jack Roslovic).
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All of which leads us into our annual midseason report card, which
includes a few of the standard categories – and a few outside the
mainstream.
Let’s review.
Three most surprising teams:
1. Florida.
2. Chicago.
3. Minnesota.
After an offseason of dramatic changes, the Panthers are in the mix for
top spot in the overall NHL standings. Joel Quenneville was behind the
bench of a Blackhawks team that started 21-0-3 in the lockout-shortened
2012-13 season, so he’s been able to cast a similar spell on a Panthers’
team that is getting career years out of Aaron Ekblad, Aleksander
Barkov, Jonathan Huberdeau and others. GM Bill Zito shopped the
clearance racks this offseason and produced Carter Verhaeghe (22
points in 29 games for a $1 million AAV) and Anthony Duclair (12 points
in 22 games for $1.7 million).
Effectively, the Panthers replaced Evgenii Dadonov in their lineup with
Duclair, at a savings of $3.3 million for this season. Nice work by a firstyear GM. And after a rocky start, Sergei Bobrovsky is actually stopping
the puck again.
The Blackhawks, meanwhile, were a team that opened the season with
the greatest question marks in goal after moving on from both Corey
Crawford and Robin Lehner in the past 12 months. But they found an
unexpected solution in Kevin Lankinen, who began the year as the
nominal No. 3 but has emerged as their starter and is in the Calder
Trophy conversation along with two transformational first-year players in
Minnesota: Kaapo Kahkonen and Kirill Kaprizov.
Kahkonen is one of 10 different rookie goalies in NHL history to post a
win streak of nine or more games; Jordan Binnington of St. Louis is the
only other to do so in the last 37 seasons, on the way to winning the
Stanley Cup in 2018-19. As for Kaprizov, the long wait appears to have
been worth it.
Three most disappointing teams:
1. Buffalo.
2. Philadelphia.

Other years, yikes, I might owe you an apology. This year, the mea
culpas begin with Jack Eichel, Mika Zibanejad and especially Erik
Karlsson, who were way too high, and Drew Doughty, Jeff Petry and
Aaron Ekblad too low. But I only listed four rookies among the 200
players and three (Kaprizov, Tim Stützle and Drake Batherson have been
more than worthy). I also steered you away from Tony DeAngelo and
Matt Gryzylyk, didn’t show a lot of love for Jeff Skinner or Max Domi. If
you gave them all a pass, you’re probably thriving in fantasy, the same
way my various teams are again this year.
Saving the day (goalie division):
1. Kahkonen, Minnesota.
2. Lankinen, Chicago.
3. Vitek Vanecek, Washington.
4. Marc-Andre Fleury, Vegas.
5. Mike Smith, Edmonton.
The old Mighty Mouse cartoons used to feature a song that promised,
“here I come, to save the day.”
In 2020-21, there have been so many goalies that have ridden to their
teams’ rescue that we couldn’t limit the category to just three. Kahkonen
and Lankinen, we’ve discussed above. In Washington, when Henrik
Lundqvist’s unexpected heart surgery left the Caps vulnerable and then
Ilya Samsonov’s COVID-19 absence left them in potentially dire straits.
Vanecek emerged as the starter and gave them solid enough
goaltending to contend for the division crown.
Vegas lost their nominal starter, Lehner, to a lingering concussion,
allowing Fleury to re-emerge as the No. 1 and is the co-favorite for the
Vezina, along with Tampa’s Andrei Vasilevskiy. In going 16-5, Fleury is
on pace for the best goals-against average (1.87) and save percentage
(.933) of his career. With 482 career victories, he is just two short of tying
Ed Belfour for fourth place on the NHL’s all-time wins list.
Smith was injured and unavailable to Edmonton early, but since returning
to health, has pushed Mikko Koskinen into a secondary role and in a
division where the goal-scoring can sometimes be out of control, he has
stabilized the one position that the Oilers needed stabilized if they
legitimately wanted to push for a deep playoff spot. Smith turns 39 on
Saturday.

3 Nashville.

And you’d have to give honorable mentions to Carolina’s duo of James
Reimer and Alex Nedeljkovic who stabilized the Hurricanes’ netminding
after Petr Mrazek broke his thumb.

These teams are actually harder to rank than they look, mostly because
the Sabres have a long, documented history of underachieving and so
while things have gone completely off the rails in Buffalo, it’s not as if
fans in western New York haven’t seen that before. Sure, they’re
disappointing. But most disappointing?

As a general rule, goaltending outcomes can be impossibly difficult to
predict every year, but the number of teams that had salvaged their
season because of strong goaltending from unexpected sources seems
uncharacteristically high.

That might actually be Philadelphia, given that the Flyers had the sixthbest winning percentage in the league last year (.645) and were listed, in
some quarters, as a dark-horse Stanley Cup contender. Their 9-0 loss to
the Rangers earlier this week put a cap on a disappointing first half,
where a relatively potent offence hasn’t been able to overcome belowaverage goaltending and mediocre defensive coverage.

Most underrated position players:

There was always going to be one pretty good team that missed the
playoffs in the reconfigured East Division, and right now, it looks
increasingly as if it’ll be the Flyers. They should have Predators’ GM
David Poile on speed dial because Nashville isn’t going to qualify for the
playoffs in the Central and arguably no team needs the sort of defensive
stability that trade-target Mattias Ekholm could provide more than the
Flyers do.

I’m tempted to call this the Aleksander Barkov award because Barkov
has unofficially been considered the league’s most underrated player for
so long that it doesn’t really apply to him anymore. Year after year, there
are players who consistently fly under the radar, with little or no fanfare
and virtually every team – even the bad ones – have someone like that:
Underappreciated outside the organization, but deeply valued within. But
for this year, probably no one fits the bill better than Ehlers, who
consistently gets overshadowed on a Winnipeg team that boasts Mark
Scheifele, Kyle Connor, Blake Wheeler and until this year, the highly
visible Laine. Ehlers is second in goals, second in points, fourth in
assists, first in game-winning goals and second in power-play goals,
even though he plays on the second unit. Oh, and he’s doing all that

Fantasy, hits and misses:
In my annual fantasy guide, I almost always overrate veterans and
underrate newbies and some years, that turns out to be good advice.

1. Nikolaj Ehlers, Winnipeg.
2. David Perron, St. Louis.
3. (tie) Ondrej Palat, Tampa/Tyler Toffoli, Montreal.
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while averaging just 16:54 of ice time per night, 10th on the team.
Impressive.
As for Perron, his consistency is easy to overlook. Consider: Only three
players in recent history have managed to put together point streaks of
eight games or more in each of the past five seasons. Two of them you
know: Crosby and Ovechkin. The third is Perron. And while Crosby and
Ovechkin have been the faces of their respective franchises for well over
a decade, Perron has been on the move constantly, is now in his third
go-round in St. Louis.
Palat, meanwhile, has stepped into the Kucherov spot on the top line and
while Kucherov is in a class by himself, Palat’s ability to produce a point
a game is one of the reasons the Lightning are atop the standings.
Toffoli’s 18 goals rank third in the league, and his 14 goals at evenstrength is No. 1. Nobody has gotten more for his free-agent bucks than
Montreal general manager Marc Bergevin. Free agency usually requires
massive overspends. Toffoli, at $4.25 million per year for four years,
looks pretty great right about now.
Most underrated achievements (front-office versions):
1. Quenneville.
2. Zito.
3. Dean Evason, Minnesota coach.
Quenneville’s and Zito’s contributions were previously noted and coach
of the year is always a fascinating category because usually, half-adozen candidates merit consideration. But Minnesota, this year, without a
defined No. 1 center, with a goaltending duo consisting of Kahkonen and
Cam Talbot, with Mats Zuccarello on the injured list at the start of the
year, to be competing for the West division title with powerhouses such
as Colorado and Vegas, it seems as if Evason is head-and-shoulders
above the competition at the mid-point of the season when it comes to
Jack Adams consideration.
Evason waited a long time for his chance to become an NHL head
coach; he’s making the most of it now.
First-half MVP:
1. McDavid, Edmonton.
2. Patrick Kane, Chicago.
3. Auston Matthews, Toronto.
First half MVP is always interesting because often, someone in the
conversation doesn’t actually win the award in the end. In a normal year,
there’s too much time remaining and too much hockey to be played to
get anything more than this just a feel for the race. More often than not,
an early candidate falls by the wayside, either because his performance
slips, or more commonly, because of a key injury.
I’ve long been predicting that someday soon, McDavid would run away
with an NHL scoring title. The only reason, he hasn’t (and may never) is
because Leon Draisaitl is likely to be right behind him. McDavid has
closed to within a single goal of Matthews, who before his injury was on a
crazy goal-scoring pace. For me, Matthews’ play brought to mind another
extraordinary performance from the past, when Cam Neely scored 50 in
49 games for the 1993-94 Boston Bruins.

First-half MVP: Senior citizens division:
It’s been a good year for the NHL’s 30-somethings. Fleury’s saves,
Ovechkin’s goals, Kane’s dynamism, and in Philadelphia, one bright light
amid the gloom: James van Riemsdyk, approaching his 32nd birthday in
May, scoring goals again like it’s 2014. Patrick Marleau could break
Gordie Howe’s all-time games-played mark by the end of the season and
if the Leafs continue to chug along, both Joe Thornton and Jason Spezza
have a chance at winning an elusive championship. And is that Anze
Kopitar, at age 33, back in the top 10 in points again? He and Dustin
Brown have helped keep the Kings in the playoff mix in what was
supposed to be another rebuilding year.
Obscure trade fact
Duclair’s performance in Florida got me thinking about the 2019 NHL
trade deadline, which I’ll preface with this observation:
Most of us believe Arizona will be one of the most active teams at this
year’s trade deadline because they have five UFA defencemen, one UFA
goalie and a handful of UFA forwards that could all be useful additions.
Maybe the Coyotes can recoup some of the draft-choice capital they
either traded away (for Taylor Hall) or had stripped by the NHL for
violating the league’s combine testing policy. That cost them their 2021
No. 1.
The Coyotes are also without their third-round choice, which also went to
New Jersey in the Hall trade, and their seventh, which they swapped to
the Devils for a 2020 seventh-rounder. But it’s not as bad as it previously
looked. They have an extra 2021 fourth-rounder (from Pittsburgh), in the
Phil Kessel trade, and an extra second-rounder, which they received
from Ottawa in the Derek Stepan trade. That second-rounder isn’t
Ottawa’s, however.
It’s a pick that originally belonged to Columbus and was traded by the
Blue Jackets along with Duclair for Ryan Dzingel, part of that effort that
Columbus made at the 2019 trade deadline to fortify themselves for a
playoff run. Was that really only two years ago?
Of course, Dzingel is back in Ottawa again and the expectation is he may
move again as a rental at the deadline to a Canadian team seeking a
top-nine forward.
You wonder what the haul this time around will be. I suspect it won’t be
as high as what Columbus originally paid – not one, but two secondrounders, plus Duclair.
Values fluctuate from year to year, and one of the questions I have this
year is, could Ottawa get extra value from a Canadian trading partner just
because quarantine regulations make it so difficult for cross-border
trades to occur? By the way, Canadian teams continue to quietly lobby
the government to have those quarantine regulations relaxed, partly
because of their stringent internal testing protocols.
But time is running out.
And finally
As difficult as it probably was for Avalanche fans to watch, it may well
have been a blessing in disguise when on Tuesday night, rookie
goaltender Hunter Miska gave up four goals on seven shots to the Ducks
and had to be lifted for the start of the second period.

Oddsmakers listed Kane as a 25-1 longshot for MVP at the start of the
year, probably because the Blackhawks were so thin up front to begin
with and then were going to muddle along with Jonathan Toews and
Kirby Dach for extended periods of time. But Kane keeps chugging
along, and early this year, crossed the 1,000-games played threshold.

The Avs were trying to give Philipp Grubauer a rare night off because
they had no real option at backup goalie without Pavel Francouz, who
hasn’t played a minute this season because of an undisclosed injury.
Miska may well turn out to have an excellent career and the outing
against the Ducks will be the starting place for bigger and better things.
But that’s a down-the-road scenario.

If he keeps this up (42 points in his first 31 games), Kane is on pace to
be above a point per game for the seventh year in a row and the eighth
time in the past nine seasons. The only year he didn’t get there, 2013-14,
he managed 69 points in 69 games. A rare off year. If the Blackhawks
make the playoffs, the race will likely come down to McDavid vs. Kane.

In the present, the Avalanche imagine themselves as legitimate Stanley
Cup contenders. The Ducks are arguably one of the weakest scoring
teams in the league. If they can leak four goals past your starting
goaltender, at home, in a mid-season game with limited pressure, you
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know you probably don’t want to turn to that same goaltender in the heat
of a playoff series with everything on the line.

And with that, off we go. (All stats are through Wednesday’s games
unless otherwise noted)

The Avs were pushed into that exact corner last season because of
injuries to No. 1 and No. 2 — and they just cannot afford to take that
chance again. And while the Coyotes’ Darcy Kuemper seems like the
best trade option, when you factor in both ability and availability,
Kuemper is currently out injured as well.

1. Tampa Bay Lightning

If the goal is to buy some insurance against injury, can you turn to a
frequently injured goalie to be your insurance policy? It’s risky, right? As
one former NHL GM used to tell me, “the only problem with injury-prone
players is they frequently get hurt.”
Until Thursday night, the most logical fix for the Avalanche would have
been the Red Wings’ Jonathan Bernier. On that same night that the
Ducks lit up Miska, Bernier was fabulous putting an end to Carolina’s
eight-game win streak. He was also pitching a shutout against Dallas
Thursday night before suffering a leg injury that looked bad. If Bernier’s
out for any significant length of time, that’s one more door that closes on
Colorado’s search for netminding insurance. Maybe GM Joe Sakic needs
to call his former teammate (and surfing buddy) Rob Blake, who’s
running Los Angeles and might be coaxed into parting with Jonathan
Quick if they can make the dollars work.
Because if you’re Colorado, you probably can’t keep riding Grubauer as
hard as you have because you risk burning him out, or having him get
injured again. Which is why landing a reliable backup soon – not at the
deadline – is imperative. It’d give coach Jared Bednar a chance to give
Grubauer the occasional breather in the second half, enhancing your
chances of keeping him healthy and fresh for a long playoff run.
Sometimes, teams can get away with making a deal right at the deadline,
to preserve all the cap space they potentially can.
Colorado looks as if it needs help now. Or more accurately, last Tuesday
already.
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The Athletic / NHL power rankings: No surprises at top or bottom of The
Athletic’s first weekly edition

Record: 20-6-2, 41 points
Dom rank: 1
Sean rank: 1
Dom: It feels insanely unfair that this team, literally the best team in the
league without question according to these rankings, will get Nikita
Kucherov back for the playoffs.
Sean: They are, literally, the best team in the league. We said so in the
rankings and everything. Done deal. Far as Kucherov is concerned, I
can’t help but respect the hustle. Didn’t see it coming, either; I made fun
of the conspiracy theorists on Twitter and everything. The bigger
question, at this point, is what they’re bad at … because I’m not seeing
much. (The biggest question is, if they pull off the Kucherov gambit,
whether it’s the most impressive bit of sleazeball gamesmanship in
recent history. We’re talking about a league that lost its mind over backdiving contracts, to the point that they levied back-breaking penalties
against teams who pulled that lever when it was legal. This is sleazier by
an exponential degree, and it’s on track to work. Amazing. Wonderful. I
love it with utmost sincerity.)
Dom: They saw they could win the Cup without Stamkos and just
decided they don’t need Kucherov to even make the playoffs either. And
they were right.
2. Colorado Avalanche
Record:17-8-2, 36 points
Dom rank: 2
Sean rank: 3
The Avalanche have allowed fewer than 30 shots in 19 straight games
and outshot opponents in 18 of those 19 (including Thursday night, when
they outshot the Wild 55-20). This has come with a largely depleted
lineup; star defender Cale Makar missed 12 of those games. He’s back
now, and the Avalanche have a chance to give the Lightning a run for
their money. They lead the league in expected goals percentage.
3. Carolina Hurricanes

By Sean Gentille and Dom Luszczyszyn Mar 19, 2021

Record: 20-7-1, 41 points
Dom rank: 4

As of today, The Athletic will have weekly NHL power rankings. Yes, it’s
happening. Calm down.
Before we get into Installment 1 — and it’ll be the two of us tag-teaming
this — we should establish a few things.
• The methodology here is as simple as it gets. We each rank the teams,
from 1-31, then take the average, and voila. (Dom made a dedicated
spreadsheet for this because of course he did.) It’s not going to be based
solely on past performance, current hot streaks or future potential.
Numbers will figure into it prominently, but if you want stat-model stuff,
we’ve got you covered elsewhere. This is something different.
• From there, we’ll choose 10 or so teams to go back-and-forth on; that
might be because we disagree on the placement. It might be because we
each have something meaningful to say. It might be because we each
want to make jokes about the teams, or each other. We’ll see.
• We want this to be fun, and we’re not locked into a format beyond going
from No. 1 to No. 31. Some rankings might have themes. Some of those
themes might be unexpected. If you have ideas — or just suggestions on
how to make this a destination for you, each Friday — we’d love to hear
them. You’re why we’re doing this in the first place.

Sean rank: 2
Sean: In this house, we respect the Southeast Division. RIP. The
Hurricanes are a lot easier to understand if you accept that their
goaltending is pretty good. It’s been a multi-season process for me, for
whatever reason, but those guys — James Reimer, Alex Nedeljkovic, a
soon-to-be-healthy Petr Mrazek — have been solid as hell. It’s the sort of
thing that makes an interesting team into a really, really good one.
Dom: In all situations, the Hurricanes have allowed the seventh-fewest
goals against per 60 and 0.31 fewer than expected. That may seem like
a shock, but it’s actually the third year in a row that the team has allowed
fewer goals than expected. Carolina’s goaltending is super underrated
and looks to be a legitimate strength this season. The Hurricanes are an
elite team without a doubt, but the next team has been a bit stronger at
five-on-five.
4. Toronto Maple Leafs
Record: 19-9-2, 40 points
Dom rank: 3
Sean rank: 5
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Dom: The Leafs have struggled to get wins over the last couple weeks
after starting the year red hot, but the process is still very strong. Toronto
is 1-5-0 in its last six, but in that stretch of time have earned 55 percent of
the expected goals at five-on-five. The Leafs were due for some bad luck
after having some great fortune early on.

Dom: I really hope they make a move. For years their fans have
screamed that this is an elite defensive team and the numbers haven’t
lined up. This year they have and it’s magical. With the age of the core
group, this feels like the team’s best chance to make a run. Time to go
all-in.

Sean: I saw someone refer to them as “a juggernaut” right before they
lost all those games. Pretty funny. You catch that?

9. Florida Panthers

Dom: Whoever said that is a complete clown. They should consider
watching the games.
Sean: The truest test of the Leafs 5v5 machine might be Alex
Galchenyuk. Inside each hockey writer is two wolves: One who believes
that Galchenyuk can still succeed in the right situation, and one who
watched Galchenyuk play in Pittsburgh.
5. Vegas Golden Knights
Record: 20-6-1, 41 points
Dom rank: 5
Sean rank: 4
If we were going solely off points percentage, Vegas would be holding
down the top spot. Yes, that means they’re ahead of the Avs. If we were
going solely off expected goals, they’d be 12th. Might as well split the
difference, and acknowledge the role Marc-Andre Fleury has played in
getting them here. He’s second in the NHL in goals saved above
expected (12.53) and first in save percentage (.933). If you want a
reason the Golden Knights are outpacing some of their percentages,
there you go.
6. Minnesota Wild
Record: 18-8-1, 37 points
Dom rank: 6
Sean rank: 6
Most people figured the Wild would be an average team this year, if that.
Kirill Kaprizov and stable goaltending have propelled the team to become
so much more. The division was supposed to have three Cup contenders
and it does – one of them just happens to be Minnesota. They’re an elite
team at five-on-five and if they ever figure out the power play will be a
scary group in the West.
T-7. Boston Bruins
Record: 18-8-4, 34 points
Dom rank: 8
Sean rank: 8
Is there a team with a more clear-cut need at the trade deadline than the
Bruins? They’re possession beasts — as we’ve come to expect, based
on years of evidence — that also aren’t particularly good at putting the
puck in the net: 17th in xGF% and 24th in goals, period. Go get a winger,
fellas. Find someone to play with David Krejci. Make this interesting.
Let’s have some fun.

Record: 19-5-4, 42 points
Dom rank: 11
Sean rank: 7
Dom: The Panthers are a top-five expected goals team this season and
have an exceptional record, but have been pretty fortunate in terms of
schedule strength and goal sequencing. Their plus-18 goal differential
ranks eighth in the league. I also have a hard time putting them any
higher as long as Sergei Bobrovsky remains the starter. He’s in the
bottom five for goals saved above expected this season after finishing
sixth last in 2019-20.
Sean: Yeah, this is one where we might’ve appropriately canceled each
other out. Bobrovsky’s contract doesn’t expire until slightly before the
release date of “Avatar 4,” by the way.
10. Washington Capitals
Record: 19-6-4, 42 points
Dom rank: 9
Sean rank: 10
The analytics crowd perennially underrates the Capitals and they keep
being the best team in their division anyway. Stronger five-on-five
numbers and a bounce back on the power play are making the Capitals
look like a true powerhouse in a very tough East division.
11. Pittsburgh Penguins
Record: 18-10-1, 37 points
Dom rank: 10
Sean rank: 11
Pittsburgh started slow and finally started rounding into form… so of
course the Penguins are now facing a lengthy injury to a key player.
Evgeni Malkin wasn’t himself at the beginning of the year, but has
recently looked much more like his best self. His injury obviously creates
a massive hole in Pittsburgh’s lineup and a spot this high in the rankings
may be difficult to maintain without him.
12. Montreal Canadiens
Record: 13-8-8, 34 points
Dom rank: 12
Sean rank: 14

Record: 19-7-4, 41 points

As long as the game doesn’t go past regulation, the Canadiens are a
very strong team, one that’s capable of dominating play to a strong
degree at five-on-five. Their 61.6 percent goals ratio at five-on-five leads
the entire league as a result of their puck possession dominance. Good
thing there’s no three-on-three or shootout in the postseason.

Dom rank: 9

13. Winnipeg Jets

Sean rank: 7

Record: 18-9-2, 38 points

Sean: Losing Anders Lee is brutal; the Islanders, even without him for a
few games, have won nine of their last 10. Obviously, Lee benefited
tremendously from playing with Mat Barzal, and Semyon Varlamov is the
most important player on that team, but I still want to see Lou Lamoriello
go get someone. Does Kyle Palmieri make sense? They’re really good!
Come on!

Dom rank: 15

T-7. New York Islanders

Sean rank: 12
Sean: Recency bias, baby! Plenty of the Jets’ 5v5 numbers are mediocre
to varying degrees, but they’re banking points. Think of it this way: If a
team can walk into Toronto, take five of a possible six, pull within
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shouting distance of first place and don’t get a little extra play in arbitrary
stuff like this, why bother putting them together at all? Sometimes, smoke
and mirrors and weird teams can be fun. Don’t worry about that
goals/expected goals disparity and enjoy yourselves. If Connor
Hellebuyck starts playing like a Vezina finalist again, who knows?
Dom: I’m not sorry about this.
14. Edmonton Oilers
Record: 19-13-0, 38 points
Dom rank: 13
Sean rank: 15
The argument for second-best team in Canada is a tough one depending
on how much you trust Winnipeg’s play at five-on-five and Montreal’s
ability literally anywhere else. With the way Connor McDavid and Leon
Draisaitl are cooking this year, the Oilers have a real case to become that
team.

Record: 14-11-5, 33 points
Dom rank: 20
Sean rank: 18
All the ingredients are there for Jeremy Colliton to win the Jack Adams;
the Blackhawks were supposed to be putrid, and they’re not at the
moment. At minimum, they’re good enough to beat up on the actuallyputrid teams in their division — of which there are several — and outrun
their own putrid elements (5v5 play in general) while making the playoffs
in an unprecedented season. Bravo, power play and goaltending. Well
done, shootout randomness. Are the Blackhawks good? In the grand
scheme, nope. Is Colliton a good coach? Who can say, really? But he’s
on track to get a whole bunch of votes because that’s how this works.
T-18. New York Rangers
Record: 12-12-4, 28 points
Dom rank: 19

15. St. Louis Blues

Sean rank: 19

Record: 14-10-5, 33 points

It’s all happening a little late for the Rangers, but they’ve gotten
interesting in a hurry. That’s who we thought they’d be, if nothing else;
wild how getting Artemi Panarin and the 2020 version of Mika Zibanejad
can help a situation. All of a sudden, they’re scoring nine goals without a
coaching staff. It makes for a fun team to watch for the rest of the
season, but they’ve got too much ground to cover in too little time. Time
to google “Tony DeAngelo trade rumors” and see what’s cooking over
there.

Dom rank: 16
Sean rank: 13
Dom: The Blues have lost more games than they’ve won which feels
crazy. They should be a lot better, and in their defence have dealt with a
cluster of injuries, but they’ve just been super disappointing to me. At
five-on-five they’re below average in actual and expected goals. Mostly, I
might be salty from all the times I’ve bet on them against weak teams
only to see them lose in the worst ways possible.
Sean: One of the fun parts of this project is that I now get specifics on all
your gambling horror stories, rather than seeing you allude to them on
Twitter. It feels like the Blues could rise a little over the next couple
weeks. Getting Jaden Schwartz back will be nice. He hasn’t played since
Feb. 12, and before that had put up nine points and really good
underlying numbers in 14 games.
16. Philadelphia Flyers
Record: 14-10-3, 31 points
Dom rank: 16
Sean rank: 14

20. Dallas Stars
Record: 9-9-7, 25 points
Dom rank: 18
Sean rank: 22
Dom: The good news for the Stars is that they have a lot of games to
make up ground in a weak Central Division. I mean, how difficult could it
really be to pass the Blackhawks? They’re a top 10 expected goals team
and will be getting Tyler Seguin and Ben Bishop back. They made the
Cup final last season, I still have faith.
Sean: Flash forward to May, when you’re evicted after a series of
unsuccessful bets on the Stars. “B-B-BUT BEN BISHOP IS HEALTHY,”
you scream as they change the locks. I’m sure they’ll be fine.

Sean: I knew Carter Hart had been bad. I was unaware, until 10 seconds
ago, that he was “70th out of 71 goalies in GSAx, a few footsteps ahead
of Matt Murray” bad. He’s their biggest problem. Not their only one, but
the biggest.

Dom: Seguin is going to come back in a game against the Red Wings,
I’m going to bet everything, and watch them lose 1-0 in a game they
outshoot Detroit 45-14.

Dom: He wants to be Carey Price so bad.

Record: 12-13-4, 28 points

Sean: He’s wearing a dinner-plate-sized belt buckle by Easter. Mark it in
pen.

Dom rank: 22

17. Calgary Flames

T-21. Arizona Coyotes

Sean rank: 21

Record: 14-13-3, 31 points

Get a load of those Kachina jerseys. Boy, they’re great. Thanks, Mr.
Meruelo!

Dom rank: 17

T-21. Los Angeles Kings

Sean rank: 17

Record: 12-10-6, 30 points

Oh look, the Flames are starting to look like the good team everyone
expected them to be under Darryl Sutter!

Dom rank: 23

*Flames get pummeled 7-1 by the Oilers before scoring two meaningless
goals*
Hmm, nevermind then.
T-18. Chicago Blackhawks

Sean rank: 20
Sean: It doesn’t feel like the Kings should have hit the 30-point mark,
until you remember that they banked 12 in a two-week stretch last month.
Things have since gone sideways. Sell sell sell.
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Dom: Hard sell on the Kings and hard sell on the “Drew Doughty for
Norris” talk. In both cases, people are blinded by results over process
with the Kings currently sporting the league’s worst expected goals
percentage (and Doughty being below average on said poor team). I’d
imagine a fall back down to Earth in the second half.

Dom rank: 29
Sean rank: 27

23. Vancouver Canucks

The Sens are better at 5v5 than their record suggests. We mentioned
Matt Murray earlier, though, and he plays for them. Oh well. They’ve still
got Tim Stützle, and the Sicko meme hasn’t quite gotten old yet.

Record: 15-16-2, 32 points

T-28. New Jersey Devils

Dom rank: 21

Record: 9-13-4, 22 points

Sean rank: 23

Dom rank: 27

The Vancouver Demkos are on a 9-5-2 run since February 13 and that
has improved their playoff odds all the way to… 14 percent. The Canucks
remain in a big hole despite their starter looking like the best goalie in the
world over that stretch, saving 13.6 goals above expected off a .939 save
percentage.

Sean rank: 29

24. Columbus Blue Jackets
Record: 11-12-7, 29 points
Dom rank: 24
Sean rank: 24
The Blue Jackets started Thursday with a 6-percent probability to make
the postseason and a four-game set with the Hurricanes about to start.
Might be the end of the road, well and truly. Two points since Feb. 25 for
Patrik Laine, by the way. Brutal.
25. San Jose Sharks
Record: 11-13-3, 25 points
Dom rank: 25
Sean rank: 25
In the last week, the Sharks have dealt with a) their GM coming as close
to waving the white flag on the season as possible without literally waving
a white flag b) their $92 million defenseman causing a stir for implying
he’d rather play for a good team than a bad one and c) allowing four
third-period goals and blowing a 3-1 lead against the Golden Knights.
“Moral victories suck,” Logan Couture said afterward. The Sharks do too,
apparently.

The Devils had a promising start to the season, but have looked like a
mess ever since. Since going 6-3-2, the Devils have gone 3-10-2 with
two of their wins (and two of their losses) coming against the lowly
Buffalo Sabres. MacKenzie Blackwood, who held the fort early, has an
.894 save percentage and has allowed 7.6 goals above expected in that
time frame.
30. Detroit Red Wings
Record: 9-17-4, 22 points
Dom rank: 30
Sean rank: 30
In a remarkable triumph of the human spirit, the Detroit Red Wings are
not the worst team in the NHL. For that, they can thank Linus Ullmark’s
lower-body injury. There’s still time, though, and several half-decent
players to trade.
31. Buffalo Sabres
Record: 6-18-14, 16 points
Dom rank: 31
Sean rank: 31
Dom: Is “lmao” enough analysis?
Sean: True story: I suggested that we rank the Sabres at No. 32 earlier
this week, and Dom had to tell me that someone beat us to the bit.
Maybe Mitch Trubisky can play goalie.

T-26. Nashville Predators
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Dom rank: 26
Sean rank: 28
The Predators are a perfectly average possession team, but the lack of
offensive talent and goaltending ability is glaring. Couple that with injuries
to the team’s two best defenders and the team is plenty deserving of its
current bottom-five spot – even if they’re probably a little better than this.

The Athletic / ‘That’s my real name’: Alexis Lafrenière, Tim Stützle, Nils
Höglander and the importance of accents and umlauts

By Arpon Basu Mar 19, 2021

T-26. Anaheim Ducks
Record: 8-16-6, 22 points
Dom rank: 28
Sean rank: 26
Bad as things have gone for the Predators, they don’t deserve to be tied
with the Ducks, but here we are. Gotta tweak the model to account for
teams that can go well over a month between allowing fewer than three
goals in a game. That big Adam Henrique deal is right around the corner,
though.
T-28. Ottawa Senators
Record: 10-20-3, 23 points

Throughout Alexis Lafrenière’s journey from junior hockey to the NHL,
there was one thing that bothered his parents: the name on the back of
his jersey. It was spelled wrong.
It was wrong when he became the Rimouski Océanic’s first-overall pick
in the 2017 Quebec Major Junior Hockey League draft, following in the
footsteps of other Next Ones Sidney Crosby and Vincent Lecavalier.
And it was wrong again as he fulfilled a lifelong dream, suiting up for
Team Canada at the under-18 and world junior championships.
So when their son was taken by the New York Rangers with the firstoverall pick in the 2020 NHL Draft, Hugo Lafrenière and, in particular,
Nathalie Bertrand wanted their son’s name to be spelled accurately, with
the accent grave on the second ‘e’ in Lafrenière.
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“It was something that was very important to the family,” said Lafrenière’s
agent, Emilie Castonguay (who, it should be noted, does not spell her
name with an accent aigu). “When the Rangers drafted Alexis, one of the
first conversations I had with his mom was about the accent.”
The first step in addressing Lafrenière’s parents’ concern was to speak
with the Rangers, who took roughly “two seconds” to agree to adding the
accent to the name, Castonguay said.
But that quick decision set in motion a series of events that required
many more people to get on board.
The day after the draft, Castonguay got in touch with the NHLPA, which
handles licensing for player merchandise, such as T-shirts and authentic
jerseys, to make sure the NHL’s two primary jersey manufacturers,
adidas (for official authentic jerseys) and Fanatics (official replicas), could
also handle the request.
Because Lafrenière was drafted on Oct. 6 and did not sign his contract
until Oct. 12, at which point he also chose his number, they had a bit of
time to work with. Without knowing that Lafrenière would be wearing No.
13 (his preferred No. 11 from his Rimouski days is retired by the Rangers
in honour of Mark Messier), production on his merchandise couldn’t get
started right away.
Once he signed his contract and chose his number, Rangers T-shirts
with his name and number — or shirseys — were available for purchase
within hours. Official jerseys were available for purchase with one or two
weeks. And all of it had Lafrenière spelled the way his family wanted it to
be spelled.

The beginning of March was a convenient time to do something like this
because it was around the time the Canucks were going to switch to a
new set of jerseys in any case (yes, apparently NHL jerseys have a
predetermined life cycle). So assistant equipment manager Brian
Hamilton was approached with the idea, he brought it to Höglander, and
it wasn’t a very long conversation.
The Canucks went the extra mile by offering to fix the spelling free of
charge for anyone who had already bought a Höglander jersey.
Lafrenière, Stützle and Höglander are hardly the only players in the NHL
who would require special characters to properly spell their names, but
they are currently the only NHL players who have them. Stützle’s
teammate, Swedish goaltender Marcus Högberg, has his name spelled
as Hogberg on his jersey. Detroit Red Wings rookie Mathias Bromé’s
name is Brome on the back of his jersey — and the accent, in that case,
makes a big difference in pronunciation. Those are just two of many
examples across the NHL.
With so many Francophone, Swedish, Finnish, Czech, Slovak and
German players in the NHL, has the time not come to properly spell
these players’ names?
Former Buffalo Sabres and Philadelphia Flyers star Daniel Brière never
put much stock into how his name was spelled or pronounced. For much
of his career, he went with Danny Briere to avoid confusion with the
feminine name Danielle (Daniel in French is pronounced the same way)
and he never even considered asking for an accent to be placed on his
family name.

Things were different, unfortunately, in the case of Ottawa Senators
rookie Tim Stützle.

“It wasn’t an option,” Brière said of his arrival in the NHL with the Arizona
Coyotes. “When you’re young, I didn’t have a lot of power, unlike Alexis
who is a first-overall pick. So I was really excited just to be there. They
could have changed my name (altogether) if they wanted to — as long as
I got to play that was really all I cared about.”

Stützle, the No. 3 pick in the 2020 draft, signed his entry-level contract on
Dec. 27, while he was competing for Germany at the world junior
championships.

It’s somewhat ironic, then, that Brière is the precursor to Lafrenière in
that he was the first NHL player to have an accent on his jersey. But he
really had nothing to do with it.

Note how the Senators spelled his name in their news release
announcing the signing: originally, the Senators believed their prized
rookie would be going by Stuetzle, the anglicized spelling of his last
name. But when Stützle arrived in Ottawa after the world junior
championships in January, months after properly accented Lafrenière
jerseys were being sold, Senators general manager Pierre Dorion
approached the young man with a very basic question.

When Brière signed as a free agent with the Montreal Canadiens in
2013, “Danny” was never going to fly seeing as no one in Montreal
referred to him by that name, even if that was how it was written on the
game sheet.

“If this is the expectation,” Castonguay remembers thinking, “we need to
get ahead of this.”

“Pierre Dorion came up to me and asked if I wanted to have the German
spelling on my jersey,” Stützle said in training camp. “At first it was not
allowed to do that, I think, and we were not able to do it. But right now we
were able. In Germany, that’s my real name, so I kind of liked it and I
think it’s great to have the umlaut right now on my name.”

“When we get the list of players, when he was playing in Philly, it was not
Daniel Brière, it was Danny Briere. It’s not Vincent Lecavalier, it’s Vinny
Lecavalier. And it’s not Raymond Bourque, it’s Ray Bourque,” Canadiens
PA announcer Michel Lacroix said. “So there are some situations where
you say, ‘No, I can’t go with that.’ It’s like Alex Ovechkin or Alexander
Ovechkin, I’d rather go with Alexander Ovechkin because that’s his
name!”
But Briere — with no accent — wasn’t going to fly, either.

Stützle’s umlaut began attracting some attention in Vancouver among
Canucks fans, where rookie forward Nils Höglander represented one of
the few bright spots on the team in the early going. In Swedish, ‘ö’ is
actually a different letter in the alphabet than ‘o’ and is not simply a
matter of adding an umlaut, so the spelling on the back of Höglander’s
jersey — which was Hoglander — was in fact quite wrong. It would be
like spelling Ryan Smyth’s name as Ryan Smith.

“It was Pierre Gervais, it was his idea,” Brière said. “He approached me
with it, and it was actually pretty cool to be the first one to have the
accent on my name. But I have to credit Pierre for that.”

As Höglander’s prominence on the Canucks grew with every game, fans
began pointing out this discrepancy on social media. It should be noted
that the Canucks have been spelling his name as Höglander on their
various platforms from the start of training camp, but it wasn’t spelled that
way on his jersey.

Announced would be more appropriate. Gervais didn’t ask Brière so
much as he informed him. He didn’t even ask general manager Marc
Bergevin. He just did it.

As the tweets continued rolling in, the Canucks took notice.
“We don’t often make decisions based on social media reactions,” said
Canucks director of communications Ben Brown. “But this was a valid
question.”

Gervais is the longtime equipment manager for the Canadiens, and
according to him, “approached” is not exactly the right word to use for
how the whole thing happened.

“I always thought a name is a name,” Gervais said. “It is written as it is,
so I just decided to do it.”
Gervais said that back then, he had to have the accent stitched on the
jersey itself, and not on the nameplate, so it was an exceptional situation.
As a result, “official” Canadiens jerseys sold to the public did not have the
accent, unlike Lafrenière and Stützle. Part of the reason is that the
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technology involved in creating jerseys has changed. Today, the process
is far more flexible in terms of customization.
Even the Canadiens’ AHL affiliate, the Laval Rocket, has Finnish forward
prospect Jesse Ylönen’s name spelled correctly on his jersey.
When Gervais hears of Lafrenière and Stützle insisting on having their
names spelled correctly on the backs of their sweaters, he does not start
welling up with pride that he might have started something in the NHL. In
fact, his reaction is more of a shrug.
“I think it’s normal,” he said. “If somebody comes in tomorrow and says
he wants to change something with his name, I’ll do it.
“Because that’s his name.”
Gervais feels this is something that will be happening more often in the
NHL as kids arrive more sure of themselves than they were in the past,
as Brière alluded.
“Kids now, the new generation, they’re not like they used to be years
ago,” Gervais said. “I’m sure when (Yvan) Cournoyer got called up by the
Canadiens, there could have been 16 Ys on his name and he wouldn’t
say anything, just play hockey. Now the kids are more outspoken. Things
have changed, and it’s good.”
Lacroix sees much the same thing.
Whenever the Canadiens are hosting a team that has a player whose
name he is not sure how to pronounce, Lacroix, like most PA announcers
or broadcasters, makes a point of visiting with that player prior to the
game to ask him in person (something that is obviously more difficult to
do these days).
“The athletes themselves are less shy now than they were I’d say maybe
10 or 15 years ago,” Lacroix said. “At one point they would always say
we don’t mind, just say whatever you want to say, the North American
pronunciation will be OK. But more and more, I think they realize it can
be done, and we try very hard in Montreal to stick to the international
accent, or come as close as we can to the original accent or
pronunciation.”

Let’s go back to the original reason we are talking about this. It was the
wish of two parents wanting their son’s family name to be spelled
correctly on his jersey, which seems to be the most basic of requests any
player could really make.
“The whole thing began with a simple question, his family wanting to ask
if the Rangers would put the accent on his name,” Castonguay said.
“They would have been fine with it if they said no, but at least ask.
“It was important to them.”
It should be important to everyone, especially if this begins a trend in the
NHL. Major League Baseball has begun putting accents on Latin
American players’ names. In the NBA, Luka Dončić’s name is spelled
correctly on his jersey, though the adoption of that spelling in the media
is sporadic.
If there is any league where this should be embraced more widely, it
might be the NHL, due to the sheer number of international players and
languages represented among the player pool.
Maybe someday, Lafrenière — on top of potentially being looked at as
someone who brings the Rangers back to glory — might also be looked
at as someone who triggered change in the NHL.
“I think we opened up that box now,” Castonguay said. “I think it’s
important to respect the name and how it’s spelled and pronounced.
“I think we started something good.”
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The Athletic / DGB Grab Bag: The 1996 Stanley Cup Final, fake .500 and
top secret details of the ESPN deal

By Sean McIndoe Mar 19, 2021

But change requires buy-in from all parties.
Early in the season, the NHL’s official statistics were not able to handle
the accent on Lafrenière’s name or the umlaut on Stützle’s, and so that
letter was replaced online by a question mark. It eventually got fixed, but
the NHL’s website still spells Lafrenière without an accent and Stützle
without the umlaut, despite the NHL having French and German websites
that use accents and umlauts on the same publishing platform.
Local media outlets have been slow to embrace the changed spellings. In
New York-based publications, Lafrenière’s name is rarely spelled with an
accent. In Ottawa, Stützle’s name is often spelled the English way:
Stuetzle. Meanwhile, the French-language newspaper in the Ottawa
area, Le Droit, does use Stützle.
If you’re wondering, The Athletic’s style guide is clear on this issue: “Use
diacritical or accent marks in proper names, such as Latin baseball and
soccer players, if the players use them.”
As a result, our copy has contained an accent on Lafrenière since this
preference was mentioned to The Athletic’s Scott Burnside in a profile
published late last year. And the spelling of Stützle changed a few times
over the past year.
Of course, mistakes will be made and misspellings will happen, but one
thing no media outlet ever wants to do is spell someone’s name
incorrectly.
When players go to the trouble of asking for their name to be spelled a
certain way, the correct way, we should make every effort to do so. After
all, learning to make an accent or an umlaut on an English keyboard is
not all that difficult.

From the headlines
The NHL world is still sorting through the impact of last week’s
bombshell: ESPN is back in the hockey game, with a seven-year, $2.8
billion TV deal that kicks in next season.
The news is obviously huge for the league, and for a bottom line that
desperately needed a boost. But what will it mean for the rest of us?
Should fans be excited about the return of the worldwide leader? What’s
going to change once the deal takes effect?
I asked my spies to check around and report back on what hockey fans
can expect from the new TV deal, and they came back with several
scoops.
Having a contract with ESPN will open up a world of promotion and
publicity opportunities for hockey, such as occasionally being mentioned
on ESPN.
Streaming options that promise to revolutionize the way you don’t use
Hulu.
In an effort to win over new fans, the NHL has promised to drastically
increase scoring by letting every team get coached by Kris Knoblauch for
a game or two.
No promises, but fingers crossed we can finally get the Blackhawks
some national TV coverage.
Bad news for the Predators’ second line, as out of force of habit ESPN
will be randomly shutting down Granlund.
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ESPN+ will replace nhl.tv as your go-to source for exciting NHL action
that’s blacked out in your market tonight for some godforsaken reason.

Fake .500 – An NHL team that has a points percentage at or above .500
despite losing more games than they’ve won.

You realize you’re getting old when you find out you no longer have the
strength to bench press your car after hearing the opening few bars of
the NHL on ESPN theme song, and can instead only deadlift it.

The Canadiens are fake .500 right now, because they’ve won 13 and lost
16 but are having their points percentage boosted by eight loser points.
The Hawks are fake .500 too. The Kings are super fake .500, with six
more losses than wins despite a .536 percentage.

Starting now, everyone who loses the Bucci Overtime Challenge still gets
a point for some reason.
ESPN subscribers may get occasional access to top-secret behind-thescenes content like the existence of Canadian teams.
The league will consider placing NHL teams in proven TV markets that
don’t currently have one, like Buffalo.
Not exactly sure, but the whole deal probably involves some weird crypto
thing where the NHL is actually just getting a photo from an NBA game
and everyone will pretend to understand why that makes sense.
Everyone eventually gets really mad when they realize the “NHL official”
ESPN negotiated the entire contract with was just Greg Wyshynski doing
his Bettman impersonation.
The partnership has the potential to create millions of new hockey fans
all across the country that the rest of us can immediately browbeat and
drive away forever because they once called it “offsides” instead of
offside.
The three stars of comedy
The third star: Stephen A. Smith – You’ve no doubt seen this already,
and I admit I’ve got mixed feelings. On the one hand, it’s the same
premise as that Chance the Rapper SNL skit everyone loved a few years
ago: Hey, wouldn’t it be completely hilarious if a cool person actually paid
attention to the NHL? On the other hand, Stephen A is the best, so let’s
let him do his thing …
The second star: Dean Evason talks about scheduling, I think? –
Phrasing, Dean
The first star: Sharks highlights – Tag yourself. I’m the one shark who
doesn’t want to stick around for a rebuild.
New entries for the hockey dictionary
The loser point sucks and all decent and reasonable people agree on
this. It served a purpose back in 1999 — encouraging teams not to play
for the tie in overtime — but the shootout means that reason no longer
exists, and now we have teams playing for the tie in regulation instead,
which is even worse. The loser point makes games less interesting,
rewards failure and doesn’t accomplish what the league says it does.
It’s also here to stay, at least according to the league and its wimpy GMs
who are more concerned about inflating their own record than doing
what’s best for the sport. We’re stuck with this thing, at least for now.
But we don’t have to like it. And we don’t have to go along with the NHL’s
condescending attempts to change how we talk about sports. That
means that if a team loses five games in a row and get a pity point for a
few of them, it’s still a five-game losing streak. We don’t have to call it an
unbeaten streak — sorry, Pierre — because the team lost and teams that
keep losing are on losing streaks.
We also shouldn’t have to pretend that teams that lose more than they
win are .500, but we run into a problem there. Every sports fan knows
what “.500” means — it’s the dividing line between a winning season and
a losing one, the point where a team is completely average. But the NHL
is the only major North American league where .500 can mean two
things. It’s a winning percentage, but also a points percentage, and it’s
the inflated latter version (of course) that the league goes by. So thanks
to the loser point, we get three-quarters of the league finishing “above
.500” every year, which makes no sense.
It’s dumb, and more than a little confusing for new fans. So I think we
need a new term.

Simple, right? We’re still acknowledging the system that the NHL wants
to use. We’re just reclaiming a term that used to mean something in
sports, and still does in every other league. You want me to say that a
losing NHL team is .500? Fine, but they’re fake .500.
If the NHL is going to twist its standings into a transparent marketing ploy
for bad teams and their GMs, there’s not much the rest of us can do
about it. But we can at least call it what it is.
Obscure former player of the week
Let’s give every Wild fan something to worry about by making Vitali
Yachmenev this week’s obscure player.
Yachmenev was a shifty winger picked by the Kings in the third round of
the 1994 draft, just a few picks ahead of Chris Drury, after scoring 61
goals with the OHL’s North Bay Centennials. He stayed in junior for one
more year and had another 53 goals to go with a spot on the Russian
world junior team, then arrived in L.A. in time for the final season of the
Wayne Gretzky era. He played 80 games for that 1995-96 Kings team,
but it’s the first month that stands out.
His NHL debut came on Oct. 10, and he had two goals in a 4-2 win. Five
night later, he had a three-point night in a 7-7 tie (!) with the Canucks.
He’d have another three-point effort in just his sixth career game, this
time against Washington. Less than two weeks into his NHL career, he
already had nine points.
He cooled off a little after that, but not much. Yachmenev’s start was
actually even better than that Kirill Kaprizov stat makes it sound, since
that cuts off after 15 games. Yachmenov had two points in his 16th game
of the season and then another three points in his 19th game. But that’s
about where the magic ends; he’d finish the 1995-96 season with a
respectable 19 goals and 53 points, good for a fifth-place finish in Calder
voting, but had just 32 points as a sophomore and then missed camp in a
contract dispute in 1997. He’d play just four NHL games that year, and
they’d be the last of his Kings career. He was traded to the expansion
Predators, where he’d have semi-productive seasons before heading
back to Russia in 2003.
So what was the story here? How did a young player rack up so many
points early in his career, only to see his production flatline? This one
isn’t actually much a mystery: Yachmenov spent his first months on a line
with Gretzky, mostly with Jari Kurri or Dmitri Khristich on the other wing.
Gretzky was in on 25 of Yachmenov’s first 34 points, and if you check the
kid’s scoring log you can pinpoint the exact game in January where the
unit was broken up and he started playing with Yanic Perreault instead. A
month later, Gretzky was traded to the Blues, and that spelled the end of
Yachmenov as an NHL scoring threat.
Classic YouTube clip breakdown
One of the reasons hockey fans should be so excited about ESPN’s
return to the hockey world is that, whatever else you might think of their
coverage, they know how to hype a game. That’s good news for the
NHL, a league that boasts plenty of speed and skill but still occasionally
struggles with the whole “entertainment” aspect. ESPN will help them
there, because it’s what they do.
And if you don’t believe me, let’s travel back 25 years and watch ESPN
work their magic on one of the very worst Stanley Cup Finals ever. It’s a
great team playing a bad team, the series is already 3-0, everyone knows
it’s over tonight and barely anyone cares. Can ESPN polish this turd for a
national audience? They’re sure going to try …
It’s June 10, 1996, and the Panthers are hosting the Avalanche for Game
4 of the final. The series hasn’t been pretty so far, with Florida scoring
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just four goals and losing Game 2 by an embarrassing 8-1 final. But it’s
not over until it’s over (it is), so let’s see if ESPN can get us hyped.
We start off with a majestic view of beautiful scenery with a bunch of
water shimmering in the middle of it, so you know what team means: This
is the Lake Tahoe rink after an hour of sunlight an attempt to get
dramatic over hockey in Colorado. Remember, this is a new thing — the
team just moved from Quebec a year before, so the fact that there’s a
team in Colorado may indeed be news to American viewers. If so, they
get caught up quickly, because ESPN makes it sound like the Avs are
the 1950s Habs reincarnated.
“It’s a group collectively inspired by team achievement.” So … a team.
But their way sounds better, and I bet Pierre Dorion is kicking himself
wishing he’d stolen this instead of what he went with.
After a short burst of the second-greatest theme song in hockey history
and the explosion effects that were mandatory in every mid-90s sports
broadcast, we’re welcomed to the arena. We also get our first mention of
the Avalanche’s opponents, as we’re told that the Florida fans have not
given up. That’s cool. I hope they’ve come up with a defiant chant to
inspire their team to a miracle comeback.
“They have been chanting Panthers Panthers Butt.” Yeah, I think I may
see why you’re not winning any games in this series.
Gary Thorne tells us a story about Gaye Stewart, who was part of the
1942 Maple Leafs team that came back from down 3-0 in the final
against the Red Wings. He thinks the Panthers can pull it off because
they remind him of that Leafs team. I assume he means that they have
three players who can skate backwards and two that have figured out
how to raise the puck.
Thorne welcomes fellow ESPN mainstay Bill Clement, who is sadly not
doing any impressions tonight. He explains that the Panthers can’t score,
and wonders why that might be. He then introduces us to Florida’s two
best offensive players, Scott Mellanby and Rob Niedermayer. Uh yeah,
Bill, I think we may have cracked this “no scoring” mystery.
Clement explains that the Panthers’ only hope is for John Vanbiesbrouck
to have a great game. He’s wrong, because Vanbiesbrouck is about to
pitch over 100 minutes of shutout hockey and it still won’t help, but we’ll
get to that. We also hear from Darren Pang, who runs a clip from Game 3
and tells us that Vanbiesbrouck wasn’t hanging his head and moping
while we watch Vanbiesbrouck hanging his head and moping. You don’t
notice because you’re looking behind Pang and wondering why a fan
wearing a 2020 COVID-19 mask is facing the wrong direction. Or at least
you are now.
“I wonder if Darren is going to walk out and play a little net tonight.” Wait,
a little net? Is that a short joke? I think it might have been a short joke.
Gary and Bill break down how good the Avs have been in the series,
including Clement trying really hard to make “shooting holes” a thing. I
don’t know why that makes me uncomfortable but it does, and I’m very
glad it didn’t catch on. We also watch Joe Sakic blow by the Panthers to
score a breakaway goal despite there being a rat on the ice. Don’t worry
kids, it was a thing in 1996, ask your grandparents.
Gary Thorne tosses it to Brian Engblom, who is played by the same actor
but looks slightly younger because this is a flashback. Engblom reminds
us that the coach of this legendary Avs team was Marc Crawford, which
is always a little jarring, and then lets us in on some strategy: Two
months ago, Crawford started emphasizing defense. This is a historical
moment, because it’s 1996, so this is the last time we’ll hear about an
NHL coach starting to preach defense instead of just assuming that every
single one of them does at all times.
Thorne then basically concedes that the series will end tonight and then
spoils the Conn Smythe too, just for fun. He’s right on both counts; the
Avs would win the Cup that night in triple-overtime on a Uwe Krupp goal
that nobody remembers, with Sakic named MVP. Gary Bettman and the
rest of the NHL’s leadership watched their marquee game of the season
end on a goal by a defensive defenseman after over 100 minutes of

scoreless hockey and immediately vowed to take drastic action to
increase scoring at some point in the next three decades or so, unless
that turns out to be difficult in which case why even bother.
As for Thorne and ESPN, they did the best with what they had that night,
which wasn’t much. But five years later they had a bit more to work with
for the next Colorado Cup win, and I think it’s fair to say that turned out to
be just a little more memorable.
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Sportsnet.ca / As questions hover over Leafs' crease, Campbell has
golden opportunity

Chris Johnston
March 20, 2021, 1:17 AM

TORONTO -- It says something about the unexpected turn the Toronto
Maple Leafs season has taken that these two statements can both be
true:
1. Jack Campbell will make his second start in 53 days when the Leafs
complete a back-to-back against the Calgary Flames on Saturday night.
2. Jack Campbell can start grabbing control of his team’s crease if he
performs well.
Losses in six of the last seven games can’t be placed exclusively at
Frederik Andersen’s feet, nor even can Friday’s 4-3 defeat on an 18-shot
night for Calgary. But they’ve chipped away at the confidence in the
formerly unassailable No. 1 and that makes Campbell’s opportunity a
golden one with his team desperately in need of a win.
“I expect him to battle the way that he has,” said Leafs coach Sheldon
Keefe. “I know he’s played great for us so he’s a guy that goes in with a
ton of confidence.”
Home of the Leafs
Where Campbell is health-wise is an open question. He was listed as
day-to-day for nearly three weeks after posting a 30-save shutout in
Edmonton on Feb. 27 and that followed a month-long absence where he
was recovering from a left leg injury.
This is not how the 29-year-old imagined things going after an intense
off-season, but he’s still found his way to the door he’s been trying to
knock down for more than a decade.
The Leafs had control of the North Division until they stopped getting
enough saves. Now Campbell gets a turn. They’ve been the better team
on the wrong end of a result too often in the last few weeks, and tilted the
ice pretty heavily on Friday night.
They had their highest percentage of scoring chances (76.3) all season,
their second-best percentage of shot attempts (65) and their fourth-best
expected goals percentage (68.1). They barely gave up anything of
quality, but saw a couple unfavourable bounces amount to the difference.
“There wasn’t a whole lot of stuff going on,” said Andersen. “Three of the
goals obviously were right through traffic and something I’ve probably got
to look at and see what I've kind of done differently to try to fight through
it and find those pucks quicker.”
Added Keefe: “I don’t know how many shots we gave up, but not very
many. We didn’t give up very many chances at all.”
At 19-10-2, the Leafs are still in prime position. Keefe rightly pointed out
that one victory would ease the mounting tension.
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But they have also undoubtedly reached a stage where loyalty is of little
consequence -- with Andersen in a contract year and stumbling along at
a .900 save percentage, after posting a career-worst .909 a year ago.
It’s no small thing that Leafs management thought long and hard about
bringing in a replacement in the fall before deciding to stick with
Andersen. There’s not much reason to believe that general manager Kyle
Dubas will attempt to revisit that search before the April 12 trade deadline
either.
Perhaps the short-term answer is Campbell, who is 6-2-1 in limited action
with the Leafs and a perfect 3-0 with a .951 save percentage in his
games this season. At minimum he should be able to spell Andersen off
for more rest during a period where he’s acknowledged playing through
minor injury.
The man known as Fredzilla is fighting it right now.
“I know I have the ability to be a great goalie in this league and help the
team win a ton of hockey games,” Andersen said this week. “So, I think
it’s just a matter of finding that confidence again. And I know it’s right
there. There’s just a few things that I need to keep working on and find
again.
"I think I’ll be right there and having a great stretch again. The tough part
is staying patient and just keep working at the daily things that’s gonna
get me success out there.”
Should the Flames be considered a top team in the North Division?
It didn’t go his way against Calgary, with Matthew Tkachuk sifting the
game’s first shot through traffic and having it glance in off Travis
Dermott’s stick. The Leafs climbed out of a 3-1 hole to tie things up and
then Mark Giordano got a bounce on a point shot for the eventual winner.
Goaltending can be a highly subjective position. You won’t find a
unanimous opinion on what shots should and shouldn’t be stopped. But
there’s a question hovering over the Leafs' crease because too many are
going in.
“Yeah it’s difficult [mentally] when a night like tonight where everything
seems to kind of find a way through traffic,” said Andersen. “I know
personally I didn’t lose my abilities to play good and the same goes for
our team, too.
“I think we want to get out of this little slump here and start winning some
hockey games.”
Whoever is in net when those wins come will almost certainly be staying
there.
And on Saturday night, Andersen will be watching from the end of the
bench while Campbell gets his chance.
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Sportsnet.ca / Canadiens' overtime strategy proven unviable in loss to
Canucks

Eric Engels
March 20, 2021, 12:07 AM

MONTREAL — At this point the strategy is as clear as a cloudless sky,
and it’s obviously the wrong one.
But one more time, for anyone who doesn’t know what the Montreal
Canadiens are trying to do when the game gets to overtime and they
have to switch from playing five-on-five to playing three-on-three: The

plan Dominique Ducharme drew up when he took over as head coach on
Feb. 24 from Claude Julien, who initially coached the Canadiens to zero
goals in four overtime periods, has been to start the extra frame with his
best faceoff man, his fastest forward and his best defenceman so his
team can win possession of the puck, tire out the three opposition
players on the ice by maintaining it and execute a line change while
forcing those three opposition players to remain in place. It’s to hold, and
hold and hold some more until you can pounce with three forwards on
the next shift and get after it.
And while the principle behind it is perfectly reasonable, you have to be
some sort of masochist to continue to let it guide your strategy when it’s
led you to go another four games in a row without scoring. You have to
be downright stubborn to go to it two nights after fighting back from a 3-1
third-period deficit, only to lose to the Winnipeg Jets on the first shift of
overtime—especially after saying that overtime had become somewhat of
a mental block for your team, like Ducharme did after that painful loss.
But after the Canadiens once again stuck their finger down their throat
through the first two periods of Friday’s game, and after they rallied to
erase a one-goal deficit in the final minute of the third period, they once
again puked all over themselves in overtime and lost 3-2 to the
Vancouver Canucks at the Bell Centre.
Before J.T. Miller weaved through Tomas Tatar and Nick Suzuki—
players you’d like to see start the overtime period instead of hopping on
the ice for the third shift of it—and buried the game, Josh Anderson, who
has a very respectable 11 goals on the season, stormed in on a
breakaway and shot the puck over Thatcher Demko’s glove and the
upper portion of the net.
“Honestly at one point, it is mental,” said Ducharme, echoing his
comments from Thursday’s loss. “But what we need is to bury one and
get that over with. We do that tonight, probably everyone’s talking about
what a character team we are in coming back…”
If Anderson had scored, we’d probably be talking about how his
teammate, Jonathan Drouin, got away with interference that allowed
Anderson to break away without anyone on his tail.
But we digress…
This loss happened before all of that. It happened before Miller beat
goaltender Jake Allen, who was helpless on the play. It happened when
Ducharme put Phillip Danault (two goals) and Paul Byron (two goals) on
the ice to start overtime while Tyler Toffoli (18 goals) sat on the bench
likely covering his eyes.
Even if Ducharme said it didn’t.
“You gotta look at everyone’s strength and I think our offensive guys are
smart, good hands and so on; they don’t beat guys with pure speed,” he
said. “They build things together. Do I want Toffoli, Drouin and Anderson
starting and not having the puck and having to defend and waste energy
there before they finally get the puck and they need to change? I thought
everything was fine, and we get the breakaway, and from there it’s
overtime and we got beat on the next play. So I don’t think it comes from
the way we started.”
In fairness, Danault is Montreal’s best faceoff man, and even if he lost
the draw for the third consecutive overtime, the Canadiens immediately
recovered the puck and were actually credited with the faceoff win on the
scoresheet. Danault, Byron and Jeff Petry, who’s indisputably a good
choice for three-on-three, even did their job in keeping the puck (they lost
it once by their net, but got it back immediately).
But the idea of spending the first 40 seconds merely trying to possess the
puck instead of trying to score a goal with it is at the root of the “mental”
issue the Canadiens have there.
And even though Danault is unequivocally Montreal’s best faceoff man,
he’s not their only one.
Suzuki pulled back 10 of 16 faceoffs in the game, including two in the
final minute before scoring the game-tying goal. It was a confidence-
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inspiring shift for him after a game-long struggle—despite some scoring
chances he had to feel good about, that goal provided the adrenaline
spike no scoring chance could’ve before the horror of getting danced
around on the game-winner overtook his thoughts for the rest of the
night.
Ducharme explained he didn’t tap Suzuki for that first draw because the
second period and overtime faceoffs favour a lefty, with the official lining
up in the way of a right-hander being able to pull the puck back on his
strong side.
Fine! We’ll accept that.

Brodin, seven years at $6 million), Montreal Canadiens (Jeff Petry, four
years and $6.25 million; Brendan Gallagher, six years, $22.5 million), and
St. Louis Blues (Jordan Binnington, six years at $6 million) take care of
business early — weakening 2021’s UFA crop in the process.
Unlike past seasons, general managers already know 2021-22’s cap
ceiling (flat at $81.5 million), yet many are playing wait-and-see with their
UFAs as the April 12 trade deadline creeps closer and July 28’s open
market looms.
Here is a look at the latest trade and negotiation rumours surrounding the
top 12 impending UFAs of the Class of 2021.

But even if this was far from a good game for Jesperi Kotkaniemi, he’s a
lefty who won 71 per cent of his faceoffs before watching the entire 2:01
of overtime from the bench (or was he covering his eyes, too?). He also
has the possession skills to play keep away and at least has the
playmaking skills to take advantage of a speedy forward like Anderson
(who moves almost as fast as Byron) and Petry (who also has 11 goals).

Luke Fox

Ducharme was right when he said we’d be talking about the character of
his team and its first overtime win of the season had Anderson buried
that breakaway, even if we would’ve spared a couple hundred words for
the way his team played so poorly for a second game in a row through
the first 40 minutes.

2020-21 salary cap hit: $9.5 million

He was right about this, too, with the Canadiens having failed through
eight overtimes before starting Friday’s extra period:
“Our guys, for sure they think about (the overtime struggle) when the time
comes (to bury a chance),” he said. “And a guy like Andy going on a
breakaway, he’s probably putting more pressure on himself thinking, ‘I’m
going to end it this time,’ and it happens he missed it.”
Anderson’s probably also thinking that the team set out and executed on
its strategy to create this one perfect opportunity and if he misses it, he’ll
be the reason they fall to 0-9 after three periods of play.
But maybe Anderson doesn’t need to think about any of that if he steps
on the ice at the start of it, lines up with two of the team’s other top
scorers and is told nothing more than to go out and win the game.
“We’re always playing to win, and the guys know that,” insisted
Ducharme. “I don’t need to send them a message. They know that.”
But the strategy is ‘Don’t lose it before we get a chance to make a perfect
play to win it,’ and it hasn’t worked once.
The one that has worked is the one their opposition consistently uses—
playing their best players right from the start.
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 03.20.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / NHL's Top 12 UFAs of 2021: Latest rumours, reports

Luke Fox
March 19, 2021, 8:58 AM

A star-studded group featuring future Hall of Famers, No. 1 goalies and
defencemen, team captains and league MVP winners are all playing right
now without guaranteed employment in 2021-22.
Yep, we're in the middle of critical contract years here. With just 56
games to impress (or disappoint), the pressure to perform has intensified
— and could have a direct impact on these players’ financial future.
This group has been well and able to ink extensions with their current
clubs for months, and we’ve already seen the Minnesota Wild (Jonas

1. Alex Ovechkin
Age on July 28: 35
Position: Left wing

The latest: If Ovechkin (718) is serious about taking a run at Wayne
Gretzky’s all-time goals record (894), he’ll need a fresh multi-year
commitment from the franchise that drafted him first overall way back in
2004. It’s blasphemous to envision the Great Eight in any other sweater.
Nicklas Backstrom and Ovechkin have expressed a mutual desire to play
alongside each other for as long as possible, and the centreman
negotiated his own $46-million extension that should see him setting up
Ovechkin’s one-timer through to 2024-25.
“My only concern going forward is that maybe Ovi might hire Nick to do
his next contract,” quipped GM Brian MacLellan, confident the sides will
find common ground.
The superstar is negotiating his own deal.
Ovechkin and MacLellan had a conversation upon the conclusion of
2019-20 to set the table for parameters of an extension.
In November, Ovechkin gave an interview, in his native tongue, to
Russian Television International and addressed his vision for wrapping
his playing career.
“It is not a question of money,” the superstar said of his desire to remain
in D.C. “It is just a matter of principal. I have only played for two teams,
[KHL’s Moscow] Dynamo and Washington. Obviously, I will stay with
Washington for another two… three… four… five years. And then I would
like to finish on a high note, to play my final game with Dynamo.”
According to Russian outlet metaratings.ru, MacLellan has already
floated a three- to five-year extension to the captain that would carry an
AAV between $9.5 million and $10 million.
Owner Ted Leonsis won’t want to disrespect the face of his franchise,
who deserves to cash some of the biggest cheques in the league, but
with a flat cap, the more team-friendly the deal, the greater chance of
building a contender around the captain.
"I don't really have an update," MacLellan said on March 12. "It's the
same as it's been all year. We want him to finish his career here, and I
think he wants to finish his career here, and at some point we'll get it
done.
“We've just got to find a sweet spot that we agree on.”
2. Dougie Hamilton
Age on July 28: 28
Position: Defence
2020-21 salary cap hit: $5.75 million
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The latest: The Hurricanes traded for Hamilton, in part, because they
liked his cost certainty. Well, after this sprint season, the price tag for the
top defender in 2021’s UFA class won’t be so certain.

and play with this team on a one-year deal,” Barrie said of the gambit.
“For me, it just wasn’t about money this year, just coming into reestablish myself and show the league that I’m still a pretty good player.”

Hamilton will be due for a raise the same summer as breakout star
Andrei Svechnikov (RFA). With Carolina already having four other D-men
signed long-term at $4 million-plus per year, you’ll occasionally hear
trade rumours around solid right shots like Brett Pesce and Hamilton,
already on his third franchise.

Mission accomplished.

In mid-November, GM Don Waddell said the sides were getting close to
opening extension discussions.
“He is a UFA at the end of the year, so we’d like to get that one done
sooner than later. [With] that one, you would have doubts if you play out
the season, so it makes sense to try to get something done before the
start of the season,” said Waddell, per NHL.com’s Tom Gulitti.
“You’ve got a flat cap for the next two years,” Waddell went on. “We also
know that the market’s changed. I’m not saying we’re not going to do a
long-term deal, but the long-term deals, if you look at free agency, you’ve
only got a few guys that got more than three years in the whole market.…
So I think the market has changed, and it should change because of the
situation we’re all in.”
Extension talks cooled in early March, according to The Athletic’s Pierre
LeBrun, but with the Hurricanes shaping into a Cup contender, a
deadline deal would shock us.
Hamilton’s camp would use Alex Pietrangelo’s $8.8-million AAV with
Vegas on a long-term deal as the ceiling, while the Canes would likely try
to use Torey Krug’s $6.5-million AAV with St. Louis as a comparable.
Hamilton is in a class of his own when it comes to 2021’s UFA D-men;
Carolina prefers to ball on a budget. Should be interesting.
3. Philipp Grubauer
Age on July 28: 29
Position: Goaltender
2020-21 salary cap hit: $3.33 million
The latest: Grubauer is enjoying a fabulous season for a Stanley Cup–
contending team. Named First Star of the Week on March 14, the
German rolled into the season’s halfway point with a sparkling 16-7
record, 1.85 GAA, .925 save percentage, and a career-best four
shutouts.
How you knock your contract year out of the park is by putting together a
Vezina-finalist-type campaign.
GM Joe Sakic has been mum on Grubauer’s next contract, but the
goalie’s leverage is increasing. His next AAV could start with a six, and
the Avs have the cap space to accommodate.
When it comes to goaltending, Sakic’s No. 1 priority should be trading for
a suitable backup to support Grubauer, who is carrying the heaviest load
of his NHL career.
4. Tyson Barrie
Age on July 28: 30
Position: Defence
2020-21 salary cap hit: $3.75 million
The latest: Stumbling in Toronto, Barrie bet on himself big-time in the
2020 off-season.

Barrie has thrived offensively and found his groove again. He should ring
the cash register this summer.
“If there is an opportunity for me to stay here long-term in Edmonton, it
could be a great fit,” Barrie told colleague Mark Spector.
5. Gabriel Landeskog
Age on July 28: 28
Position: Left wing
2020-21 salary cap hit: $5.57 million
The latest: True, the budget-conscious Avalanche have a track record of
dealing away talent before they hit paydirt: Paul Stastny, Ryan O’Reilly,
Matt Duchene, Tyson Barrie….
But! Colorado has an open window to contend for the grand prize, and
anything other than a long-term extension for the captain would rock the
core in a bad way. Real dollars are more of a concern than cap space in
Denver, so GM Joe Sakic should lock up Landeskog for the rest of his
prime.
“Actually, back in Edmonton [during the 2020 playoffs], we started a
dialogue,” Sakic revealed in October. “We'll revisit that. We'd like to have
something done during the year, but if it has to go through the year, we're
confident we have a pretty good relationship with Gabe and that we'll be
able to figure something out by next year.
“I think everyone's figuring out where the landscape is going to be in the
next few years. The dialogue is going to continue, so hopefully we'll be
able to extend.”
How does five years and $35 million sound?
6. Ryan Nugent-Hopkins
Age on July 28: 28
Position: Left wing / Centre
2020-21 salary cap hit: $6 million
The latest: A friend of the rumour mill, Nugent-Hopkins enters his
contract year hot off back-to-back 60-point campaigns. One of the few
mainstays of the Oilers’ top six, RNH has improved his two-way game
and has the versatility to complement Edmonton’s superstars from the
wing or centre his own middle-six line when necessary.
Although Nuge cannot be replaced internally, until he is re-signed,
speculation around the 2011 first-overall pick’s future will linger. He does
not hold trade protection.
Writes colleague Mark Spector: “I’d guess he’ll be looking for Leon
Draisaitl money ($8.5 million), though the Oilers may think that’s high.
But with Connor McDavid ($12.5 million) and Draisaitl ($8.5 million) atop
the salary structure, Nugent-Hopkins could be signed for a number that
does not leave Edmonton like Toronto — top-heavy with three forwards
averaging over $11 million apiece.”
Positive preliminary extension talks took place in October between the
Oilers and Nugent-Hopkins' camp. Then… silence.
The best flat-cap comparable here may be Brendan Gallagher’s six-year,
$39-million extension in Montreal.

The power-play quarterback reportedly turned down a $6-million offer
elsewhere so he could feed pucks to Connor McDavid and Leon
Draisaitl, rebound his stock and rediscover his confidence.

Asked about RNH’s future on a Zoom call in late February, Holland
thought back to some of his overcommitting in Detroit.

“For me, it was a no-brainer, with everything that’s going on and coming
off the year that I had, to be able to have a chance to go into Edmonton

“You sign some contracts and they don’t work out. And the way the [cap]
system is built, it makes it more difficult to compete,” Holland said. “He’s
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an important part of our team, and he’s got good chemistry with our
players, but it’s got to work for both sides.”

“My focus right now is just having fun with it. Enjoy being part of this
group.”

Remaining Time -1:13

Andersen was 13-7-2 with a .900 save percentage at the season’s
halfway mark.

Oilers' Holland gives latest update on contract talks with Nugent-Hopkins
7. Taylor Hall
Age on July 28: 29
Position: Left wing
2020-21 salary cap hit: $8 million
The latest: Depending how harshly you grade recent results, Hall could
become the most coveted UFA winger on the market two years running
— or take a hit to the wallet. All thanks to his rare and surprising oneyear, show-me deal with the Buffalo Sabres.
“Things can turn pretty quick, especially if you have elite pieces like the
Sabres do,” Hall said, upon becoming 2020's most surprising signing.
“Obviously, I’m betting on myself, but I’m betting that the Sabres can
improve and have a good hockey season. If I didn’t, I wouldn’t be here.
“Honestly, the best thing for both sides is that this goes really well, and
I’m a Sabre for a long time.”
Welp.

9. Zach Hyman
Age on July 28: 29
Position: Left wing
2020-21 salary cap hit: $2.25 million
The latest: The Maple Leafs love Hyman; Hyman loves the Maple Leafs.
“I would love to stay in Toronto. It’s where I grew up. I want to be a Leaf
for a long time. That’s first and foremost,” Hyman said. “I would love to be
a long-term Leaf and would love to re-sign here and would love to be
here and ultimately win a Stanley Cup here.”
The all-situations winger has upped his bargaining power with another
fantastic campaign and is proving to be coach Sheldon Keefe’s fixer, as
he jostles from line to line, helping energize teammates who need a
bump.
Hyman’s brand of hockey would make him a unique commodity on the
open market, and all reports say no extension talks have taken place.
Leverage rests with the player here.

Hall and the Sabres have had a disastrous 2021. The player had scored
just twice (and added 14 assists) by the halfway mark, shooting at a
career-low 2.8 per cent. Hall is also a career-worst minus-17.

Signing Hyman in-season would place the Leafs in an expansion-draft
bind, so an extension will likely have to wait.

With full trade protection, Hall will have a say in where (or if) he’s dealt at
the deadline.

“Regardless of who he's playing with or where in the lineup, whether he's
on the power play or not, he comes and works and is an outstanding
leader and person for us,” GM Kyle Dubas said on March 16.

"We're open to anything and everything," Sabres GM Kevyn Adams said,
on the day he fired coach Ralph Krueger. Krueger was integral in
recruiting Hall to the team.

“With regards to his future, I'm not going to comment on he or any of the
pending free agents, restricted or unrestricted. I just don't think it's
productive at this time to do so.”

Adams and Hall’s agent, Darren Ferris, have discussed both an
extension and the idea of Hall waving his no-move clause.

10. Kyle Palmieri

8. Frederik Andersen
Age on July 28: 31
Position: Goaltender
2020-21 salary cap hit: $5 million
The latest: Andersen is easily the best netminder the Maple Leafs have
employed since Ed Belfour, and yet there is much uncertainty
surrounding his future with the franchise.
At the very least, GM Kyle Dubas entertained tire-kicking last off-season
on his workhorse No. 1 netminder, a valuable asset whose price in 202122 would strain the organization’s salary structure. (Carolina was one
team that inquired.) Dubas was reportedly only interested in parting with
Auston Matthews’ part-time roomie for a top-four defenceman.

Age on July 28: 30
Position: Right wing / Left wing
2020-21 salary cap hit: $4.65 million
The latest: An unsung star on a rebuilding team, the hardworking
Palmieri is quietly riding a five-year streak of 20-goal seasons and is one
of the last leaders standing on a roster that is getting younger by the
trade.
Extension talks with GM Tom Fitzgerald are reportedly underway, and
cap space is no issue in New Jersey. If the club cannot find common
ground with a consistent forward who contributes to all situations,
Palmieri will make a heckuva rental trade chip.
The Devils — a deadline seller — and Palmieri have reportedly begun
discussions regarding his future.

Andersen holds a 10-team no-trade clause, but we don’t envision him
being shipped out before April 12. That said, we believe Dubas will
prioritize a Zach Hyman extension over an Andersen one.

As Sportsnet's Elliotte Friedman reports, count the Bruins, Islanders and
Maple Leafs among teams that will be interested in the versatile winger’s
services.

Andersen’s thoughts on a second contract with the Leafs?

11. Tuukka Rask

“Whatever’s gonna happen, happens,” he said, following the team’s
fourth consecutive post-season series loss.

Age on July 28: 34

Andersen says there was “a little bit” of contract talks prior to puck drop.
Jordan Binnington’s six-year, $36-million extension with St. Louis looks
like the ceiling for Andersen on his next deal — which should be
dependent on his post-season performance.
“If I play well, things are going to be easier for me going forward. And if I
play well, it’ll be good for the team,” Andersen said of his contract year.

Position: Goaltender
2020-21 salary cap hit: $7 million
The latest: The question isn’t whether Rask — a Vezina-winning, Cupwinning, Jennings-winning stud — is deserving of an extension. The
question is whether he wants one.
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Rask openly pondered 2021 retirement this past season and drew
criticism in some (unkind) circles for departing the playoff bubble early to
attend to a family matter and leaving the Bruins’ crease to backup
Jaroslav Halak.
The flat cap might prevent Sweeney from offering Rask a raise in an offseason during which Boston will also face decisions on several other free
agents, but it would be difficult to argue that an engaged Rask isn’t worth
at least $7 million somewhere.
"I have no intention of playing anywhere else but the Bruins," Rask said
on Jan. 6.
"I'm comfortable where we are. I just wanna start the season in a good
groove, and if the talks happen during the season, so be it. My main goal
is to start season right, worry about future after."
The Bruins are not opposed to re-signing Rask or backup Jaroslav Halak
in-season, but there appears no urgency on either side. Feels like a
decision for the summer.
Rask was 8-4-2 with a .906 save percentage at the midway mark.
12. Phillip Danault
Age on July 28: 28
Position: Centre
2020-21 salary cap hit: $3.08 million
The latest: Danault’s name was “out there” this off-season, per Elliotte
Friedman, but trading responsible centremen before they hit age 30 is
seldom advisable. Even if the future looks bright at the position (see: Nick
Suzuki, Jasperi Kotkaniemi).
Danault doesn’t exactly put up Xbox numbers — he’s never surpassed
13 goals and has reached 50 points just once — but he tilts the ice,
nullifies the opposition’s top centre regularly and is a plus-46 player over
the past three seasons.
GM Marc Bergevin was quick to commit to Jeff Petry and Brendan
Gallagher, and he reportedly offered a six-year, $30-million deal to
Danault in the off-season that was rejected.
“At this moment, there are no negotiations,” Danault said on Nov. 24.
“Letting emotions get in the way of business doesn’t really work. I
understood that pretty quickly.”
Yes, Danault wishes he’d been take care of, the way Gallagher and Petry
were, but he’s still bringing a winning attitude to the rink.
“The Canadiens gave me a three-year contract two years ago, and I still
have a year to play with the Canadiens,” Danault said. “After that, we’ll
see. I really have the intention of honouring my contract and then, after
that, we’ll see what the future holds.”
Danault may consider hiring Nathan MacKinnon as his agent. Asked,
during a Spitttin’ Chiclets interview to name his toughest matchup,
MacKinnon pointed to Danault.
“Such a good centreman. It’s hard to get space on him,” MacKinnon said.
“I don’t know if he’s in Selke talks, but he should be. Hopefully he wins
one. Good versus everyone, not just me.”
More notable 2021 UFAs: Mike Hoffman, Brandon Saad, Alex Iafallo,
David Krejci, Eric Staal, Ryan Getzlaf, Tomas Tatar, Mikael Granlund,
Erik Haula, Bobby Ryan, Niklas Hjalmarsson, Adam Larsson, Derek
Stepan, Paul Stastny, Alexander Edler, Petr Mrazek, Travis Zajac, Jaden
Schwartz, David Savard, Tyler Bozak, Ryan Murray, Nikita Gusev, Nick
Foligno, Brandon Sutter, Nick Bonino, Alec Martinez, Adam Lowry, Blake
Coleman, Sean Kuraly, Barclay Goodrow, Pekka Rinne, Jamie Oleksiak,
Jordan Martinook, Tanner Pearson, Jordie Benn
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Sportsnet.ca / Canucks' season looking up after complete road win over
Canadiens

Iain MacIntyre
March 20, 2021, 12:29 AM

Whatever the risk, the reward for J.T. Miller was worth it Friday night
when the audacious power forward conjured the biggest goal of the
Vancouver Canucks’ season, scoring spectacularly in overtime to beat
the Montreal Canadiens 3-2.
An even bigger goal could come Saturday when the Canucks, 7-1-0 in
their last eight games and back to .500 for the first time since Feb. 2, can
pass the Canadiens on points in the North Division by completing a twogame sweep in Montreal.
Such a possibility seemed like pure fantasy only three weeks ago but the
Canucks, strengthened by success and a superhuman run of form from
starting goalie Thatcher Demko, have found themselves and are now
finding ways to win instead of lose.
This week alone, they blew 2-0 leads in consecutive games against the
Ottawa Senators but were resilient enough to win both. On Friday, they
surrendered a tying goal to Nick Suzuki with 57 seconds remaining in
regulation time and the Canadiens skating six-against-four.
Still, the Canucks did not buckle.
“The biggest thing about our group tonight that gave me a lot of passion
about our group was when we got scored on, there was no letdown on
our team, no heads down at the bench,” Canucks defenceman Nate
Schmidt said. “It happened, whatever. Let’s go back out and get it done.”
Vancouver coach Travis Green said of the tying goal: “No one flinched at
all.”
At the end of a continuous, two-minute shift to start overtime, Miller
bullied his way past Tomas Tatar, then toe-dragged the puck around
Suzuki before outwaiting Montreal goalie Jake Allen to score at 2:01.
Canadiens coach Dominique Ducharme had three forwards on the ice,
and two of them were no match in the defensive zone against Miller.
“It's not really textbook,” Miller said. “I'd been on the ice a really long
time, but I wasn't really doing a whole lot. They were in the neutral zone
just swinging a lot (with the puck) and I still felt fresh. It's one of those
things where I knew I was going against a forward, and then when I got
by the first guy, it's a heat-of-the-moment move that doesn't happen very
often, so I'm pretty lucky to get by and obviously it was a big goal for us.”
Equally big was a breakaway miss seconds earlier by Montreal’s resident
power forward, Josh Anderson, who shot high and may have been
spooked by seeing Demko stack his pads sideways like a modern-day
Ken Dryden.
Driving a new forward line that included old New York Rangers and
Team USA linemate Jimmy Vesey, claimed on waivers Wednesday from
the Toronto Maple Leafs, Miller logged 23:36 of ice time. Only Quinn
Hughes, the defenceman who passed the puck up to Miller before ending
his own marathon OT shift and finishing with 24:03 TOI, played more on
either team.
The Canucks won for just the second time in 16 games when
surrendering the first goal.
Adam Gaudette scored on a beautiful goalmouth setup by Antoine
Roussel at 2:25 of the second period, offsetting Corey Perry’s first-period
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power-play goal for Montreal, before Nils Hoglander redirected Schmidt’s
shot-pass to put Vancouver ahead at 6:37.
The Canucks did not allow an even-strength goal.
In their biggest game of a season they’ve been chasing since a 6-11-0
start, the Canucks manufactured one of their best road performances.
They did a lot more than defer to Demko, who made 29 saves and is 8-10 in March with a .950 save rate.
Green faces a goaltending decision Saturday – whether to give Demko
his ninth straight start in the second of back-to-back games or let
struggling backup Braden Holtby play for the first time since March 2 –
that will be ripe for second-guessing no matter whom he chooses.

The latter was handled brilliantly by the Flames and the former allowed
the team to take advantage of two fortuitous bounces to preserve a 4-3
bounce back win that should do wonders to help their surging confidence
grow.
Home of the Flames
As part of the team’s renewed emphasis on covering one another in
every way possible, Juuso Valimaki immediately sprung to Gaudreau’s
defence after the tiny winger turned into the hellacious Holl hit that was
an awkward enough distance from the boards to inflict an obvious
measure of pain. Valimaki drew the only penalty on the exchange,
prompting the Flames to kill the type of penalty team’s take additional
pride in.

“That was a good team effort tonight right from the drop the puck,” the
coach said. “We just played a good road game. That's the type of hockey
we need to play to have success. We've been talking about it a long time
now. It was nice to get the win.”

Soon thereafter Holl accepted Tkachuk’s invitation to fight, but not before
it appeared the Leafs defender awkwardly attempted to reclaim his
gloves as if the scrap has been cancelled.

“We want to dictate how the game goes by how we play,” Gaudette said,
“never by how the opponent plays. I think we did a good job of that
tonight.”

“I didn’t really know what was going on – we were going to fight and then
he went to pick up his gloves, and then I wasn’t going to let him miss that
opportunity,” said Tkachuk, who was asked what the message was with
the fight.

31 Thoughts: The Podcast
Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what
they think about it.
Nobody on the Canucks exerts his will with the audacity and authority of
Miller, who can be both fabulous and fallible with the puck. But his team
is starting to pick up some of Miller’s confidence and swagger. They’ve
transformed themselves over the last five weeks.
“It's a really fine line between winning and losing,” Miller said. “I said this
a month ago to you guys, that we were playing the right way and if we
believe in our game and have faith in our system and we play the right
way, most nights we're going to get the results. And it just took a long
time for those results to come, I feel like. It's easy to get impatient, but I
think we have done a good job of staying with it and putting a good game
in front of us more nights than not.”
And Saturday night?
“We haven't looked at tomorrow yet, but it's a giant game for our team,”
he said. “It means a lot to us. It's been a heckuva road trip; we've been
playing good hockey. We really want to win tomorrow. It's obviously the
biggest game that we've played yet this year. I think we know what's at
stake.”
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 03.20.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / Flames' selfless play vs. Leafs puts emphasis on team's
growing confidence

Eric Francis
March 20, 2021, 12:12 AM

The term, “bend-but-not-break” is often used to describe the type of
desperate defending the Calgary Flames employed to preserve Friday
night’s win in Toronto.
However, it also paints a picture of what Johnny Gaudreau went through
when plowed awkwardly into the boards by Leafs defenceman Justin
Holl.

“Don’t touch Johnny, I guess? I don’t think a lot of guys liked the hit,
whether it was clean or whether it was dirty. It was a little ways from the
boards and he could have gotten hurt.”
As for why he took it upon himself to spark the fight, Tkachuk explained,
“I know he’s probably not fighting Looch (Milan Lucic), Benny (Sam
Bennett) or Ritch (Brett Ritchie.)”
Tkachuk’s first goal in nine outings opened the game and set the tone for
what appeared early to be the sort of shootout Sutter insists his team
isn’t capable of winning too often in the star-studded north.
A 3-2 lead after the first period was erased by a Mitch Marner goal early
in the second that Mark Giordano answered midway through the evening
with a power-play blast that bounced in off Jake Muzzin. Much like how
the Leafs won a game earlier this year with a pair of fortuitous bounces in
Calgary, Giordano’s ended up being the game-winner in a contest that
finished with four intense minutes of penalty killing in the third that saw
Giordano accumulate the bulk of his five blocks.
“He was our fearless leader, willing to get in front of at least two or three
big shot blocks there at the end,” said Derek Ryan, who put the Flames
up 2-0 on the hosts a mere seven minutes into the game.
“He was amped up and I thought he brought his ‘A’ game. That’s what
we’ve talked about in our dressing room, everybody trying to be
anywhere from two per cent to five per cent better, and I think he was
more than that tonight. He was our leader and helped us gut out those
two points.”
His selflessness typified a Flames performance that gave the Flames its
fourth win in five games under Darryl Sutter, coming on the heels of a
humbling setback against Edmonton Wednesday.
*I understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time.
The Toronto-born captain said afterward he was most proud of the
blocks, as they were integral in preserving a crucial win that also saw
Jacob Markstrom rebound with a 24-save effort that included a diving
effort to stone Austin Matthews late.
“I thought we played really well - we checked well and gave up very little
odd-man rushes,” said Sutter, who pointed out most of Toronto’s
chances came off three unsuccessful power plays.
“It was not a track meet game at all. I think we have a team that can play
together and if we eliminate little mistakes in our game and stay out of
the penal box we can play with them. Look at the third period, we killed
two penalties and they were two of our centremen that kill penalties in the
box, and we got through it. So, the mindset was right. Hopefully, we can
use this as a stepping stone.”
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That’s what is needed if the Flames, who’ve won four of five under
Sutter, can continue closing the gap on the fourth-place Canadiens who
sit two points up after losing in overtime Friday to a Vancouver team still
one up on Calgary.
Not that they’ll have much time to savour the win against the north’s topranked team before playing them again Saturday, but you can bet the
Flames went to sleep feeling better about themselves, save for the
extensive bruising.
In a game that saw the Flames block the bulk of 29 shots in a frantic third
period in which they somehow limited the Leafs to just eight shots, Noah
Hanifin came up lame after falling, Sam Bennett had his hand taped after
blocking a shot, Tkachuk needed repairs after the fight and Gaudreau’s
wincing was continual following his blast.
Prices were paid, as Sutter demands.
“Huge win – every game is big now so every two points is huge,” said
Ryan, whose opportunistic club handed the Leafs their sixth loss in seven
outings.
“We fought pretty hard tonight for those two points against a really good
team. Our penalty kill came up big in the third and I thought we defended
a little bit better than we did against Edmonton, but still room for
improvement. The guys just battled and dug deep to get a nice road win.”
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 03.20.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / NHL Rookie Notebook: Ducks' Drysdale dominant in NHL
debut

Emily Sadler
March 19, 2021, 3:22 PM

Every week throughout the 2020-21 season, we're highlighting a handful
of rookie performances and milestones from around the league.
Senators' Daccord should be your new favourite player
It's been quite a week for Ottawa Senators goaltender Joey Daccord. On
Sunday night, the 24-year-old was unexpectedly tossed into the starter's
role after an injury took Matt Murray out during warmups.
Thirty-three saves and plenty of drama later, Daccord had his first career
NHL win and quickly became everyone's new favourite player thanks to a
joyful, honest, and emotional post-game interview:
Unfortunately, Daccord's run of starts -- he started both Monday and
Wednesday night's matchups against the Canucks -- was cut short after
he, too, fell to injury. Following Monday's 3-2 overtime loss, in which
Daccord stopped 25 of 28 shots, the Boston native stopped 19 of 21 in
Wednesday's Canucks rematch before going down five minutes into the
third period. He looked to be in a lot of pain in the non-contact injury, and
had to be helped off the ice. As we learned on Friday, he could be done
for the season.
Stützle dazzles with backhand pass
Part of what made Daccord's post-game interview so wonderful Sunday
night was his enthusiastic recalling of rookie teammate Tim Stützle's
incredible pass to set up Drake Batherson:

Stützle had the whole hockey world buzzing with that one. The 19-yearold currently sits second in assists among his Senators teammates, with
12, and second in points among all rookies league-wide, with 18.
Kahkonen's win streak continues
He only made one appearance since we checked in last Friday, but
Kahkonen certainly made it count: He stopped all 31 shots Tuesday
against the Arizona Coyotes for his second career shutout and his ninth
consecutive victory.
He's undoubtedly the starter of the future in Minnesota, but what about
right now? With Cam Talbot back in fine form, the Wild have themselves
a solid tandem and a great goalie battle. Talbot got the bulk of the starts
this past week, recording a pair of wins against Arizona, including a
shutout, followed by a loss to Colorado in which he made a whopping 50
saves.
Lankinen robs Ekblad with incredible glove save
We've had lots of great rookie goaltending stories this season, with the
surprise emergence of Chicago Blackhawks netminder Kevin Lankinen
leading the way out of the gates and throughout much of the first half of
the season.
While Chicago struggled this week with a trio of losses, Lankinen's skill
was on full display Monday night with this elite save against Florida
Panthers star Aaron Ekblad:
Ducks' Drysdale dominant in NHL debut
The Anaheim Ducks have a bright future ahead of them with playmakers
like Jamie Drysdale and Trevor Zegras coming up big like they did
Thursday night.
Suiting up for his NHL debut against the Coyotes Thursday, Drysdale
wasted no time in making a strong first impression.
First, he got the Ducks on the board with his first career NHL goal at the
12-minute mark of the second period. (The goal was initially credited to
Max Jones, but quickly corrected.)
Then, 2:29 later, the defenceman helped set up a gorgeous goal by
Zegras. It was Zegras's first career goal, and Drysdale's secondary assist
marked his first career helper.
Drysdale, former OHL Erie Otter and sixth overall selection of last fall's
draft, is known for his elite skating and strong puck movement and that
was on full display Thursday.
At 18 years and 344 days, he's the youngest player in Ducks franchise
history to record two points in his debut, and is just the third 18-year-old
defender to put up multiple points in his first outing (Petr Svoboda did it in
Montreal in 1984, and Ray Bourque was the first to do so in 1979 with
Boston). He's also the fourth 18-year-old defenceman ever to score in his
NHL debut.
Zegras, who hails from Bedford, N.Y., was selected by the Ducks ninth
overall in 2019 and now has 11 games under his belt. He and Drysdale,
from Toronto, have long been opponents on the international stage but
now, lucky for the Ducks, are already finding chemistry when flying
together.
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Sportsnet.ca / Jets confident in ability to regroup after off-night for top
guns vs. Oilers

"That pass from Timmy was -- oh my God, I almost fell over."
Same, Joey.

Ken Wiebe
March 19, 2021, 9:57 AM
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WINNIPEG — It had the makings of a temporary fix, a shot in the arm to
start the longest road trip of this compressed regular season.
Sure, it’s only mid-March and there are 26 games left on the schedule —
including this stretch of seven games over 12 days — but there was
some buzz surrounding this two-game series between the Winnipeg Jets
and Edmonton Oilers.
After all, by the time the horn sounded at the end of the contest, one of
the two teams would find themselves on equal footing with the first-place
Toronto Maple Leafs, at least in terms of points.
On a night that was mostly the opposite of the high-octane pace folks
have come to expect when the Jets and Oilers get together, Connor
McDavid was the difference-maker, supplying both goals in a 2-1 victory
Thursday night.
“I’d like to have those. But at the same time, you can ask any goalie,
that’s one of the tougher spots to stop,” said Jets goalie Laurent Brossoit,
who made 19 saves but had his personal four-game winning streak
snapped. “It’s pretty obvious you don’t want to give him any time and
space. When he does have it, he’s a pure goal scorer. He picked a good
shot, a good spot. He’s got a deceptive release. I mean, you can
compliment him all you want, it’s almost unnecessary. We all know it.”
As for the Jets’ top guns, nothing came easy.
Paul Stastny and Kyle Connor rattled shots off the iron and one of the
best scoring opportunities came late as Mark Scheifele nearly sent the
game to overtime with goalie Brossoit on the bench in favour of an extra
attacker.
But the pass to Scheifele in front changed direction off the skate of Oilers
forward Josh Archibald and skipped over his stick and he was unable to
bat the puck out of the air.
That’s just the type of night it was.
“Obviously, we’re paid to produce. All of our lines had some chances. We
wish we would have had more or capitalized on them when we had the
chance,” said Scheifele, who survived a scare when he blocked a shot
with his right foot/ankle late in the first period, declaring “it’s fine” during
his post-game media session. “That’s the way it goes sometimes. You
can’t get them every night, so we have to regroup and be ready for the
next one.”
The Jets have made regrouping an art form this season, showing resolve
at almost every turn.
After losing for the second time in three games and escaping overtime in
the other, the Jets find themselves in familiar territory, looking to remain
among the two teams in the NHL (the Florida Panthers are the other) that
has yet to lose consecutive games in regulation this season.
They’re 8-0-1 coming in that scenario and will put that record on the line
in Saturday’s rematch against an Oilers team that has shown plenty of its
own, going 6-2 since getting swept by the Maple Leafs.
The Jets are the only team in the North to avoid a full-fledged crisis so far
and they’re determined to keep it that way.
“We’re a confident group. We lose one, we just put it behind us and focus
on the next one,” said Mathieu Perreault. “We’ve got a great group of
guys. We’re playing well. That’s just kind of the mentality we’ve had and
we’ve been able to bounce back pretty much every time we’ve lost so far
this year.”
After coughing up a two-goal lead in the third period against the Montreal
Canadiens one night earlier before rallying to win in overtime, the Jets
mostly clamped down defensively, limiting the Oilers to only 21 shots on
goal — and only three high-danger opportunities at 5-on-5 play.
Tightening up collectively in the defensive zone is the top priority for the
Jets in the second half — and with the exception of the third period on

Wednesday night — they’ve mostly been able to accomplish that goal in
recent efforts.
Sure, there were the three self-inflicted wounds and costly turnovers in
Monday’s defeat, but the Jets have kept the shot volume down to a
manageable level in three of the past four outings.
Sticking to that style is going to be essential as things ramp up.
“We’ve been playing a pretty good style in trying to be real careful about
what we’re giving up,” said Jets head coach Paul Maurice. “We had the
turnovers against Montreal but other than that, our last four we have
been pretty darn good with it.”
Surviving this stretch run comes down to a formula that’s easier to
identify than it often is to execute.
“Health is going to be No. 1, in truth, and it’s one of those tough ones that
you have a difficult time controlling,” said Maurice. “When you look at all
of the schedules now, 17 games (in March), a number of four-game
weeks stacked up. The team that can stay the healthiest, No. 1, then
recover the best is most important. No. 2 would be being able to
mentally, then, do the exact same thing, not get in or out of a rhythm too
high or too low.
“Certainly too low is the danger here and being able to rejuvenate
yourself mentally. The physical part, we’ll try to get them a rest, but trying
to stay positive when your game … because you’re going to have ups
and downs and it’s going to be very intense and very competitive and in
the North, it’ll be very scrutinized, so all the pressure you can imagine is
there.”
With both teams in the midst of a taxing portion of the schedule and
playing on consecutive nights, offence was simply tough to generate on
Thursday, especially for the Jets — whose lone goal came off the stick of
a rejuvenated Perreault.
Perreault, who was placed on waivers prior to the season to help create
a larger LTIR pool, is up to seven goals on the season, eclipsing his total
from 2019-20 — when he was limited to 49 games because of injury.
The Jets’ best line was its fourth unit, which has been a topic for much of
the time since Maurice took over from Claude Noel in January of 2014.
Over the course of time, the Jets have used a blend of youth and
experience.
Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what
they think about it.
This year, at least when healthy, Maurice has leaned mostly on the
veteran trio of Nate Thompson between two-time Stanley Cup champion
Trevor Lewis and Perreault.
“It’s all based on role definition,” said Maurice, asked how difficult it is to
integrate veteran players at a time when youth is often served. “When
you sign a veteran guy or when you trade for a veteran guy, is the hole
that you have for him to play what he expected? As long as those lines
are clear, then those guys are great.
“But the most important piece is that when you’re making that deal or
you’re having those conversations and a lot of times it’s in the summer,
that it’s really clear about what you’re being brought in to do because if
you bring in a guy and say I’ve got you in the two-hole on the left side
and then he’s playing in the four-hole because you’ve got other players
ahead of him, that’s where veteran guys — they’re more aware of how
much time is on their clock. And they all want to win and they all want to
play, so wasting a year or not being where they thought would be — and
that’s not performance-based — it’s just, they didn’t get what we
promised them. Then you can have a problem. We’ve been really good
about bringing those guys in and them understanding what the role and
the job was and then accepting it.”
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There aren’t a lot of nights when the fourth line is asked to play 10-plus
minutes a night, but they don’t have to constantly be sheltered with
offensive-zone starts either.
Earlier this week, Maurice sent them out to protect a one-goal lead with
fewer than three minutes to go in regulation.
The move may have raised a few eyebrows, but it also served a greater
purpose — both as a reward and also as recognition for doing the little
things right.
“So, one of the things that you notice is that our shift length has gotten a
lot better from the start of the year, because now they have respect for
that fourth line. It’s their turn to go,” Maurice said recently. “I know that’s
a small thing, but it’s not because it makes your whole game better. The
respect for the other players on the ice.”
Finding a mix he can rely on to play somewhere in the neighbourhood of
seven to 10 minutes has been challenging for Maurice, but due to the
frenetic pace during the final 10 weeks of the campaign, no team can
survive without getting a contribution from the fourth unit.
“This is what we want. We want to be out there and have a chance to
make a difference every night,” said Perreault. “And like I said earlier,
we’re three responsible guys in our own end. We want Paul (Maurice) to
have that trust in us to put us out there late in games to get the job done.
So we were glad to see we got that time and hopefully we can get more
of that.”
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 03.20.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / McDavid giving Oilers a 'cheat code' with evolution into
complete superstar

Mark Spector
March 19, 2021, 1:35 AM

EDMONTON — It’s definitely not fair that one team gets Connor
McDavid and the other doesn’t. And now he’s playing defence, winning
faceoffs, and shooting — and scoring — more than ever before.

refuelled, and turned on again for another 60 minutes of consistent
performance.
Somehow though, everyone else gets tired except for No. 97.
Somehow, the puck bounced over the stick of Mark Scheifele all night
long, but it didn’t jump over McDavid’s as he whistled a pair of pucks past
Laurent Brossoit’s stick side. He gave Edmonton a 2-1 lead after 40
minutes — with two more assists courtesy the red-hot Tyson Barrie —
and Edmonton hung on to pull into a first place tie with Toronto at 40
points apiece.
That’s the other thing about McDavid these days. He appears to have
had his Steve Yzerman moment, realizing that points alone won’t take
him to a championship.
“[Defensive play] is always a main focus for us. I know it doesn’t always
look like it,” McDavid said post-game. “We’re always trying to limit
chances and keep the puck out of our net.”
McDavid went away after the disaster that was a four-game, Qualifying
Round loss to Chicago last summer, and set his attention to a few crucial
parts of his game. He wanted to be better defensively, to improve in the
faceoff circle, and it was apparent to all that he would have to mix up the
opposition by shooting a lot more.
Fast forward to this morning: McDavid’s 131 shots on net are second
only to Brady Tkachuk’s 141, and after a career in which he never
registered a faceoff percentage as high as 48 per cent, he sits at 51.4 per
cent in the circle this season.
All in all, McDavid’s game has turned a corner that every superstar’s
game must turn before they win. Yzerman, Mike Modano, Sidney Crosby
— the best always seek out ways to get better.
“What I like most about him this year is, he’s come in with a real
determined mindset to defend well and be a real solid player in our own
end,” said his head coach, Dave Tippett. “Our whole coaching staff talks
about it every day, how much he’s dug in to playing a real winning style
of game.
“There was some criticism in the summer towards him and Draisaitl —
that I didn’t think was warranted — but he’s taken it to heart and he’s
become a much better 200-foot player. You notice the things he does
offensively, but he’s a solid, dependable player in our own zone. He
doesn’t get enough credit for that.”
He’s getting credit now.

It ends up with a game like the one played Thursday, where two sleepy
teams were playing their second of back-to-back games and third in four
nights. The Cheat Code — a.k.a. McDavid — scored twice and the
Edmonton Oilers beat the Winnipeg Jets 2-1.

The Cheat Code is winning faceoffs and playing defence.

“Basically, he got us those two points tonight,” said winning goalie Mikko
Koskinen. “We are happy to have him.”
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That's bad news for the rest of the North.
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Ya think?
On a night when both teams' stars were not great, simply overtaxed by
this relentless pandemic-schedule, the brightest star was still his
supernova self, as McDavid cranked up his lead in the scoring race and
pulled to within one goal of league leader Auston Matthews with his 19th
and 20th.

TSN.CA / Andersen’s struggles continue; Flames hand Leafs third
straight loss

By Kristen Shilton

Honestly, this was one of those nights when it just isn’t fair.
“He’s incredible. It’s amazing to watch,” said defenceman Ethan Bear.
“We were joking around, ‘We play a tight game, we have the best player
in the league, and he doesn’t get tired. He does phenomenal things, like
scoring two tonight, and we’ve just got to do our part and hold down the
fort.’”
It was, in fact, the fifth game in seven nights for Edmonton, a span of
games that invokes a minor-league schedule. We get it: These guys
make big money. But that doesn’t make them machines, to be turned off,

TORONTO —Amid Frederik Andersen’s ongoing struggles in net, the
Maple Leafs continued their losing ways Friday night.
Toronto’s starter made just 14 saves in a 4-3 loss to the Calgary Flames,
registering a season-low .778 save percentage. Andersen is now 2-5-0
with an .871 save percentage since returning on March 3 from a lowerbody injury that he admitted on Thursday is still troubling him. The loss
was Toronto’s third in a row, and dropped them to 1-6-0 in their last
seven.
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The Leafs did much of their part in front of Andersen on Friday by
controlling play offensively and allowing a season-low 18 shots on net,
including just two in the third period. What mistakes that were made
ended up behind Andersen though, and that told the story of Toronto’s
defeat.
“It's difficult on a night like tonight when everything seems to find a way
through traffic,” Andersen said. "I know personally, I didn't lose my ability
to play good. And same goes for our team, too. We want to get out of this
slump here and start winning some hockey games. It's just a matter of
putting it together. I think it's something [that starts] by me looking inward
and doing what I can do just to play my best and help the team.”
The Flames were up on Toronto in a hurry Friday, scoring two goals on
four shots in the opening frame.
That first goal came just 1:19 into the game, when Andersen failed to
seal his post against Matthew Tkachuk’s short side strike.
Then a defensive zone turnover ended up on the stick of Derek Ryan,
who was alone in the slot and blasted a wrister past Andersen.
It was a start for Toronto that felt eerily similar to the one in their game
last Sunday against Ottawa, when the Senators scored twice with their
first three shots on net.
“When things are going the way they had been for us as a team, and the
first shot ends up in your net, that's tough,” said coach Sheldon Keefe.
“That's the way it's going, so we just have to continue to focus on the
things that we can do to not put ourselves in those positions where those
pucks can't be directed at our net.”
Toronto began to rally in the second half of the period. Morgan Rielly put
a shot on Jacob Markstrom that was blocked in front, but the puck took a
fortuitous bounce onto Jason Spezza’s stick and the veteran didn’t miss
from the slot to make it 2-1 Calgary with just over seven minutes left in
the first.

it ended up that we went. It's all part of the game, especially when I had
the hit on Gaudreau, so there's going to be a response.”
In short order, Ilya Mikheyev had joined Holl in the box for holding and
Mark Giordano scored with a one-timer just three seconds into the power
play, giving Calgary a 4-3 edge it would not relinquish.
The Leafs’ penalty kill has now allowed four goals in its last 10
appearances. Toronto’s own power play went 0-for-3 on the night, and is
0-for-8 in its last four games.
Keefe said backup Jack Campbell will step in against Calgary in the
second half of Toronto’s back-to-back on Saturday, giving Andersen a
chance to re-set mentally. The Leafs were coming off a four-day break as
it was and while Keefe admitted he thought there might be a lull in their
play, he had hoped for a better result.
“It's certainly [frustrating],” he said. "You want it to flip and get the results
going back, but that doesn't do us any good. We've got to just regroup
here and recognize this as an opportunity for us to realize how it is we
need to play and how consistent we need to be. We better find a way to
get a win here and then all of a sudden everything eases up a little bit but
it's not going to be easy.”
TSN.CA LOADED: 03.20.2021
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TSN.CA / Sutter wants Calgary's top-end talent to emulate ‘complete’
Leafs stars

By Mark Masters

Wayne Simmonds, in his first game back from a broken wrist suffered
Feb. 6, picked up an assist on the play.

The Toronto Maple Leafs held an optional skate at Scotiabank Arena on
Friday. The Calgary Flames held a full skate.

Toronto had a great chance to close the gap off a Flames’ offensive zone
turnover, but Auston Matthews and Mitch Marner both failed to convert,
and then Chris Tanev rifled a shot through traffic at the other end with
1:05 to play in the opening frame.

Flames coach Darryl Sutter was asked Friday what adjustments he's
looking for from highly skilled stars like Johnny Gaudreau and Sean
Monahan.

By then, Andersen had allowed three goals on seven shots.
“He got it on the on the flank and originally I saw it on the left side of the
screen and then as he dragged it over I had to switch to where I was
trying to track the puck,” Andersen said of Tanev’s strike. “And just as he
was releasing it I saw it and it was just too late to really track it and get
something on it.”
Alex Kerfoot made it his mission to respond quickly, carrying the puck
into Calgary’s zone and looking off the defender with a quick shot from
the circle that beat Markstrom with 24.5 seconds left in the frame.
The Leafs trailed 3-2 going into the second, and Marner had the
equalizer in a hurry with a high-glove shot over Markstrom.
Toronto barely had time to exhale before Justin Holl had smashed
Johnny Gaudreau into the boards, prompting a tussle instigated by
Calgary defenceman Juuso Valimaki. The Leafs’ ensuing power play try
came up empty, however, and right after it ended, Tkachuk was waiting
for Holl.
A strange sequence followed. Tkachuk challenged Holl to a fight, both
players dropped their gloves, and then Tkachuk skated away, only to
start punching Holl as he bent down to pick up his mitts. The two
exchanged a few half-hearted blows from there before sitting to serve
their five-minute penalties.
“He came at me and asked me to go, so I dropped them, and then I
thought that he was not dropping them,” Holl said. "And then I think the
linesman said something so I was confused as to what was going on but

"It's just a little bit more of their shot count, shot quality, pace of the game
and 200-foot game," the veteran bench boss explained. "You look at the
Toronto Maple Leafs, they play a complete game and their top players
have made that adjustment to play a complete game, so you have to try
to emulate those teams to have any success here."
Gaudreau, Monahan and linemate Brett Ritchie have been dumping and
chasing the puck more since Sutter took over.
"Whether I'm comfortable with it or not that’s our team, that's our system
right now," Gaudreau said. "You need to adapt. It doesn't matter which
coach you're playing for, you need to follow his instructions and make
sure you're playing the right way and the way he wants you to play."
"We're trying to limit turnovers," said Monahan. "We're trying to hold
pucks more in their end. If you get chances off the rush you're going to
take it, but if they're not there we have to continue to play the right way."
Calgary had won three straight with Sutter behind the bench before
getting shelled 7-3 on Wednesday in Edmonton. After that game, Sutter
noted the Flames don't have the same firepower as other teams in the
North Division and have to play a more disciplined style to have success.
"I haven't found the net too much in the past few games, but we're 3-1
and that's all you can really ask for," said Gaudreau, who has one goal
and six shots in the past four outings. "When you're 3-1 with the new guy,
I mean, that's a recipe for success."
Sutter isn’t juggling his forward lines tonight pointing out that the groups
have played fairly well. The coach cited "needless penalties" as the major
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issue in Wednesday's setback. The Oilers scored on three of four powerplay chances.
"You see in this division where there are nights like that, basically powerplay nights," said Sutter. "Our team has responded very well. It's not an
issue."
"We know we have skill on our team," said Monahan. "We know we can
score. We got to check first and that's when we'll get our opportunities."
Flames not looking to play run-and-gun against Leafs: 'We know how we
have to win'
Darryl Sutter brings a more defensive style behind the bench and he's
been preaching to the Flames that playing a run-and-gun game won't
lead to success against teams like the Maple Leafs and Oilers. Johnny
Gaudreau and Sean Monahan discuss the new playstyle and what it
means for their offence.
The Flames have lost three of four games to the Leafs this season, but
went 1-0-1 during a trip to Toronto last month. The Leafs didn’t score a
five-on-five goal against Calgary in those two games.
"We've played well against them in the past," said Gaudreau. "We've
played these guys pretty well."
"We know what we're up against," Monahan said. "It's a game we're
looking forward to and we want to set the tone ourselves and get pucks
behind them. We want to have the puck more than them and be heavy
with it in their end and keep an eye [on] those top guys."
The Leafs should have a lot of energy thanks to a four-day break
between games. The rest has helped top-line centre Auston Matthews
recover from a nagging wrist injury. Matthews has three goals, all from in
tight, in seven games since returning from a two-game absence.
"Tony keeps pretty even-keeled," said linemate Mitch Marner. "Our group
tries not to get frustrated and stay the same mood at all times. I'm sure it
is frustrating for him to not be able to shoot it as well as he'd like, but
definitely looks like he's coming back to normal and it's a big help for our
team."
Already dealing with a hand injury, Matthews hurt his right wrist in a
game against the Flames on Feb. 24 when defenceman Rasmus
Andersson checked him hard into the boards.
Leafs Ice Chips: Matthews looking like his old self
The Leafs are ready to resume their season tonight against the Flames.
Toronto has been off since losing Sunday night in Ottawa, and this break
has helped the group refocus and re-energize after a tough stretch that
saw them drop five of six games. The break has been especially helpful
for Auston Matthews who has been nursing a nagging wrist injury. As
Mark Masters explains, the 23-year-old centre has been looking at lot
better in practice this week.
Alex Galchenyuk will make his Leafs debut tonight slotting in on the
second line with John Tavares and William Nylander.

Alex Galchenyuk will make his Maple Leafs debut tonight against the
Flames. The 27-year old forward will play on a line with John Tavares
and William Nylander, and head coach Sheldon Keefe explained why the
timing is right for Galchenyuk to suit up tonight.
Wayne Simmonds returns to the Leafs lineup tonight after missing six
weeks with a broken wrist.
"It's been a long time coming for him," said Keefe. "He's the kind of guy
who has a ton of energy and he hasn't been able to utilize a great deal of
that in a competitive environment. Just to be in the practices was real
good for him and we wanted to see how he responded coming in here
today, but he feels good and we're happy to have him back in the mix."
Simmonds will start on the fourth line with Pierre Engvall and Jason
Spezza and resume his role as the net-front guy on the top power-play
unit. His mere presence on the bench is also expected to provide a
spark.
"He's got a strong voice, a loud voice, you know, a guy who will stand up
and kind of yell or encourage the group from one end to the other," Keefe
noted. "He also has a strong voice on the ice with his linemates and with
the opposition. He's got a lot of respect in the league."
'An amazing teammate': Simmonds returns to Leafs' lineup against
Flames
Wayne Simmonds will return to the Maple Leafs' lineup tonight against
the Flames after being out since February 6th due to a broken wrist.
Simmonds' teammates discussed what he brings to the team.
After giving up seven goals on 30 shots in Wednesday's loss to the
Oilers, Jacob Markstrom gets the start again for Calgary.
"He had a rough night last game and we're looking for a bounce-back
game tonight out of him," said Sutter. "That's what I'm looking for."
Frederik Andersen starts for the Leafs. Jack Campbell will be the backup
goalie. It is the first time Campbell has dressed in a game since
aggravating a leg injury on Feb. 27 in Edmonton.
Andersen aims to regain confidence; admits injury still a factor
The Maple Leafs' hold on the North division has been shaken by losing
five of six. Goalie Frederik Andersen's not the only one to blame, but he
has been shaky lately. And while Andersen has been known to get out of
ruts before during his time in Toronto, he's facing both a mental and
physical challenge now. TSN's Mark Masters has more.
Sutter will be coaching against a familiar foe tonight in Joe Thornton. The
pair have seen a lot of each other over the years in the Pacific Division.
"I have a ton of respect for him. It's not just how long he’s played, but
[also] the success and how he's played and how he’s played at playoff
time," said Sutter. "What gets overlooked is his playoff performances.
He's a guy who's knocked on the door lots, but his playoff performance
has been immaculate and his ability to recover and play through tough
injuries is remarkable."

"Seeing what he did with the Marlies, it seemed like he kind of got his
swagger back with his confidence with the puck and power-plays seams
and just kind of getting his magic back," Marner observed. "Through
practice these last couple days you've seen it as well. His chemistry is
getting better with JT and Will and hopefully they adapt quickly in this
game tonight. Everyone is excited to see him tonight."

Thornton has 133 points in 179 career playoff games.

Acquired in a trade with Carolina on Feb. 15, Galchenyuk played six
games in the American Hockey League, producing eight points before
being recalled by the Leafs this week.

Mikheyev - Kerfoot - Hyman

"He'll get a chance to play with good players tonight and I thought those
guys looked really good in practice yesterday," said coach Sheldon
Keefe. "I think the way that he moves the puck and the way that he can
score and shoot the puck pairs well with them."
Galchenyuk to make Leafs debut tonight, will play with Tavares, Nylander

Projected Leafs lineup for Friday's game:
Thornton - Matthews - Marner
Galchenyuk - Tavares - Nylander

Simmonds - Engvall - Spezza
Rielly - Brodie
Muzzin - Holl
Dermott - Bogosian
Andersen starts
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Campbell
Projected Flames lineup for Friday's game:
Tkachuk - Lindholm - Dube
Gaudreau - Monahan - Ritchie
Lucic - Backlund - Mangiapane
Bennett - Ryan - Leivo
Giordano - Andersson

Because Galchenyuk has bounced between six different teams since
2018, Toronto was wary about rushing him into service. He was assigned
to the AHL’s Marlies at the end of February, marking the first minorleague stint of his career. Galchenyuk flourished there, producing two
goals and eight points in six games.
That output earned Galchenyuk an opportunity to join the Leafs this week
at practice. Having four days off between games provided a nice buffer,
and Keefe loaded Galchenyuk onto a line with John Tavares and William
Nylander to see how he looked.

Hanifin - Tanev
Valimaki - Nesterov
Markstrom starts

The early returns were positive enough that Keefe feels confident
Galchenyuk is ready for the NHL again.

Rittich
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Many of Campbell’s previous rehab sessions on the ice included Alex
Galchenyuk, who will be making his Leafs’ debut on Friday. The 27-yearold winger was acquired via trade with Carolina on Feb. 15, and spent his
first couple weeks in the organization primarily working with Toronto’s
skill coaches and injured players.
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TSN.CA / Simmonds returns, Galchenyuk debuts as Leafs face Flames

“There's more to this player here in terms of what he has to offer,” Keefe
said. “But there was also more to what he needed and that's why we took
the patient approach with him and gave him the opportunity to go down
with the Marlies. He’ll get a chance to play with good players tonight, and
I thought those guys looked really good in practice yesterday. I think the
way that [Galchenyuk] moves the puck and the way that he can score
and shoot the puck pairs well with them.”

By Kristen Shilton

Keefe expects the Leafs offence to start thriving again after such a long
layoff. Toronto was outscored 23-15 over its six games before the break,
and their goals-for dropped to 2.50 from the season average of 3.63.

TORONTO — Wayne Simmonds and Jack Campbell will return to the
Maple Leafs’ lineup on Friday against Calgary, bringing Toronto as close
to full strength as the team has been all season.

Those dips contributed to Galchenyuk being inserted into the group and
Travis Boyd being pushed out. Even past the halfway point of the regular
season, Keefe is trying to construct the Leafs’ best lineup. Being fully
healthy, and bringing in fresh legs, should help.

The timing couldn’t be better, considering how far the Leafs’ have fallen
lately.
Toronto posted an abysmal 1-5-0 record leading into a four-day break
this week, and their once commanding lead atop the North Division
standings has been whittled down to a tie for first with Edmonton at 40
points (albeit with three games in hand).
What the Leafs need now is a spark, and history suggests Simmonds
(who broke his wrist on Feb. 6) can help provide it.
“I know he's very excited to get back and get playing here,” coach
Sheldon Keefe told reporters on a Zoom call after the Leafs’ optional
morning skate. “It's been a long time coming for him. He’s the kind of guy
that has a ton of energy and hasn't been able to utilize a great deal of
that in a competitive environment here. He has a strong voice on the ice
with his linemates. He feels good and we're happy to have him back in
the mix tonight.”
Simmonds will slot onto the fourth line with Pierre Engvall and Jason
Spezza to start, and projects to be back as Toronto’s net-front man on
the team’s top power-play unit.
Prior to his injury, Simmonds had scored five goals in six games,
including three with the extra man. The Leafs’ lagging power play, which
is operating at a paltry 10 per cent over the past six games, could use a
boost.
“He's been a great player for our team whenever he’s on the ice,” said
Mitch Marner. “It's been great the last couple days having him with us. He
comes in with a positive mindset every day and that's something I think
everyone really wants to have, but it's hard. He does it very well and
that's something that you want to be around.”
Campbell’s comeback has also been in the cards for a while. Toronto’s
backup goalie originally suffered a leg injury on Jan. 24, and then reaggravated the issue in his first start back Feb. 27. He hasn’t appeared in
a game since, but has been skating and practicing consistently.

“This season and our schedule is unforgiving,” Keefe said. “We’ve got to
find ways to optimize the lineup, and give opportunity to players such as
[Galchenyuk]. The standings are what they are, but they’re a symptom of
the fact that we haven't gotten results here of late. We don't need any
more of a wakeup call than that.”
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